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For all two-way radio enthusiasts
Before the Balloon Went Up
Radio Technology in the 1930s
Construction:
The MF88 Rx Antenna
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On Test: the Yaesu FT1.747GX Transceiver; the
Kenwood TH•25E 144MHz Hand•held and lcom
IC2GE 144MHz Handwheld Receivers

ELMASEr INSTRUMENT CASE

CHEAP PHONO PLUGS
100/C2 1000/C18
1pole 12 way rotary switch
4/C1
AUDIO ICS LM380 LM386
£ 1ea
555 Timer 5/£1 741 Op AMP
5/Cl
LM3177 Plastic 70220 variable
£1
COAX PLUGS nice ones
4/C1
LM317 Metal
£2
4x4MEMBRANE KEYBOARD
C1.50
7812 Meta112v lA
£1.00
15.000uF 40V SPRAGUE
£2.50 (C1.25)
CA30851099 Variable regulator
£1
INDUCTOR 20uH 1.5A
5/C1
LM338 5A variable
CO
NEW BT PLUG + LEAD
£ 1.50
1.25" PANEL FUSEHOLDERS
5/C1
(les
8741 Micro Ex equipment
£ 1.30 CHROMED HINGES 14.5 x1" OPEN
8039 Ex equipment
£ 1.00 TOK KEY SWITCH 2 POLE 3 KEYS ideal for car/home
£3
4164-15 Ex Eqpt
Cl alarms
27128250n ° NEW
£3.00 12v 1.2W small wire ended 1amps fit AUDI VW TR7 SAAB
10/C1
68008 Processor Ex- Equip
CS VOLVO
10/C1
27256-30 ex-eqpt
£3.00 12V MES LAMPS
£2
2764-30 2176 USED
C2 STEREO CASSETTE HEAD
£1ERASE HEAD 50p
170'2 EPROM ex equip
£5.00 MONO CASS. HEAD
Cl ee
2732-452716 USED
£2 100 £ 1.50 THERMAL CUT OUTS 50 77 85 120C
5/£1
2114 EX EOPT 60p 4116 EX EOPT
70p THERMAL FUSE 121C 240V 15A
4416 RAM
£3.50 TRANSISTOR MOUNTING PADS TO-5/70-18 £3/1000
10/C1
D446C (TC5517AP)
£ 1.50 TO-3TRANSISTOR COVERS
30/C1
ZN427E-8
£4.00 STICK ON CABINET FEET
200/C1
ZN428E-8
£4.00 PCB PINS FIT 0.1" VERO
TO-220 micas + bushes
10/50p 100/C2
TO-3micas + bushes
20/C1
18342MHz
2 C1.50 PTFE min screen cable
10m/C1
Large heat shrink sleeving pack
£2
50p 100/C20
8pin 10K 22K
Cl.00 CERAMIC FILTERS 6M/9M/10.7M
TOKIN MAINS RFI FILTER 250v 15A
£3
9pin 22K
1.00
£
IEC
chassis
plug
rfi
filter
10A
£3
10 pin 68R 18OR 22K
£ 1.00
Potentiometers short spindles values 2k5 10k 25k 1M 2M5
new value
5/C1
500k lin 500k log
4/C1
40Khz ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS EX-EOPT NO
BCW31 BCW72 NTAV70 1S2836 min SO/type
100/C2.50
DATA
Cl/pr
PLESSEY INVERTER TRANSFORMER 11.5-0-11 5V to
240v 200 VA
CS (C3)
BC107 SCY70. Pre formed leads full spec
20/C1 100/C4 1000/C30
300x133x217mm deep

£10.00 ea ((2.20)

REGULATORS

COMPUTER ICS

'0' 9-way £ 1. 15-way £ 1.50; 25-way
37-way £2; 50-way £350; covers 50p ea

£2

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
W21 or Sim 2.5W 27R
10 of one value Cl
R10 0R15 OR22 2R0 4R7 5R0 5R6 8R2 1OR 12R 15R 18R 2OR
22R 27R 33R 36R 47R 56R 62R 75R 3R9 91R 100R 120R 18OR
39OR 430R 470R 56OR 680R 820R 910R 1K15 1K2 1K5 1K8 2K4
2K7 3/(3 3K0 5K0 10K
R05(50 enIW-ohni) 1% 3W
...4for Cl
W22 or Shn OW
7of one value Cl
R47 1R0 1R5 3R3 6R8 9R1 lOR 2OR 27R 33R 51R 56R 62R 68R
100R 120R 18OR 390R 50OR 56OR 62OR 91OR 1K0 1K2 1K5 1K8
21(7 3K3 3K9 4K7 10K
W23 or Sim OW
6 of one imbue El
R22 R47 1R0 1R1 15R 56R 62R 68R 100R 120R 180R 220R 30OR
390R 68OR 1K0 1K5 5K1 10K
W24 or Wen 12W
4 of one value Cl
R50 1R0 2R0 6R8 9R1 lOR 18R 22R 27R 56R 68R 75R 82R 100R
15OR 20OR 220R 270R 40OR 620R 6K8 8K2 11(0 10K 15K

WIRE WOUND RESISTORS - BOLT
ON HEATSINK TYPE

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

10 watt 39R, 180R
«peach
25 watt R33. 1R2, 1R5, 4R7, 25R, 100R
SOp *soh
50 watt 3R3. 5R1, 18R, 27R
00p eaoh

SIL RESISTOR NETWORKS

PHOTO DEVICES

SURFACE MOUNTED
TRANSISTORS
TRANSISTORS

ZENERS

POWER TRANSISTORS

POWER FET IRF9531 8A 60V Pchannel to 220
2./C1
2N3055H RCA House numbered
2SC1520sim BF259
3/C1 100/(22
T1P141, 142/146. £ 1ea, TIP110.125.428
2/C1
TIP35B £.30 TIP35C
£ 1.50
SE9302 100V 10A DARL SIM TIP121
2/C1
2N3055 Ex eqpt tested
4/C1,
Plastic 3055 or 2955 equiv 50p
100/C35
2N3773 NPN 25A 160V £1.80
10/C10
BD132

QUARTZ HALOGEN LAMPS
A1/216 24v 150w
H1 12v 55w (car spot)

£2.25
£ 1.50

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
7.2 Volts 1.8 A/hr C Cells in packs of 6

£ 5 P&P Cl

ZIF SOCKETS

TEXTOOL single inline 32 way. Can be ganged for use with
any dual inline devices
2/C1.50

MISCELLANEOUS
BNC to croc clips lead 1metre fl
100/C50
Small Microwave Diodes AEI DC1028A
2/C1
Moulded inductor 470uH size of a 1watt film resistor 5/C1
To- 220 Heat Sink sim RS 403-162
10/2.50
D.I.L. Switches 10 Way £1 8 Way 110p. 4/5/6 Way 50p
180 Volt 1watt ZENERS ALSO 12V
20/C1
Olivetti logos calculator keyboard ( 27) key plus 12 Digit
flourescent display on driver boad ( ie calculator less case,
transformer and printer)
£ 1.30
Plastic Equipment case 9x6x1.25" with front and rear
panels containing PCB with eprom 2764 -30 and ICS 7417
LS30 LS32 LS74 LS367 LM311 7805 Reg, 9way D plug, push
button switch, din socket
£1.90
VNIOLM 60V 1/2 5ohm TO-92 mosfet
4/C1.
MIN GLASS NEONS
10/C1
RELAY 5v 2pole changeover looks like RS 355-741 marked
SIC 47W13057
3/C1
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE PLUG RS 456-071
2/C1
MINIATURE CO-AX FREE SKT RS456-273
2/C1.50
STRAIN GAUGES 40 ohm Foil type polyester backed balco
grid alloy
£ 1.50 ea 10, Cl
DIL REED RELAY 2POLE n/o CONTACTS
Cl
ELECTRET MICROPHONE INSERT
£0.00
Linear Hall effect IC Micro Switch no 613 SS4 sim RS
304-267
C2.50 100+ £ 1.50
Hall Effect IC UGS3040 + MAGNET
£ 1.00
OSCILLOSCOPE PROBE SWITCHED X1X10 £ 10

loam

5.6V IW3 Semi kron 50K available £25/1000
Supressor OF606 120V BI Directional Zener in 3amp W/E
package
5/C1.00

DIODES & RECTIFIERS

BAW76 Equiv IN4148
M011 0,000
1N4148
100/C1.50
1N4004/SD4 1A 300V
100.13
1N5401 3A 100V
10/C1
BA1581A 400V fast recovery
100/C3
BA159 IA 1000V fast recovery
100/C4
120v 35A stud
65p
12 FL10 12A 200V small stud
4/C1.50 100/C25
BY127 1200V 1.2A
10/C1
BY254 800v 3A
8/C1
BY255 1300v 3A
6/C1
6A 100V Similar MR751
4/C1
VM88 800mA 100VDIL b/REC
SI/C1
lA 800v bridge rectifier
4/C1
4A 100V bridge
3/C1
6A 100v bridge
50p
8A 200V Bridge
2/C1.25
10A 200v bridge
£ 1.50
25A 200v bridge £2ea
10. C18
25A 400v bridge £2.50
10/C22

SCRs

2P4M equiv C106D
MCR72-6 10A 600/SCR
35A 600v stud
TICV106D .8A 400v SCR 3irt
MEU21 Pros. unilunction

TRIACS

3/C1 100/t20
Cl
£2
100/C15
3/C1

dims 25p

NEC Triac ACO8F 600V TO 220
5/C2 100/(30
Discs
4/C1
TXAL225 8A 400V 5mA gate 2/(1
100/1235
TRAL 2230D 30A 400V isolated stud
C4 each

CONNECTORS

BPW50 Infra red photo Diode
3/C1
Slotted optoswitch OPCOA OPB815
£ 1.30
7;
'Ope
2N 587.1
nly
TL
018 Photo transistor
Cl
TIL38 Infra red LED
/C1
OP12252 Opto isolator
5
.0p
Photo diode 50p
M EL12 ( Photo darlington base n/c)
RPY58A LDR 50p ORP12 LDR
GREEN or YELLOW 3or 5mm 10/f1
FLASHING RED OR GREEN LED 5mm 50p
LEDS assorted RD/GN/YW + INFRE/RED

SUB MIN PRESETS HORIZONTAL
1K 4K710K 22K 47K 1M 10M

MAIL ORDER ONLY

P.o, Box 634
Bishops Stortford, Herts, CM23 2RX
0279 505543 : FAX 0279-757656

15/C1 100/C5

CERMET MULTI TURN
PRESETS 3/
4"
lOR 2OR 100R 200R 25OR 500R
2K 5K 10K 22K 50K 100K 200K 2K2 2K5 47K 500K 2M2

50p

IC SOCKE136-pin 15/£1 8-pin 12/£1; 14-pin 10/£1.00;
18/20- pin 7/£1; 22/24/28 pin 4/£1 40 pin 30p

TRIMMER CAPACITORS

5/50p

Grey larger type 2to 25pF Transistors 2N4427
Feed Thru Ceramic Caps 1000pF

ISOp
Ll/Cl

SOLID STATE RELAYS NEW 10A
250v AC

Zero voltage switching Control voltage 8-28v DC
40A 250V AC Solid State relays

£2.50
£18

POLYESTER/POLYCARB CAPS
luF 100v lOmm SIEMENS block polycarb 10k available
1000/C80
ln/3n3/5n6/802/10n 1% 63v lOmm
100/CS
2u2 160v rad 22mm100/C10
33n/47n 250v AC X rated rad 15mm
10/C1.00
lu 600V Mixed dielectric
» pee

NTC BEAD THERMISTORS

STC
022 22OR G13 1K G23 2K G54 50K 025 200K G11 6401:1A,
Res@ 20C directly heated typeE
FS22BW NTC Bead inside end of 1" glass probe res 4
6-D 20C
200R
£1.00

BEAD TANTALUM CAPS
6UB 25V, 47U 3V, 2U2 20V, 10U 10V

12 Cl

100/C0

MONOLOTHIC CERAMIC CAPS

DIN 41612 96way socket ( 3row) right angle pcb pins
£1.20 each 10n 50V 2.5mm
100n 50v
DIN 41612 64 way a/c plug right angle pcb pins
C1.00 each 100N 50V axial Shortleads
34 way card edge IDC connector (disk drive type) £1.25 100n ax long leads
Centronics BBC Printer lead
f
£ 3.50 100n 50v RAD 03" centres
Centronics 36way IOC plug
£2.50
Centronics 36way IDC skt
£4
Centronics 36way plug ( solder type)
£4
USED Centronics 36W plug & socket
£3 £3.50

KEYTRONICS

6/(2
110p
70p
100/C6.50
100/C36
200/C5

100/C4.50
2.5mm or 5mm 100/LIS
100/C3
100/L16
100/C10

STEPPER MOTOR 4 PHASE 2
ev WINDINGS
10/(30

MIN CASH ORDER £.00
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME
UNIVERSITIES COLLEGES SCHOOLS GOVT DEPARTMENTS
MIN. ACCOUNT ORDER £ 10.00
P&P AS SHOWN IN BRACKETS ( HEAVY ITEMS)
65p OTHERWISE ( LIGHT ITEMS)

ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BOUGHT FOR CASH
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GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

PHONE
0474 60521

DIODES

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
AN103
2-50
A9124
2.30
AN214
A92140
2.50
AN236
1.05
AN239
2.50
AN240P
2.80
A9247
2.50
AN260
2.95
AN262
1.95
AN264
2,50
AN271
3.50
AN301
2.95
AN303
3.50
AN313
2.95
AN315
2.25
AN316
3.93
A9331
3.95
A9342
2.03
AN362L
2.50
AN612
2.15
A96362
3.135
AN7140
3.30
AN7145
3.30
AN7I15M 3.95
AN7150
2.95
AN7I51
2.30
BA52I
3.33
CA1352E 1.75
CA3086
0.46
CA3123E 1.93
CA3131EM
2.50
CA3140s 2.30
CA3140T 1.13
ETT6016
2.30
HA1137W 1.95
1-181156W 1.50
6881306
1.30
HA1322
1.93
HA1339A 2.93
HA1366W 2.75
HA1377
3.50
HA1406
1.95
HA1551
2.93
LA1201
0.95
LA1230
1.93
LA3201
095
LA4101
0.93
A4102
2.93
LA4140
2.93
LA4031P
1.95
LA4400
3.50
LA4420
3.50
LAI 422
2.50

LA4430
LA4461
LC7120
LC71313
LC7131
LC7137
LM323K
LM3249
LM3809
LM38098
LM383T
LM3909
LM1011
M5155L
M51513L
M51521L
MB3705
MB3712
83756
7
MC1307P
MC1310P
1AC 1327
MC13270

LOO
3.98
3.28
3.80
8.50
5.50
4.96
0.45
1.50
2.96
2.96
3.60
3.16
2.98
2.30
1.50
1.50
2.00
290
1.00
1.96
1.70
0.06

MC1351P 1.75
MC1357
2.35
MC1358
1.58
MC1495
3.00
MC1496
1.78
MC1723
0.50
MC3357
2.75
MC3401L 2.110
MC14106P
MC 14518CP
7.80
ML23113
1.75
ML232B
2.30
ML239
2.95
MSM5837 8.75
SAA500A 3.30
SAA1025 7.25
SAA1251 4.95
SAA5010 8.35
SAA5020 5.75
SAB3210 3.50
SABB5608 1.14
SAS5708 1.13
SA580
2.65
SA8590
278
SL901B
7.96
SL917B
6.00
51.1310
1.50
SL1327
1.10

AL11270 1 .10
S97474
1.110
597421
0.1111
801760239 3.98
59761109 0.89
S9761159 1.25
SN761319 1.30
597622609
2.95
S9762279 1.08
SN762289 2.95
S9755339 1.65
SN 766509 1.15
S9766609 0.90
STK011
7.96
STK014
7.95
STK015
5.93
STK018
7.95
018025 11.95
STK032
7.95
STK078 11.95
STK085
8.95
516415
7.96
518433
6.96
STK435
7.96
STK437
7.96
STK439
7.95
STK461 11.50
STK463 11.50
5160015 7.95
STK0029 7.95
STK0039 7.95
TA7061AP 1.50
187072
2.65
187073
3.50
TA7108P
1.30
1.47120P
1.65
TA7120P 2.50
TA7130P
1.80
TA7137P
1.00
TA7146P
1.30
TA7176AP 2.95
TA7193P 3.95
TA7203
2.93
TA7204P 2.15
TA7205AP 1.13
TA7208
1.95
TA7222AP 1.80
TA7227P 4.25
TA7228P 1.05
TA7310P
1.80
TA7313AP 2.95
187314P 2.95
TA7321P 2.25

TA 71309P 3.116
TA7611AP 2.96
TA7529
2-60
TAA310A 3-60
TAA320A 3.50
TAA350A 1.35
TAA55013 1.05
TAA570
1.95
TAA821
3.155
TAA8320S 296
TAA681 13 1.08
TAA700
1.70
18.8930
3.96
TBAI2OAS/B/C
1.00
SA/S8/7/1.1
TBA395
1.80
TBA3915
0.75
TBA4409 2.65
TBA4800 1.25
TBA510
2.110
TBA5100 290
TBA520
1.10
TBA5200 1.10
TBA530
1.10
TBA5300 1.10
TBA540
1.25
TBA5400 1.38
113A5500 1.96
TBA560C 1.44
TBA5600 1.44
TBA570
1.00
TBA651R 2.80
TBA6T3
1.96
TBA720A 2.48
TBA750
1.86
TBA75130 1.08
TBA800
0.09
TBA810AS
1.63
TBA810P 1.86
TBA820M 0.73
TBA8200 1.45
TBA890
2.50
188920
1.65
TBA950/28
2.35
TBA990
1.49
TBA9900 1.49
TCA270
1.50
TCA270S0
1.60
TCA650
2.60

TCA780
2.110 TDA4050 2.96
1C A800
2.50 TDA4600 2.80
TCA800
6.95 TDA9503 3.18
TCA830S 1.96 TEA1009
1.35
TCA900
2.50 UPC41C
3.50
TCA940
1.66 UPC566H 2.96
TDA440
2.20
TDA1001 2.96 UPC575C2
2.75
TDA10003A
3.95 UPC10001H
1.96
TDA1C006A
2.50 UPC1020H
2.96
1081010 2.15
1081206 2.28 UPC102414
1.80
TDA1035 2.50
TDA1037 1.96 UPC102514
1.96
TDA1044 2.15
7081170 1.98 UPC1028 H
1.98
TDA1180 2.15
UPC1032/1
TDA12700
1.80
3.06
UPC1158H
TDA1327 1.70
0.75
TDA20002 1.96
UPC1167C2
TDA20003 2.98
1.95
TOA2010 1.95
UPC1181H
TOA2020 2.96
290
1.25
TDA2030
UPC1182H
TDA2140 3.95
2.96
TDA2150 2.50
1.95 UPC11135H
TD82151
T
DA2160 2.50
3.96
TDA2524 1.95 UPC1191V 1.50
1082530 1.98 UPC1350C
2.95
TDA2532 1.06
TDA2540 1.96 UPC 1353C
TDA2541 2.18
2.48
TDA2560 2.16 UPC1360 2.95
TDA2571 2.98 UPC1365C
TDA2581 2.96
3.95
TDA2582 2.95 UPC20002H
TDA2593 2.05
1.93
1082660 6.80 UPD2114LC
roeelo 2.50
0.35
TDA2611A 1.95 555
0.60
1082840 3.00 I556
0.50
TDA2655 4.50 723
0.35
TDA21380A 2.75 741
0.50
TDA2090 2.48 747
0.35
TDA3310 2.68 748
0.60
TDA3510 3.80 7808
0.65
1083560 3.96 7805
0.65
7812
7815
0.63

SEMICONDUCTORS
AAY12
AC126
AC127
AC128
AC1213K
AC141
AC141K
AC142K
AC176
AC176K
AC187
AC18711
AC188
AC188K
AD142
AD143
AD149
80161
AD162
AF106
AF114
AFI21
AF124
AF125
AF126
A.F127
AF139
AF150
AF178
AF 239
AU 106
81102
BC1074,
BC 1078
BC108
BC1088
BC109
BC 098
BC 109G
BC114A
BCI 15
130116A
8C1 16A
BCI17
BC119
BCI25
BC139BC
BCI 40
BC141
8C142
BC143
BC147B
BC148A
BC14130
BC149
BCI53
BC157
BC159
BC161
BC 17X8
BC171
BC171A
BC17161
BC 172
BC172B
BC 172G
BC1738
BC 74*
BCI 77
Be178
EIC182

4

0.25
0.45
0.20
0.28
0.32
0.28
0.34
0.45
0.22
0.31
0.25
0.28
0.26
0.37
2.50
2.50
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.50
1.95
0.60
0.65
0.35
0.65
0.65
0.40
0.60
1.95
0.42
6.95
2.95
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.12
0.09
0.35
0.35
0.50
0.19
0.24
0.25
0.20
0.31

BC239
0.15
BC251A
0.15
BC252A
0.15
BC258
0.28
BC258A
0.39
BC284
0.30
BC 300
0.30
BC301
0.30
BC303
0.26
8C30761
0.09
BC327
0.10
BC328
0.10
BC337
0.10
BC338
0.09
BC347A
0.13
BC46I
0.35
BC478
0.20
BC527
0.20
8C547
0.10
8C548
0.10
8C549A
0.10
BC550
0.14
8C557
0.08
BC558
0.10
8C639/IX 0.30
BCY33A 19.50
1313115
0.30
8D124P
0.59
1313131
0.42
130132
0.42
B0133
0.40
80135
0.30
80136
0.30
00137
0.32
80138
0.30
60139
0.32
90140
0.30
80144
1.10
BD150C
0.29
50159
0.65
90160
1.55

BD237
130242
BD246
80376
80379
130410
BD434
80436
80437
BD438
130510
BD518
80520
80534
BD535
00538
BD575
60587
00588
80597
60695
B0698
00701
80702
BD707
BDX32
130X53B
111F115
8F119
BF127
8F154
BF177
EIF160
BF173
1941513
8F 178
BF179
ElF1130
8F181
BF182
BF183
BF184
BFI85
8F194
BF195
ElF197
BF198
BF199
BF200
BC240
8F241
BF245
13F256LC
8F257
BF259
8F271
8F271

0.40
0.65
0.75
0.32
0.45
0.63
0.63
0.45
0.75
0.75
0.95
0.75
0.65
0.45
0.45
0.63
0.93
0.95
0.95
0.98
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.25
0.90
1.50
1.65
0.35
0.85
0.39
0.20
0.38
0.27
0.22
0.22
0.26
0.34
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.35
O.28
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.14
0.40
0.20
0.15
0.30
0.35
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28

80166
130179

0.95
0.72

8F273
BF335

0.18
0.35

BU807
BUY20

0.15
80102
0.09
00201
0.
10
00202
0.10
130203
0.10
00204
80222
0.10
0.10
130223
0.10
80225
0.092.75
(30232
0.15
80233
0.15
130236
0.10

0.70
0.53
0.65
0.78
0.70
0.46
0.59
0.48
0.33
0.35
0.49

BF336
BF337
BF338
EIF355
BF362
BF363
BF371
BF394
131422
BF423
61F457
BF458
9F467

0.34
0.29

0.25
0.21
0.2e
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.30
0.12
0.09

0.55

BC 82 ,8
BC 103
BC183L
BC184L8
BC204
BC2078
EIC20813
BC212
BC212L
BC213
BC213L
BC214
BC214C
BC214L
BC 2378
BC238

0.10
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.28
0.25
0.20
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.15
0.15

0.
37
0.38
0.63
0.25
0.19
0.32
0.23
0.32
0.36
0.05

80493
0.36
BF 595
0.23
BF597
0.28
887039
0.23
BFF140
0.23
BFR81
0.25
BFR88
0.30
BFR90
1.50
BFR91
1.75
EIFT42
0.36
BFT43
0.35
BFW10
0.50
BFW11
0.78
BFW16A
1.15
BFW61
0.60
BFW92
0.88
BFX29
0.30
BFX841
0.26
BFX85
0.32
BFX815
0.30
BFX88
0.25
BFY18
1.35
BFY50
0.32
BFY51
0.32
BFY90
0.77
BLY48
1.75
B0100
0.411
B19,01
0.40
89103
0.56
89303
0.95
BRC4443 1.15
86139
0.48
ElSW64
0.95
EISX60
1.25
811008102
0.88
BT106
1.49
81116
1.20
81119
3.15
131120
1.65
DU105
1.115
B1_1108
1.09
BUI 24
1.25
BUI 25
1.28
BUI 26
1.90
BU204
1.115
BU205
1.30
BU208
1.39
BU2C/8A
1.52
BU2080
195
BU326
1.20
BIJ326S
1.60
BU407
1.24
BU408
1.50
8U 500
2.25
BU508A
1.95
BU526
1.90

MRF453 17.50
M RF454 26.50
MRF455 17.50
MRF475
2.96
MRF477 14.96
OC16W
2.50
0C23
9.50
0C25
1.50
0C26
1.80
0C28
5.50
0C29
4.50
0C32
5.50
0C42
1.50
0044
1.25
0C45
1.00
0070
1.00
0071
0.75
0072
2.50
0075
1.50
0081
1.00
0084
1.50
0C139
12.50
0C171
4.50
0C200
4.50
0C201
5.50
OC205
10.00
020008E1
1.45
02009
2.60
02010B
1.46
92322
0.58
0 2323
096
0 254 0
2.
45
RCA16029 0.88
00816039 0.85
RCA16181 0.85
6C816334 0.90
RCA 16335 0.86
RCA16572 0.88
520600
0.95
SKE5F
1.46
1602IV
0.45
16027V
0.45
16029V
0.45
T6036V
0.55
19002V
0.33
T9011V
0.75
T9015V
2.15
/9034V
2.15
79038V
3.95
TH115/80 2.25
144115/85 2.25
TIP25
0.40
TIP29C
0.12
TIP30C
0.43
TI
P31C
0.55
TI
P32C
0.42
TIP33C
0.95

Tv106
1.50
TV106, 2 1.50
ZRF0112 16.50
291100
6.50
291308
1.38
291711
0.30
292219
0.28
252826
0.55
292905
0.40
293053
0.40
293054
0.59
293055
0.52
292702
0.12
293703
0.12
0.12
293704
293705
0.20
293708
0.12
293708
0.12
293733
9.50
293773
2.76
293792
1.35
294427
1.98
294444
1.13
295294
0.42
295296
0.48
2195298
0.60
295465
0.45
295496
0.95
2s,k32g
0.98
25A715
0.35
25C495
0.80
25C496
0.80
2SC 7134
0.75
25C795
0.75
25c789
096
2SC9310 0.95
2SC937
1.98
25C1034 4.50
2SC1096 0.80
2SC1106 2.50
2SC1124 0.95
25C1162 0.95
2SC11727 2.20
2SC1173
1.18
2SC1364 0.50
25C1413A 2.50
25C1449 0.50
25C1628 075
2SC1678
1.60
2SC 1945 3.75
2SC1953 0.95
2SC1957 0.80
2SC1969 2.95
25C1985 1.50
2SC2028
1.15
2SC21329
195
2SC209 1 0.85

TIP303
TIP41 A

095
0.45

2SC2098
25C2314

13U16913
1.70 TIP41C
BuY7 ,
2.50 TIP42C
BUV41
2.50 TIP47
MJ 3000
1.
58
TIP 48
MJE340
0.40 TIP50
MJE350
0.75 TIP120
MJE520
0.48 TIP125
MJE2955 0.96 TIP142
MPSA13 0.25 TI P146
MPSA92 0.30 TI P161
MRF237
4.95 T1P2955
MRF450A
TIP3055
13.05 71061

0.45
0.47
0.65
0.
00
0.65
0.60
0.65
1.75

25C2371

0.36

2
1S
SC
O93
923
1°
4

0
0..50
85

250325E
2SKI9
251(33
257110544

1.65
0.55
0.55
1.50

3S K88

0.95

2.25
2.15

295
0.80
0.55
O•

2.95
0.80

B1%36-1500
0.20
BYX38-600Fi
0.00
131X56-600
0.30
BYX71-600
1.75
BZX71
0.15
BZX61
0.15
BIX88
010
BIY95C30 0.35
CS48
8.00
CS108B 16.50
MR510
0.65
MR512
0.66
0847
0.15
0890
0.10
0A91
0.15
0A95
0.10
0A202
0.40
192100
5.00
192313
2.95
1923C
2.95
1F423ER
4.95
1523WE
4.115
154001
0.04
194003
0.04
194034
0.05
194007
0.06
194148
0.02
194448
0.10
195401
0.12
195402
0.14
195403
0.12
195406
0.13
155407
0.10
111'44
0.10
117923
0.15
1772002
0.10

AA ,1 9
0.06
BA115
0.13
BA145
0.16
BA148
0.17
88154
0.04
BA156
0.16
BAIS?
0.30
138244
0.75
88301
0.75
BA302
0-85
BA313
0.75
88318
2.96
BA328
2.95
BA521
1.75
BAV21
0.30
BAVV62
0.19
BAX13
0.04
BAX16
0.12
8012050 0.30
81151
0.79
E11126
0.10
81127
0.11
BY133
0.15
81164
0.45
81176
1.20
81179
0.63
81182
0.55
01184
0.35
131187
0.45
81199
0.40
81206
0.11
BY208-800 0.33
131210-800 0.33
81223
0.90
611298-400 0.22
131299-800 0.22
E11010
0.20
BYX25-600
1.25

ZENER DIODES
132%61 Series
82188 Ser es

0.13
0.20

EHT MULTIPLIERS
Uneyersal Trip ici
Decca 30
Decca 80
Decca 100
Decca 120
Decca 1730
DEC 2040
GEC 2110
ITT CVC I9
ITT CVC2025 30
ITT CVC45
Philips G815501
Philips 69
eye 697
eye 713 4lead
eye 713 5lead
eye 731/25
Rank 8774
Rank A823
Rank 1208
Siemens TVK76.'1
Siemens Europa
Thorn 1500
Thorn 1600
Thorn 3500
Thorn 8000
Thorn 8500
Thorn 9000
Thorn 9600
TV1 IStick
TV13 Stick
TV18 Stick
1820 Stick

5.45
6.35
6.95
&95
6.93
6.33
3.43
6.93
6.33
6.33
6.93
6.93
6.00
6.30
8.50
8.50
8.50
6.35
6.93
0.95
6.93
7.30
3.43
3.43
7.93
6.95
7.15
8.30
8.30
0.90
1.23
1.10
1.40

PUSH BUTTON UNITS
DeccWITT
Decca
Hitachi
eye
GEC 213
GEC2110
GEC

7.95
7.96
11.96
10.35
9.50
10.50
10.30

way
4way
4way
6way
6way
6way
6way

in

SUNDRIES
Mono Tape Head
Auto Reverse Tape Head
Stereo Head
eye IF Gain Module
4433 MHZ Crystal ( PAL)
55MHZ Crystal ( Sound)
Delay Li ne SL 50/TAU82
FocusControl GEC210
FocusControl PYE731
Focus Stick
SAWF111er
Anode Cap 27KV
Solder Mop

2.80
3.95
3.50
6.99
0.45
0.45
1.15
1.50
1.50
0.93
0.10
0.69
0.64

Un OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Decca 80
Decca 100
Decca 1700 Mono
Decca 1730
Decca 2230
GEC2040
GEC2110
Grundig 1500
Grundig 5010-6010
2225011-6011
ITT CVC20
ITTCYCZS ' 30/32
Philips GO
Philips G9
Philips 611
eye 691/697
eye 713/715
eye 725
eye 731
RMB 1208
Rank Murphy 718A
Rank Murphy 720A
Rank Murphy A640
Rank Murphy 8023
Tandberge 90
Tale/ unken 7118
Thorn 1500 ( 15XVI
Thorn 1590
Thorn 3500 ( EHT)
Thorn 8000
Thorn 8500
Thorn 90)0
Thorn 9800
Thorn Mains
Transformer 3000/3500

NEW RANGE - LOWER PRICES
doubt please phone quoting your

7.95
7.93
9.93
8.23
8.23
7.50
14.50
15.43
13.43
8.20
8.20
8.50
6.95
13.95
11.50
11.50
10.95
9.95
12.40
10.00
12.50
8.50
11.50
11.13
11.13
15.45
9.50
9.50
23.50
17.50
19.50
22.40
9.70

model

number and we will confirm the head you require
3HSSV
3HSSUIN
3HSS39
3HSS9/414SS
3HSSH
3HSSU3N
3HSSP
3HSS6NA
3HSSU2N
3HSSSF
3HSSR
PS385
PS313T
PS482S
PS583S
Philips

For Ferguson/JVC
For National Panasonic/Philips
For National Panasonic/9V777/330
For National Panasonic
For Hitachi
For National Panasonic
For Sharp
For National Panasonic Indusb,
For National Panasonic
For Fisher/Fidelity
For Arnstrad/SaishorTriurnph
For Sony SLC5 67 etc
For Toshiba
For Sony SLC20/30 etc
For Sony SLC8/C9 etc
V7003

27.50
29.50
39.50
213.50
35.00
35.00
35.00
75.00
39.50
35.00
35.00
35.00
39.50
39.50
48.50
65.00

VIDEO BELT KITS
Akai V593000/9500/9800
2.75
Amstrad 7000 ,5a isho
Triumph 000000000 4989/121 50
Ferguson 3V16
2.75
Ferguson 3V22/JVC
H03360/3660
2.96
Ferguson 3V23/JVC HR7700
1.50
Ferguson 3V29/JVC H67200
2.75
Ferguson 3V31/JVC 440 7650
2.75
JVC H113330/3600
2.75
Hitachi VT11 / 33
2.75
Hitachi VT5000
2.95
Hitachi 1/10000
1.25
National Panasonic
NV300/333/340
2.95
National Panasonic NV2000B
3.75
National Panasonic NV777
2.75

National Panas...ni-W:3300D
3.75
National Panasonic NV7C00
2.73
National Panasonic
908600/861093620
3.75
SanyoVTC5000
1.50
Sanyo VTC5300
1.75
Sanyo VTC5500
2.75
Sanyo VTC9300
3.75
Sanyo VTC9300P
3.120
Sharp6300
3.50
Sharp 7300
3.50
Sharp 8300
3.50
Sharp 9300
3.50
Sony C6
2.75
Sony C7
3.50
Sony T9
2.95
Sony SL300013
3,75
Sony SL8000.8080
4.50
Toshiba 7540
3.50
Toshicia 9600
1.50

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement

ITT
Neons
Rank
Rank
Luxor

14.50
10.50
12.80
10.50
10.00
11.00

6via,
7way
7way
4way
6way
6way

TV MAIN SWITCHES

FUSES

Stsran 0/8 , 0.00 each
100 MA 200 MA 250 MA 50:1 MA
AMP 125 AMP 15AMP I6AMP
2AMP 25AMP 3 15 AMP 4AMP
Special alter 100 parties 4.50
20yani
0.15 loch
100 MA 150 MA 160 MA 250 MA
5(0 MA 800 MA 125 AMP
6
AMP 2 AMP 315 AMP 5 AMP
Batelai offle 100604h/4m 11.50
8.259.61,086 i„ 0.06 **ch
250 MA 500 MA 750 MA 1AMP 15
AMP 2 AMP 3 AMP 7 AMP 10
AMP Speeled °fier 100 per
1149,4
4.00
1.25 Inch 11/5 q, 0.15 Nd,
50 MA 60 MA 100 MA 150 MA 250
MA 500 MA 750 MA 15 AMP 3
AMP 4 AMP 5 AMP Special
41154,100 per type
10.00

VIDEO HEADS
If

TELEX
966371
TOS PM

Mains Switch CVC5
1.00
Mains Switch Decca/G EC
1.00
G8 Switch
1.00
G11 Switch
0.95
G11 ,12 with Remote
1.15
611/12 won Remote and Mains
nt1
190

VARICAP TUNERS
ELC1043/05 Mallard
ECL1043/06 Mallard
U321
U322
0324

8.85
8.65
8.23
8.25
11.00

THERMISTORS
VA 10 ,10
VA1056S
VA 8650
VA1097

0.23
0.23
0.45
0.23

WIREWOUND RESISTORS
4watt

'watt
watt
17 watt

2P ' D.<
0.20
R47-221(
119-15K
1R ' 5K

0.20
0.25
0.30

CATHODE RAY TUBES
A small selection from
our
stock
of
10,000.
Please add £ 3 additional
carriage per tube
CRE1400
410-2100N
DU:1-2306H
013-610G14
013-611GH
013-63OG H
D14450611
014-173GM
014-181GM
014-200GM
016-100GH/97
DG7 32
13H3-91
F16-101GM
F21- 130G0
F31- 12L0
M14-100GM
M17-151GVR
M23-112GV
M31.1820V
M31- 184W
M31-19060
M31-325GH
M36- 141W
M40120W
SE5FP31
3BP1
3WP1
95447G M

£35.00
48.00
35.00
59.00
39.00
59.00
75.00
53.00
53.00
75.00
65.00
45.00
55.00
75.00
75.00
75.00
43.00
175.00
55.00
53.00
65.00
33.00
35.00
75.00
59.00
55.00
19.50
18.50
75.00

A SELECTION FROM
OUR STOCK OF
BRANDED VALVES
81714
24.50
81834
7.50
41998
11.50
A2087
11.50
82134
14.98
82293
6.50
82426
33.50
82599
37.50
82792
27.50
82900
11.50
A3283
35.95
AC- PI
5.50
ACSP3A 4.96
AC/S2PEN
8.50
AC5 PEN & SO
AC/TH1
4.00
ACT22
69.75
AH221
39.00
AH238
39.00
AL60
6.00
ANI
14.00
ARP12
2.50
ARP34
1.25
ARP35
2.00
AZ11
4.50
AZ31
2.50
81153 225.00
BL63
2.00
EIR19113
395.00
85450
67.00
EiS452
83.00
EIS810
55.00
BS814
53.00
80894 250.00
8117
25.00
8158
55.00
8158
55.00
CIK
27.50
C3E
22.00
CIJ
20.00
C3M
17.95

C1134
C1149/1
C1150/1

32.00
195.00

135.00
C1534
32.00
CCA
3.50
CD24
6.60
CX1006
3.50
CK1007
3.30
CK5676
6.50
CK5678
7.50
CV Nos onces
on request
D3A
27.50
Oat
4.50
063
1.20
0841
22.50
0842
17.50
0890
4.50
08105 175.00
DAF91
0.70
DAF96
0.55
DC70
1.
73
DC90
340
DCX-4-5000
23.00
0E116
28.50
DET18
28.50
DET20
2.30
06122
33.00
06123
33.00
06124
39.00
0E125
22.00
08129
32.00
0F91
1.00
DF92
0.00
DF96
1.25
DF97
1.25
073108
8.50
DH63
1.50
DH77
0.90
DK91
1.20
04192
1.50
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please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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FT-747GX MODIFICATION
Raycom
Communications
Systems, an authority on
Yaesu equipment modifications, have come up with
another ' world first'.
The FT-747GX budget HF
transceiver offers very good
value for money but in common with many synthesized
HF
sets
it
suffers
from
reciprocal
mixing ' noise'
which degrades its performance. Raycom have added a
small printed circuit board
employing
computer- developed circuitry with surface
mounted ' chip' components
to the FT- 747, improving the
receiver performance by over
15dB when tuning around the
bands.
This important modification
is fitted at no extra cost to all
FT-747GX sets supplied by
Raycom. It is not available as a
customer or dealer- fitted kit.
The modification
means
that the beginner on HF with a
limited budget no longer has
to suffer limited performance
from his first rig.
Other Yaesu dealer- fitted
modification kits available
are the FT-767GX, FT-757GX
MK1 and FRG9600 MK1/2/3/5.
Raycom are no longer able to
supply any earlier or end- user
fitted kits due to the high
level of support required.
Further information from
Raycom Ltd. Tel: 021-544 6767.

DIGITAL STORAGE
ADAPTORS
Instrumex has introduced
the
Thurlby
DSA511
and
DSA524 range of digital storage adaptors, which will convert any conventional oscilloscope into a digital storage
oscilloscope.
Both of the DSAs are small,
lightweight and link to an
oscilloscope via one BNC
cable. This allows the realtime
applications
of
an
existing oscilloscope to be
retained.
Each adaptor is fully programmable. The RS-423 interface gives full control of front
panel settings and enables bidirectional transfer of waveform data.
The DSA524 provides realtime sampling at up to 20MS/s
6

and has a maximum useful
storage bandwidth of 5MHz
for single- event signals. For
repetitive signals, the rate is
2GS/s with a maximum storage bandwidth of 35M Hz.
Corresponding figures for
the DSA511 are: 10MS/s and
1MHz for single- event and
IGS/s and 20MHz for repetitive signals.
4096 words per channel is
offered on the DSA524 and
1024 words/channel on the
DSA511. The vertical resolution for both instruments is 8
bits.
Data occurring before the
trigger event can be captured
using the pre- trigger function. A digital post- trigger
delay system is also provided.
The DSA524 features atrigger
event delay which will allow a
specified number of trigger
events to occur before recording takes place.
The oscilloscope screen is
automatically annotated with
information such as trigger
delay time, magnify position
and plotter status. Any waveform section can be horizontally magnified ten times.
Each waveform
can
be
placed into an indexed memory for either temporary or
permanent storage. Battery
back-up is provided so that
the memory is maintained
when the power is off.
Waveforms can be changed
in amplitude, inverted and
added, or subtracted to waveforms
recalled
from
the
indexed memory.
Hardcopy is availble via a
dot-matrix printer or a digital
XY plotter using the RS 423
serial interface.
For
further
information
contact: lnstrumex UK, Darcan House, Mead field Road,
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8AL.
Tel: 0753 44878

PENRHYN CASTLE
The Dragon Amateur Radio
Club will in association with
Penrhyn
Castle,
Bangor
Gwynedd, North Wales, hold a
series
of
amateur
radio
events from 13 to 21 August
1988 ( excluding Tuesday 16
August). In addition to operating a special event station,
local
amateurs
hope
to
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demonstrate to the public
other aspects of the hobby,
such as RTTY, Pocket Radio,
Slow Scan TV etc. An Amateur
TV Station will be set up and
operated from the 19 to 21
August. An exhibition of vintage radios and equipment
will be set up for the event.
Admission to the House and
Gardens is £2.20 for adults
and £ 1.00 for children.
For further details: Dewi
Roberts, GWOABL. Tel: 0248
713647

DTI NEWS
The Radio Communications
Division of the DTI produce a
monthly report on the current
status of all repeater/beacon
applications submitted by the
RSGB. To obtain a copy write
to: Elaine Walter, DTI, Room
613, Waterloo Bridge House,
Waterloo Road, London. Tel:
01-215-2263

CURRENT METER
Alternating currents of up
to 200A are measured accurately and safely with the
CT4200, a digital clamp- type
meter.
The meter is anon- intrusive
current sensing instrument
that handles cable diameters
of up to 23mm. The digital
readout is a 31/2 digit, 7mm
high LCD that has a useful
'data hold' function. This
locks the reading to allow
measurement in awkward and
confined spaces.
The double- ramp integration
technique
gives
an
accuracy of ± 1.5%. Automatic
out of range indication is
provided and there is a low
battery symbol on the display.
Overload protection is standard, up to 500A for one
minute.
The meter can be used in
ambient temperatures from 0+40=C. Two 1.5V batteries are
used, with atypical life of 100
hours. Overall dimensions
are 175 x 41 x 27mm and
weighs 135g.
For
further
information,
contact:
Caroline Stewart, General
Manager,
Electronic
and
Computer Workshop Ltd. Tel:
(0376) 517413
AUGUST 1988

All the latest
news, views, comment and
developments on the amateur radio scene
PCB CONNECTOR
The latest addition to Klippon's range of PCB connectors is the SGE5 Series.
Developed to compliment
the
BL/SL
and
BLA/SLA
ranges, these 2- part connectors accept conductors up to
2.5mm 2 and are designed and
tested for compliance to BDE
0110 groups B and C.
Features
include
an
operational current rating of
10A, and voltage ratings of
380v ac for the 5.08mm pitch
version, or 500V ac for the
7.62mm type.
In addition, guide pins are
provided to enable accurate
mating and to allow access for
test plugs. The series is
offered with several accessories that include label marking systems; coding pins to
ensure correct polarisation
and end plates that permit
modular assembly for custom
requirements.
For further details, contact:
John
Bauckham,
Klippon,
Power Station Road, Sheerness, Kent ME12 3AB. Tel:
0795 580999

VHF TALK OF VIDEO
John Kelly, who runs an
audio visual service in Matlock, recently made a video
recording of G5UM deliverying what he calls his ' standard
talk about VHF, Then and
Now'. The video was made at
the G5UM 0TH in Leicestershire and as its title suggests,
is virtually ahistorical record
of the development of metrewave in the UK, over many
decades up to the present
day.
John will loan the video to
clubs interested in seeing it.
(It runs for just over an hour).
The hire charge is £ 5.00.
For further details, contact:
John Kelly, GOHMZ, QTHR, 7
Collingwood Crescent, Matlock, Derbyshire

INSTRUMENT RENTALS
Instrument
Rentals
are
offering discount for first
time
users
of
test
and
measurement
equipment.
This makes the short-term
hire of test equipment attractive when outright purchase
AUGUST 1988

may not be justified.
This offer applies to Instrument
Rentals'
complete
range of telecommunications
and
data- communications
test equipment, computers,
microprocessors,
development equipment, frequency
related instrumentation, data
loggers and recorders, general purpose test equipment
and industrial equipment.
The offer is only open to
first-time
customers
of
Instrument
Rentals'
and
closes on 31 August 1988
(subject
to
product
availability).
For
further
information,
contact: Instrumex ( UK), Dorcan House, Mead field Road,
Langley, Slough SL3 8AL. Tel:
(0953) 44878

VERULAM RADIO CLUB
The
Verulam
Amateur
Radio Club meets at the RAF
Association
Headquarters,
New Kent Road, off Marlborough Road, St Albans on
the second and fourth Tuesday each month.
On Tuesday 9 August, we
have an ' Activity Evening' and
on Tuesday 23 August at 7.30
for 8pm the Club will hold a
'Bring- and- Buy' sale. Visitors
are welcome at all our Club
meetings.
For
further
information contact: Hilary,
G4JKS, Tel: St Albans 59318

POCKET MULTIMETER
Electronic and Computer
Workships Ltd have launched
the PAN 35 digital multimeter.
The PAN 35 is an autoranging, autopolarity meter
that measures voltage and
esistance, with auseful audible continuity test mode.
The display is a 31/2 digit
LCD with polarity, range and
other useful indicators. Voltage
measurement
range
spans from 2to 400V full scale
(ac and dc) and resistance
can be measured in five
ranges from 200 ohms to 2
Meg ohms.
Battery life is 100 hours.
Two LR-44 cells are supplied
with the PAN 35, which comes
in ahard case wallet with test
probes and full instructions.
Overall dimensions of the

meter are 56 x108 x10mm. For
further information, tel: Jean
Newman, Electronic & Computer
Works hip
Ltd.
Tel:
(0376) 517413

LCD MODULES
A new intelligent illuminated LCD module, with one,
two or four displayed lines.
From 16 to 40 alpha- numeric
characters per line, are now
available.
They all feature a 96 ASCII
character set, which can be
supplemented
by
downloaded characters in a 5 x 8
matrix. A single + 5V power
supply is required and a
parallel
interface
offers
direct compatibility with microprocessor systems. Controllers are included in the
modules.
There are three display
modes: reflective, transflective and transmissive. Reflective is for conventional, nonilluminated operation, while
transflective and transmissive types have integral backlights which are supplied
complete with the necessary
dc/ac converters for powering the backlight foils.
Transflective gives a normal black- on- white appearance, while the transmissive
shows blue-green characters
against a black background.
For futher information contact: Caroline Stewart, General Manager, Electronic &
Computer Workshop Ltd. Tel:
(0376) 517413

DPDT TRANSFER SWITCH
SERIES 130
Wavecom's standard DPDT
transfer switch, Series 130,
now has its upper frequency
limit extended from 18 to
24G Hz.
Fitted with SMA connectors, the switch can be specified with an extensive range
of options, including: TTL
logic high or low, MOSFET
driver, indicator circuit, suppression diodes and aself deenergising circuit.
With a bandwidth from 3 to
24GHz, the switch has a
maximum VSWR from 1.2:1 to
1.6:1 and maximum insertion
loss of 1.2 to 0.6dB. Isolation

(minimum) is quoted from 80
to 50dB. Switch time is lower
than 15ms.
The Series 130 meets MILS- 3928 and MIL- E-5400 specifications with a temperature range from — 55 to + 85°C.
A guaranteed one million
cycles per switch is specified.
For
further
information,
contact: Stan Cohen, Director, Anglia Microwaves Ltd.
Tel: (0277) 630000

STC ELECTRONICS
STC Electronic Services
has introduced the VX range
of 7 and 13- strand PVC twin
cable for the most commonly
used thermocouple — Type K.
VX
compensating
cable
matches the temperatures
coefficient of Type K thermocouples for ambient temperatures up to 80°C. The main
advantage of using this cable
is full compatibility with Type
K thermocouples as well as
Type K plugs and sockets. In
addition, it provides a lowcost alternative to the use of
Type K extension cable.
For the + leg, plain copper
conductors are insulated with
white PVC, whiist for the
—leg, copper nickel ( constan tan) conductors are insulated
with blue PVC. The conductors are laid in parallel and
oversheathed in red PVC.
Loop resistance ( ohms per
combined meter) for the 7strand version is 2.3 at 20°C
whilst for the 13- strand version it is just 1.2 at 20°C.
For further details, contact:
The Cable and Wire Group,
STC
Electronic
Services,
Edinburgh
Way,
Harlow,
Essex CM20 2DF. Tel: 0279
626777

ARC APPOINTMENT
There has recently been a
change of Secretary in the St
Helens and District ARC. The
new Club Secretary is: Carol
Wainwright, GOCXT, tel: Marshalls Cross ( 0744) 813589
The Club meets weekly on
Thursdays, 7.45pm ( for 8pm
start)
at
the
Community
Resource Centre, Old Central
Secondary School, College
Street, St Helens ( opposite
Main Police Station).
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Before The Balloon Went Up
by David Laze11
German technology in the 1930s was
working on cable TV throughout Europe,
possibilities of satellite communication,
even an economic Common Market. In
Britain, a few blokes were figuring out
how the ARP could use a rig...
After three or four years of trying to
decide the merits of satellite communication, Ihave returned to my prewar copies of Newne's Popular Mechanics — and find they make more sense.
After all, any journal that tells you ' how to
make acar for £ 200' can't be that bad! Of
George
Newne's
wonderful
radio
journalism, more perhaps on another
occasion.
As Iwas born in Mitcham, the home of
Signor Marconi's radio beacons ( for
Croydon Aerodrome), it is hardly surprising that Igrew up enthralled by the art.
There are eerie echoes of the 1930s in
the 1980s, not the least being the growing
realisation that the Nazi dictators had
very keen interest in the possibilities of
satellite and
cable communication.
Ideas for a European Common Market
were all part of the New Order too.
Much of the post-war new technology
in rocketry, radio and certainly plastic
tape recording came from the plunder
gained by the winning side ( us, if you
remember that far back). In a strange
way, Japan's post-war leadership in the
electronics business sprang from the
original German dedication to the cause.
Meanwhile, in Britain, most MPs seemed
to think that short wave was something
that happened at low tide in Margate.
Today's gloomy prognostications on
cable TV have some similarity to the
sighs about atruly national TV service in
the late 1930s: the government, as usual,
was slow to act ( although it talked, of
course).
Before moving to that wonderful
balloon that rose gracefully from the roof
of Broadcasting House in the cause of
short wave, it is timely to note the level of
debate on radio communication. In July
1938, a contributor to Practical and
Amateur Wireless (
aweekly that covered
short wave topics in detail), reported on
the Parliamentary controversy regarding
the fitting of radio in taxi cabs. This was
presumably one-way, rather than twoway radio, since the ' wisers and betters'
of the nation seemed to think that such
an innovation would cause bedlam in the
metropolis.
To avoid widespread public alarm, the
Home Secretary announced that radio
would not be allowed in taxi cabs, and
that was that. Meanwhile, the Germans
were planning to cable up Europe.
'Thermion', the writer in the magazine,
must have constrasted the situation here
and in Germany as he penned his piece:
'It would of course br much better to
install wireless sets in the Houses of
Parliament to keep the members awake.
On the occasions Ihave been there, I
have noticed many of them snoring, only
to awake when someone shakes them by
8

the shoulders to tell them which way and
how to vote.'
Maybe then, as now, the world was
getting just too awful to contemplate,
although Members do keep awake these
days.
As the members mused on the horrible
thought of radio equipment in taxi cabs,
the popular radio press reported on
planned death rays being developed by
German scientists which were able to
prevent the use of any petrol driven
engine. Britain had an even better secret
weapon: MPs able to prevent the use of
any radio set in any taxi cab.

Gigantic con trick
In retrospect though, the proceedings
seem part of a gigantic con trick played
upon the Nazi leaders, since coincidentally with the daft debate on taxi cabs
a tremendous move on radio was going
ahead. Odd experiments and debates,
likely to make anyone think that the
British
were
barmy,
were
widely
reported.
In majestic terms, the ascent of asmall
balloon from the roof of Broadcasting
House was described as aiding short
wave experiments. Using the 8.5MHz
frequency, the transmitter fitted to the
balloon was to clarify certain problems
associated with the stratosphere. In the
later 1930s, Britain seemed to undergo a
sort of balloon mania as long retired
generals suddenly remembered the
damned Zeppelins of World War One.
As anative of south-east London at that
time, Iremember an otherwise very well
informed relation cheering the shooting
down of barrage balloons ( by unkind men
in Dorniers and Messerschmitts) under
the impression that they were Zeppelins
falling to earth. On the other hand, she
was no radio ham. Had she been so, she
would have got the message long since.
Radio hams seemed to be better
informed than many politicians, but that
was hardly surprising. Many local radio
clubs organised trips during the later
1930s to radio- significant installations,
no doubt being prepared for life in the
Forces or the ARP ( Air Raid Precautions,
forerunner of Civil Defence).
One
of the
nation's
best-known
amateur clubs, The Slade Radio Club
founded in the Midlands in 1927, organised ademonstration and discussion in
July 1938 on the theme ' Radio in the
Army'. It must have been a. thinly
disguised recruiting poster, as from
early 1938, the authorities seemed to
look for radio hams and other good
blokes to get into military training as
soon as possible, sometimes to help man
embryonic radio- location ( radar) facilities.
As radio hams went into the Forces, in
advance of the outbreak of hostilities in
Western Europe, new service- based
clubs were formed, the best-known of
these being the Royal Air Force Amateur
Radio
Society
which
started
as

the result of a chance meeting of some
former civvy hams at the RAF Training
College at Cranwell. Assuming it was
chance; there were a lot of odd happenings at that time. Look at club records for
1938 and 1939, and you will see that there
were various visits to gas works, power
stations, and other likely targets for
bombers.
Few of these had any overt radio
significance, although an antenna might
have done well on top of the local
gasometer. It seems that the club
members were being given the onceover in terms of ARP patrol service. Yet,
even here, the politicians seemed to
know amazingly little of the actual
technology involved ( and one wonders
how many who spoke so glowingly of the
public flotation of British Telecom had
any idea of what was going on in terms of
actual business development in new
forms of communication). Here again,
the amateurs had to prod the ' wisers and
betters' of Westminster and Whitehall.
An amateur from Rossendale wrote in
Practical and Amateur Wireless (
29 April
1939):
'It is somewhat surprising to note that
radio as a means of communication in
ARP work has been relegated to the
background by the authorities. The
official communication system relies on
the telephone network supplemented by
messengers. As however telephone
cables are often rendered inoperative by
such disturbances as storms and floods,
they are not likely to prove immune from
modern high explosive bombs.
'In one or two districts, amateur
transmitters are already co-operating
with police radio and there seems no
reason why the idea should not be
carried further. Two of the amateur
bands are adjacent to those used by the
police, and in many cases, both the
amateurs and the police are using similar
apparatus.
'It would be useful too if the ARP
wardens could be provided with portable
transmitters which would enable them to
communicate with their headquarters
without reliance on other means of
communication. By slight adjustment to
the amateur transmitter's equipment, it
would be possible for each local authority to broadcast information which could
be picked up by each householder with a
broadcast receiver.
'In view of the satisfactory response to
the call for civilian wireless reserve
recruits, Ifeel sure that there would be a
similar response in the case of asimilar
scheme for ARP'.

Lack of resources
In retrospect, it seems likely that the
government had got the message, but
did not have the resources to quickly
develop a radio- equipped ARP. Ironically, when Idid my own Civil Defence
training more than twenty years after the
Rossendale ham had penned his piece,
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field-to- base communication was still
primarily by field telephone. In Europe
though, radio links were seen as
increasingly important. In Prague a
public radio transmission system set up
for a major athletics festival in the
summer of 1983 was not disbanded when
the festival was over. It was retained, and
linked to police and military services.
Czechoslovakia, alas, has relatively few
radio hams, though Germany was amazingly advanced in the recognition of
short wave services.
Whilst we in Britain, provoked by arun
of railway accidents in 1984, are wondering why railway guards or drivers are not
yet equipped with short wave radio ( as
are railwaymen in the USA for example)
Germany was developing radio use on
the national rail network in the late 1930s.
It seems a pity that electronic scanners
were not around at the time, given all the
interest.
Germans
outside
the
Fatherland
(some eighteen million or so, worldwide)
kept in touch with their home country via
the short wave transmission of Zeesen, a
strong transmitter offering so clear a
signal that it was much admired in the UK
hobby interest press. Opened in 1933, the
Zeesen station represented the listenerorientated service that had yet to
develop in Britain. If you were on the
station's mailing list, anywhere in the
world, you received a monthly bulletin
about the station and its programming.
Unfavourable comments about develop-

ments in Germany printed in ' foreign
newspapers' were countered by the
Zeesen station.
Programming was imaginative enough,
and included ' person- to- person comment', allowing citizens of the Fatherland to come to the microphone in order
to send greetings to individual friends
and relations overseas.
It seems a great pity that MPs in the
1930s did not read the short wave and
hobby radio press. Had they done so they
could not have failed to see the writing
on the wall. They would have recognised
that radio was going to be a major
weapon in the inevitable conflict soon to
come. But they had other things on their
minds, and in any case, the dedication of
1930s hams provided avaluable resource
of manpower. Makes you wonder how the
Battle of Britain could have been won
without them.

Clandestine radio
It was the late 1930s that saw the arrival
of another form of radio which is now
virtually worldwide; clandestine radio.
Anti- government stations were set up by
well- trained saboteurs, in various European countries soon to be invaded, to
sap the desire to resist the ' friendly
newcomers'.
Although the popular British press ran
scare stories about the nation being
gassed, it was in fact the news about
radio that was far more significant. We're
only just beginning to realise how

M & B RADIO ( LEEDS)
THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST- EQUIPMENT DEALER
SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
HP 8444A Trackng Generator 0500P

£ 1200

HP 85586 1to 1500 MHz 182 Frame

£ 4 750

HP 141 T8554L 8552A 1250MHz
Tektronix 491 1510 40 GHz

£ 2 950
f1000

OSCILLOSCOPES
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calibration
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HP108A Dual Beam 50MHz
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Teleguipment 061
£ 150
Textron. 442 306tH,
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Textron's 465 100MHz
Textron. RM529 Waveform Monitor
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Fe-1 1600A 160 ZA Logic AiLiivsei
HP 1600A Logic Analyse,

£550
£350
£750

Gould LA500 SOMHz Logs .Analyser
Gould G200 Biornalion Logic Analyser

£200
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IIP 1601A Logic Analyser Plug in
HP 8170A Logic Pattern Generator
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Data Lab DLGOS Transient Recorder

£150

Marconi 1F 2300 Mod Meter

£200

Marconi TF2300E1Mod Meter
Marconi TF2700 LCR Bridge

£400
£150
£175

Radiometer MM2 LCR Bridge
Marconi TF1313A 1", LCR Bridge
Marconi TF1245 .1246 ° Meter
Bad Ter maline 6254 100MW 30.500MHz
Marconi TF2501 RF Power Meter
Marconi OF 6460-6420 Head

£200
£195
£75
£135

HP141A Storage Mae Frames Good Tubes

£450
£120

Ferrograph RTS2 Audio Test Set

£250

Kerco Bipolar PSU 20V- 220V
HP3400A RMS Voltmeter

20A-20

£200
£325

HP400EL Voltmeter

£200

HP3403C True RMS Voltmeter
Racal Dana 9915M

£650

SIGNAL GENERATORS
Marton, TF2015 1TF2171 Sync 10 to 520MHz

Racal Dana 9917A

£235

Racal Dana 9916

£675
Marconi 1F2016 TF2173 Sync 10Hz to 120MHz

HP 5381A 80MHz Counter
HP 5300A 5304 Counter

£225
£175

System Video Pal Vector Sik,pe
£600
HP 182 Main rarne
£ 350

Marconi 1F 1066.-B 10-470MHz AM FM

£475
£ 175

Marconi TF144/H1OHZ 72MHz

£ 75

Marconi TF1064B5 68-470MHz

£ 100

PM5234 100KHz•110MHz
Marton, TF2333 Transmission Test Set

£375

Feedback fG600 Function Generator
Lyons PG73N Bi Polar Generator
HP202C LF Oscillator
HP 8620A Sweep Generator I2to 12GHz
HP331 IA Function Generator

£350
£80

£195

Schlymberger 7201 Locators
Schluinberger 4980 AT T
Brandenburg Alpha 301(v PSU

2 Pods

HP8052 Sound Level Meter
Marconi OF 1026 Fred Meter 500 ,1000MHz
Racal RA17 Communications Receivers

£85

500 Kcs to 30MHz Checked 8 Tested
Eddystone EL:958

£95

Eddystone UHF 9905

£175

HP333A Distortion Analyser

£350
£300

Level TG200B RC Oscrilaior
HP654A Test Oscillator

£40
f495

Fluke 6160A Fred Synthesizer
Tesscan WBI 1500MHz sweeper

£275

Radford L002 DMS2 The Pair
Marconi TF2012 400 to 520MHz

£235
£175
£175

£250
£150
£100
£15
£145

Before you enrol check the benefits of
RRC'S unique Home Tilition Service

RRC has helped thousands of students to success in their
examinations with this unique system of postal tuition, one which
guides you, step-by-step, to qualify in the shortest possible time.
Only The Rapid Results College offers you all these advantages:
A qualified personal tutor

E Study material prepared by
specialists

E Completely self-contained

courses
E Handy pocket-sized booklets
E Personal study programme
E Regular marked tests
E Courses regularly updated
E 48 hour despatch

E Free advice before you enrol
E Telephone Helpline
E Free 'How to Study' Guide

E
E

Instalment Plan
Free Postage on course
material

E Worldwide Airmail Service

E

Extra tuition free if you
don't pass first time

£375
£175

£475

Tektronix

7603

Main

Frames

in

stock

with

various plug ins Phone for quote

SPECIAL OFFERS
60.40 Solder 65441 22swg 18swg 1 2Kg
AVO8 Millimeter Tested
Farnell E30 Bench PSU 0-30v 5A CL
Revos A77FIS Tape Recorders Stereo
Bradley C1471 Electronic Meters to 1Gliz

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

86 Bishopgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
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New

RADIO AMATEURS EXAM?
PASS FIRST TIME!

£3.000

Marconi TF2330A Wave Analyser

Tektronix 184 Time Mark Generato,

£200

nearly we fumbled the opportunity to
create our own new radio weaponry — in
technology and styles of communication.
As the nation began to realise that the
war could not be avoided, a few wags
commented on the news from Westminster. Given the radio enthusiasms of the
summer of 1939, one humorist suggested
that the government was making a very
large loudspeaker that would broadcast
the variety shows and serve as an air raid
shelter at the same time.
The war itself was a strange experience for hams in the western democracies. Some US radio hams were fined for
(innocuously) communicating with foreign countries, whilst others joined the
US Civilian Technical Corps, involved to
some degree in training on radar. Films
and
radio
programmes seemed to
assume that everyone with atransceiver
was bound to be a spy, which may
account for the muting of discussions
about short wave radio in the popular
magazines. Odd to think that hams who
had in 1937 been overjoyed to pick up a
contact in Yonks or Yonkers were, in
1939, experiencing similar pleasure in
getting a blip on the radar screen,
somewhere in England.
None of us who lived through that
period were really aware that, as the V2s
hit London, we were at the same time
seeing ( and hearing) the birth of the
satellite communication age. But that, as
they say, is another story. And. in any
case, taxis got their radios eventually.

£5 50
£55
£25
£250
£25

[;0
--ST COUPON TODAY FOR FREE RADIO AMATEURS PROSPECTI7S1
Please send me my prospectus as quickly as possible.
M r/M rs/Miss/Ms
Address

11111f

Postmle

The Rapid Results College
Dept 1520 Iuthon Ilituric. London SW 19 4ILYS FRF.E AD% ICI.: 0I94 7 127219arn ttprnt
PR(bSPF(Illtit Ill tan 11112124 hour Rectirlic,illSertiot uucausgl)ept 5irtn,ru I -
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The MF88 Rx Antenna
by Richard Q Marris G2BZQ
During the last 20 years or so, the
domestic
Ax's
compacted
in-built
antenna has consisted of aferrite rod up
to 3/
8in in diameter and 8in in length, plus
a winding. Those of us concerned with
trying
to
improve
long
range
VLF/LF/MF/HF reception, have resorted
to end- fed long wires and framed loops
or external loopsticks ( or ferrite loops)
for use with a communications type Rx,
usually with a 50 ohm impedance
coupling to the Rx antenna input.
At this 0TH many experiments have
taken place, from VLF to HF, using longer
and longer rods, made by cementing
standard Sin x 3/
8in diameter rods in
tandem. Correctly designed windings
and
coupling
arrangements
have
resulted in far greater sensitivity ( ie
signal
pick-up
range)
and
much
improved
directional
properties
or
nulling.
The best was a 32in long x 3/
8in
diameter rod ( 4 x 8in in tandem). It was
very successful, but unwieldy, and not a
long term practical proposition.
Having apparently exhausted the very
long rod idea, Idecided to experiment
with technically superior imported core
materials of larger diameter. Samples
were obtained from several manufacturers and suppliers abroad. One of the
results of this experimentation has been
this MF88 antenna, of 50 ohm terminating
impedance, covering amajor segment of
the MF range. This includes the Amateur
Top Band ( 160 metres); the MW AM
broadcast band and that neglected
portion between the LF end of the MW
band and the HF end of the LW band. The
final frequency range of the prototype
was 2050kHz ( 146 metres) to 286kHz ( 1050
metres).
The ferrite rod used is 7.50in long x
0.50in diameter, obtained from Amidon in
California. The rod selected ( type R61050-750) is made from a nickel- zinc
material with a permeability of 125, and
offering temperature stability and high
'0' from around 500kHz upwards in
frequency, using a suitable winding.
Amidon advise that the best ' Q' will be
obtained when this winding is in the
centre of the rod; when there is a small
space between coil wire turns and the
wire and the core. This produced
problems in practice as it is extremely
difficult to space the large number of
wire turns at MF frequencies. It also
seemed to be impossible to locate thin
wall snug- fitting coil former material,
though this could have been solved with
afew turns of paper over the rod.
Both problems were eventually solved
by using ' jumper wire', which is a single
wire conductor, insulated with PVC, with
an overall outside diameter of 1mm.
Closewound this gives just under 1mm
between adjacent wire turns, with asmall
10

interturn capacity ( the PVC) and asmall
space between wire and core.

Construction
The front view of the MF88 can be seen
in Figure 1, and the circuit in Figure 2. It
consists of the 7.50in x 0.50in diameter
ferrite rod onto which is wound the
antenna coil L1, which is overwound with
the 50 ohms coupling coil L2. Both are
located dead centre of the rod.
L1 is resonated by VC1, or VC1/VC2.
The VC is a 2gang, good quality, smallairspaced 500 pF per section variable
capacitor. The postage stamp size padding trimmers were carefully removed.
Two
alternative
coupling
circuits
(Figures 2a and 2b) can also be used.
The rod/coil assembly ( Figure 3) is
mounted by means of the two plastic
coated terry clips at either end of a71/
2in

x0.8in x0.4in strip of dry wood. The
assembly is bolted onto the top of an
inverted plastic box.
The coil L1 consists of 46 turns of the
specified closewound jumper wire dead
centre of the rod. The ends are taped
(Figure 3). L2 is 6 further turns of the
same wire, closewound over the centre
of L1, with its ends pushed into a short
length of heatshrink sleeving. The ends
of L1/L2 are taken through holes drilled
through the top of the base box.
The base box used is a rigid plastic
microwave/freezer stone-grey box, with
a semi- rigid snap- on lid. It is approximately Sin long x 2.4in high x3.4in deep,
with tapered sides and rounded edges.
Any similar size plastic box would
suffice. The box is used in an inverted
position, with the snap- on lid as the base.
VC1/VC2 is mounted in the front of the
box ( Figure 1), and the coaxial socket
(SKt) in the centre of the back. The whole
is wired as Figure 2A and inverted. A
maximum length of 36in RG58 feedline
goes from the SKt to the 50 ohms Rx
antenna input.

Testing/results
With the circuit in Figure 2A (
without
link) the antenna will cover from 2050kHz

Fig 1. Front view of the MF88

Flg 2: (
a) circuit (b) alternative coupling
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MF88 Rx ANTENNA
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(146 metres) to 500kHz ( 600 metres). The
maximum signal pick-up is off the long
side of the coil/rod. The rod/coil should
be rotated for maximum signal strength
on the desired station. In the event of
QRM/QRN try rotating the loop direction
slightly to reduce/eliminate this interference.
For those who are also interested in
the neglected MF segment between
500kHz ( 600 metres) and 286kHz ( 1050
metres) the link should be attached,
putting VC1/VC2 in parallel, ie 1000pF.
The range should now be 286kHz ( 1050
metres) to 1667kHz ( 180 metres).
Whichever
frequency
range
is
selected depends on individual interests
and Rxs available. The link can either be
soldered permanently, or clipped on as I
did. The latter gives the full frequency
range facilities of the antenna. The 50
ohm coupling coil L2 ( Figure 2a) is a
good compromise to cover the whole
range from 2050kHz to 286kHz. However,
for those only interested in part of the
available frequency range ( eg the MW
band or Amateur Top Band) then the
alternative coupling arrangement in
Figure 2b should be tried. TC is a 500pF
postage stamp trimmer, with a 500pF
silver mica ( C) in parallel. TC should be
adjusted for best results.
It will be seen in Figure 2a that there is
an optional ground ( earth) connection.

This must not be connected to the ac
mains supply earthing. Connection to a
metal water pipe, or good outside ground
earth may reduce the Rx noise level. It is
worth trying, but isn't essential.
The inevitable question of an RF preamplifier arises. Well, at this QTH the Rxs
have very high RF gain and a preamplifier is not needed with this
antenna. However, if an external preamplifier is necessary it can be placed

The MF88 is an experimental, highly
efficient, long-range loopstick ( or ferrite
loop) antenna. It has high sensitivity, and
is directional with excellent ORM/ORN
suppression facilities.

Parts List
2gang 500pF, per section, Rx type small airspaced variable capacitor.

Rod

Amidon type R61-050-750, 7.50in long x0.50in diameter obtainable from
Amidon Associates Inc, 12033 Otsego Street, North Hollywood, CA
91607, USA. Cost. at time of writing, is $3.50 each plus $2.00 postage, per
order, in USA and Canada, and $4.00 overseas airmail.

Windings L1/L2

Jumper wire- single wire conductor- PVC covered approximately lmm
outside overall diameter.

Clips

2x plastic coated terry clips with fixing screws.

Cable

Up to 36in 50 ohm coaxial feedline with suitable coaxial plugs.

Sundries

Knob, wood, screws and nuts, coaxial socket

Base/box

Rigid plastic box approximately 5in long x2.4in high x3.4in deep with
semi- rigid snap- on lid.

A unit that may be operated by any host system
equipped with an RS232 interface.
No special communications protocol is
required. ( Any terminal emulation program
should be adequate).
For further details contact:

Brian Price Electronic Instruments
389, Aspley Lane, Nottingham NG8 5RR.

AUGUST 1988

Conclusion

VC1/VC2

EPROM PROGRAMMER
£5.00 inc VAT

Tel: 0602-296311

between the MF88 and the Rx. There
should also be room to build in asimple
transistor amplifier, with battery, to the
base box, or a slightly larger box.

and tape.

SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT
Dish Spinnings
60cm RAW
90cm RAW
12M RAW

£19.32
£28.08
£47.04

Feed Horns

80cm RAW
1M RAW
15M RAW

£26.59
£39.85
£80.78

From £26.74

1.14B's
KU/BAND from

£113.86

C/BAND from

£87.98

Prices include VAT, carriage charged at cost
For further details contact:

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Century Way, March, Cambs PEI 5 80W
Tel: (0354) 51289
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Writing this at the end of
June, the world is still waiting
for the 4WOAE operation by
the Lynx DX Group. There was
some sort of hold-up with the
visas, but the operators were
confident of pulling off the
operation in early July. Sadly,
apirate 4WOAE showed on the
bands afew days ago, so there
will be some poor souls who
believe they have got a new
one. It's always a pity when
this happens, but the number
of phoney ZA ( Albanian) calls
to have appeared over the
years, for example, is legendary.
Afghanistan is another to
attract the ' funnies', but there
seems to be a glimmer of
hope for this rare one now
that the Russians are pulling
out. Finland will be providing
UN observers to oversee the
USSR withdrawal and Martti,
OH2BH, was working hard on
getting
some
Finnish
amateurs included in the
group, with aview to some / 4U
activity from YA. Fingers very
tightly crossed on this one!
The small countries
Not
exactly
rare,
but
FA1NLY and F6GMB should
be active from Liechtenstein
from 8- 20th August on 80-10
metres,
SSB
and
RTTY.
PA2WJZ and PAOONH are
also due to operate from
Liechtenstein, from 1st- 17th
August, in their case mainly
on OW including the WARC
bands. From personal experience Ican testify that Liechtenstein is by no means the
easiest country from which to
put out adecent signal. Most
of the land area is at the
bottom of a steep- sided valley, bounded by mountains on
both the Swiss and Austrian
sides, which makes it difficult
to get anything approximating to a clear take-off. Fortunately for us in the UK, that
isn't
too
important
as
propagation will be at high
angles.
When Iwas first licensed,
countries like Liechtenstein,
Monaco, Andorra, etc, were
12

quite rare. They still have a
few resident amateurs, but in
recent years have all become
popular destinations for miniDXpeditions, so there should
be little problem in putting
these
small
countries of
Europe into your log on
several different bands and
modes.
Other DX news
K3TW, who has been active
in recent years as VU2TJW,
with side trips to Nepal and
Sri
Lanka,
is
now () RT.
However, he will re- appear in
September from Tanzania,
possibly as 5H3TW, for atwoyear tour of duty. His side
trips this time may well
include D6, 9X, 9U and 70.
Also from Africa, 3C1JPF and
3X1SG, both Belgians, are
now active. 3C1JPF is operating from Bioko Island and will
be there until the end of
August. 3X1SG will be QRV for
two years. The Belgians are
certainly making their contribution; ON5HT was due to
operate as 905HT from Zaire
from 25th July until 5th
September.
And
back
in
Europe, ON5JE will operate
as YU2/0N5JE from Korcula
Island ( EU16 for Islands on
the Air) until 3rd August.
Talking about Yugoslavian
Islands, it is rumoured that a
YU group will operate from
Palagruza Island ( EU90 for
IOTA)
from
1st
to
5th
September.
Further
liberalisation
of
licensing is in the air in China.
Individuals will be able to
obtain licences, identifiable
by the BG prefix. Foreign
operators will be assigned
BW calls, and NS7Z, who is a
frequent visitor, already has
the callsign BW1Z. Club stations will retain the BY prefix,
and special event stations
(such
as
the
recent
Mt
Everest expeditions) will continue to use BT. These various
changes could come into
effect as early as this month.
At the time of writing,
WB9VLV, AG9A and N9HIA
were reported to be planning

an operation from FP ( St
Pierre and Miquelon) from 1018th
August,
although
another
report gives the
dates as being in September.
Either way, FP seems almost
local since FP/KA3B worked
143 G stations on 50MHz, but
that's a story for G5KW's
column! A Swedish group was
planning
to
activate
the
Faeroe Islands from 10th to
21st August on both the HF
and VHF bands. On the other
side of the world, JG3LZG is
reported to be wandering
around various places in the
Pacific during the course of
the next few months.
Now one for prefix hunters.
IU4BU ( Celebrating the 900th
anniversary of the University
of Bologna) will be active 1015th August, 10- 15th September, 25- 30th October and 2530th
November.
JG1RVN
recently went on what was
supposed to be an RTTY
DXpedition to Saipan ( KHO),
but ended up with quite a lot
of damaged gear due to the
local mains varying from 85 to
260 volts ( its nominal voltage
was 110). Being a glutton for
punishment
he
plans
to
return during the first week of
September, presumably with
whatever it takes to smooth
out the mains supply. Look for
him on 14090 and 21090kHz.
USA ' 200'
Have you noticed all those
special ' 200' callsigns springing up around the USA this
year? These celebrate the
200th anniversary of the US
constitution. However, rather
than simply allow blanket use
of the ' 200' prefix ( W200, K200,
etc) in place of the usual
prefix, which would cause
confusion, the use of this has
been phased in around different states during the course
of the year. It has also been
restricted to pre- registered
club
stations.
There
are
already some beautiful QSLs
and awards in circulation for
working these special event
stations, and some have managed to operate from sites of
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great historical interest, so if
you hear one, it is well worth
making the OSO.
US novices
Ever wanted to be DX
yourself,
without
leaving
home? American novice stations are restricted in power
and
frequency,
and
are
usually delighted to be called
by stations outside North
America. They can be found
mainly on 21100-21200 and
28100-28200 on CW, though
expect to start hearing them
on a new SSB allocation of
28300-28500kHz during the
coming sunspot maximum.
What's been arourid
At this point, a brief review
of what happened on the
bands in June. The Trindade
Island operation showed up
but was a great disappointment considering all the advance publicity. However, a
couple
of
new
stations
showed up from Easter Island
(CEO). These two are reputed
to be medical officers who are
likely to be on the island for
some time. Early in the month
there were some late evening
openings to New Zealand on
10 metres, and some G stations
even
worked
ZK1
between 2230 and 2330. All
this was happening at the
same time that there was
some
strong
sporadic
E,
extending up to 2 metres but
producing lots of short skip
for the 10m enthusiasts as
well. And, much to my disgust
(because
I missed it, of
course) even Alaska was
reported on 10m in the guise
of KL7TC, worked in the UK at
0950!
Honor Roll
Did you ever think that
achievement of DXCC Honor
Roll status was an impossible
dream and only for the select
few? Well, ponder this. The
June issue of QST, the ARRL
journal,
lists
over
2600
amateurs who have achieved
Honor Roll, which represents
about 10% of all participants
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Chittem DX Club
The Chiltern DX Club held
its annual meeting in May,
and the new committee is
looking forward to seeing
CDXC continue to grow as the
principal DX group in the UK.
Indeed, CDXC already has
several
notable
overseas
DXers among its membership. The Club will be hosting
a DXers' buffet following the
HF Convention. If you are
interested in becoming a
member, contact the secretary, G4LJF, at his callbook
address for more details.

in the DXCC awards programme. The list includes 38
UK DXers. Congratulations
are due particularly to Roger,
G3KMA, who is the first UK
amateur to make it on to the
CW Honour Roll. By the way,
don't forget that contacts on
24MHz now count towards
DXCC.
LA DX Convention
Iam particularly grateful to
Andrew, GOHSD, for the firsthand account of the recent LA
DX Convention, held to celebrate the 10th Anniversary of
the LA DX Group. Andrew was
the only UK amateur to
attend, although there were
visitors from nine countries
including
ON4UN,
DJOUJ
(better known as TA2BK),
K5TEA, TF3CW, and many
famous Scandinavian DXers.
The programme at the Convention was afascinating one,
with presentations on 3Y, SO,
the Pacific by OH1RY, and so
on. ON4UN talked about LF
DXing, and
LA4LN
about
packet radio and about DXing
from the Arctic. LA6WEA was

awarded ' Top DXer of the
Year' for the highest number
of countries worked in the
previous year, including 196
on 80 metres. This despite
having being laid up for six of
the twelve months, having
broken his back when he fell
from his tower. These and
many other memorable activities made for a thoroughly
enjoyable weekend, which
the
Norwegians
hope
to
repeat next year. All proceedings were in English for the
benefit of visitors, so it might
well be worth planning a
family holiday to Norway next
June! I'm sure Andrew will be
happy
to
provide
more
information if you want it.
Incidentally, don't forget
the RSGB's own HF Convention, to be held once again at
the Belfry Hotel at Milton
Common near Oxford on 25th
September. F6EXV ( of KH5
fame) and WOAIH wi!I be
among the distinguished visitors, and there is an excellent
lecture programme lined up. I
can provide further information on request.

Contests
The main contesting events
of August are the Worked All
Europe
CW
Contest
on
13/14th ( 48 hours) and the All
Asia CW Contest on 27/28th
(also 48 hours). The SSS leg of
the Worked All Europe Contest takes place over 10/11th
September.
Shareware
Looking through a Shareware catalogue for the IBM
PC ( and clones) recently, I
noted several ham radio programs of US origin which could
be of interest to HF operators.
These included CW and RTTY
programs, beam heading and
distance calculator, log book,
QSL printing, grid locator
conversions, sunrise and sunset time calculations, a complete listing on disc of all US
counties and parishes, and
much more. Now that the
Amstrad
PC- clones
are
becoming more common it's
nice to see such a variety of
useful software appearing on
the market.
DXing the hard way
Finally, DX News Sheet
recently carried afascinating

account of DL2GAC's island
hopping DXpedition to the
Philippines and Malaya earlier this year. Bernard is an
inveterate traveller who, for
the past 15 years, has tried to
combine his two hobbies of
amateur radio and long distance travel. Since 1983 he has
made four trips to the Philippines, totalling seven months
of
travelling
around
the
various islands. When he
discovered that several of the
islands he had yet to visit
would also count as new ones
for the Islands on the Air
award, the scene was set for
another trip.
Most of the islands visited
had intermittent or non-existent power supplies, so a car
battery was pressed into service to run the FT757GX, the
antenna
being
a 3- band
groundplane. In some locations the locals were unfamiliar with amateur radio ( difficult to believe. isn't it!), which
led to the occasional confrontation
with
the
local
police.
However,
DL2GAC
seems to have had the knack
of making friends with the
local VIPs and managed to get
on the air as well as having an
absolutely fascinating holiday. No doubt we will be
hearing more of Bernard in
future. Incidentally, I managed to work him from three
of his six ports of call which.
considering the limitations at
his end, probably wasn't bad
going.
That's it for another month.
Don't forget to take advantage of the summer weather
to put your antennas in order
for the forthcoming season.
The sunspots are still Iroking
good and we could be in for
some excellent propagation
this autumn. 73 de Don.

ENGINEERS REQUIRED

AIRBAND LISTENERS!

EXPERIENCED ENGINEERS REQUIRED FOR
EXPANDING CAR AUDIO SERVICE COMPANY

Our UHF frequency list, apart from being continuously updated now has ane,
layout, still with the same information on AirfieldiATCC/Range/Ops & Air

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES REQUIRED

Refuelling frequencies etc. It is available for £2.00 inc postage.
The new HP82 Handheld VHF/UHF Airband receiver should be with us now
Please call for details
We also keep in stock awide range of VHF/UHF airband receivers from the

INTERESTING WORK WITH GOOD PROSPECTS

leading manufacturers, along with accessories including VHF ,UHF base
antennas
For further information please send SAE or telephone for details

EXCELLENT SALARY
PLEASE APPLY IN WRITING

Mr P DARDS, DARDS ELECTRONICS
102 CONNAUGHT ROAD, LUTON, LU4 8ES
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VISA

JAVIATION
Carlton Works, Carlton Street,
BRADFORD, West Yorkshire BD7 IDA
Telephone: 0274 732146 or 839497 ( eveninp- ,
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SCANNERS

uniden

BEARCAT BY

SCANNERS

RAYCOM

YAESU FRG9600 from the company who specialises in f
mug *era options.
as supplied to Government departments and professional bodies We also
upgrade vesting models, please call for more details, Prices delivery and
information
Yaesu FFIG9600 Base Model Improved • S› Meter • Sens ( 465 00
Yaesu FRG9600FIWC Mk2 60-950MHz ' N Connector Fete [ 495 00
Yaesu FRG9600/RWC MK3 HF 1004(Hz-950MHz plus 1.1k2 Spec 1595 00
`feu FRG9600/RWC Mk5 HE 50KHz-950MHz Active Mire, ( 625 CO
Toes PAL Moo Unit lor drove.
£2730
icorn ICR7000 25M-2GHZ superb quality professional Eh
1859 00
lcorn ICR7000/AH7000 Receiver plus Matching Discone
1937 50
Kenwood RZ 1New 5C0kHz-950MHz Wide and Narrow AM • FM
POA
Foy vHF-UHF Multi Function Mobile Scanner FM only
f139 00
Uniden-Bearcat UBC 50XL VHF- UHF 10ch H held Scanner ( 95 00
Unklen-Bearcat UBC 70XL VHF- UHF 20ch Miniature 11/held
1179 00
Unkclen-Beartat UBC 100XL VHF- UHF - Airband Hiheld Scanner ( 189 00
Uniden-flearcal UBC 175XL VHF-UHF-Atrband Desk- Tod
f175 00
BJ200 Mk2 VHF•UHF•Airband-Military Airband hi' held
f220 00
AOR 2002 25-550. 800-1300MHz Desk-Top/Mobile AM/FM
1469 00
Sony Air 7Tog Quality VHF-Airband Handheld Scanner ( 245.00
Package deal on above Mk3"5 FR69600 crw AH1000 dIscone G5RV, 044
A( PSU, meeker mewing ormon HE - UHF including delivery UK mainland
Add f100 00 to abone pre

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTC

UBC 175XL

MM_

TEL: 021-544 6767

RAYCOM NEWS.

RAYCOM ARE TRADE AND RETAIL
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THIS SUPERB
RANGE OF QUALITY SCANNERS
THE POPULAR UBC 100XL HAND
HELD HAS SOLD IN THOUSANDS.
BUT IS NOW COMPLIMENTED BY
THE UBC 70XCL POCKET SIZED
HANDHELD
ALSO THE
NEW
COST
EFFECTIVE
UBC
50XL
HANDHELD
SEE
THE
NEW
MODELS IN OUR SHOWROOMS
OR SEND ASAE FOR DETAILS

UBC 100XL
UBC 50XL
UBC 70XL

FROM £ 95.00 + carriage

Ten meters is proving very popular these days! Iwonder why!
... The new Two meter transverter is now available... The RZI
is now supplied by the Importer modified to 950MHz ... where
did they get that idea from? Angus says the FT747 has bad
reciprocal mixing performance . . Told you so! . . We
modified it 3 months ago!
73 Ray.

PACKAGE DEAL AVAILABLE ON ALL MAKES.

CALL US IF YOU WANT THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY, FREE!

IF irs GOOD, WE STOCK IT!

A new concept in Amateur Radio • • • uniden 2830

It's here at last!

A beautif ully-made processor- controlled full feature 10w120w PEP)

10 metre band amateur transceiver

multimode transceiver with LCD readout and all functions necessary to work DX
with Sporadic E and in the forthcoming sunspot maxima and also for transverting to
the VHF and UHF bands. Work out the facts .
how much is a Two Metre
Multimode? How much is the Uniden 2830 Ten Metre Multimode and a 2 metre
transverter? With the Uniden 2830 you can have two bands for the price of one, with
10 watts on each band and all modes including CW

Features
*
*
*
*
*

All modes, AM/FM/USB/LSB/CW *
LCD readout of frequency/functions *
CW with Sidetone
*
FM bandwidth compatible with VHF/UHF *
10Watts continuously variable o/p AM and FM *

Scanning feature, up and down steps on mic
Selectable frequency steps, 10kHz, 1kHz, 100Hz
Ten metre band selectable in 500kHz steps
VSWR meter and protection circuit
Superb receiver sensitivity . 3uV FM

Just TEN of the many reasons for choosing the UNIDEN 2830

10/2 metre version

THIS PRODUCT IS EXCLUSIVE TO RAYCOM, WE ARE THE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR. WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

HANDHELDS

SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS
Pansu FRG8800 Short Wave 100KHz-30MHz all Morte r• Mem
(589 00
Yaesu FRGEI800 ,FRV84300 as above with VHF Cony Idled
f679 00
!cum ICR•71 Top Grade Communications Receiver ( 799 00
Sony PROW HF/VHF Handheld Scanner c w accessories
f345 00
Sony 2001D Short Wave!Airband Receiver
at 1349.00
Sony SW1 Micro Shod Wave Receiver
£249.00
Many more makes and models in stock, PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES
DELIVERY COSTS and any advise or information. or send large SAE IInsured
KM and packino ( 1000 Carrier (12 501

YAESU FT 747GX
including our
FREE fitted MOD Board!

VALUE

f299 00

YAESU FT212RH NEW 45W 2MTR MOBILE DVS FEATURE OPT 1349
ICOM IC2BE 2MTR 25W MOBILE WITH FREE 5,8ANTENNA
f359
Alineo Dual Band ALD•24E
£ 445
ICOM IC4BE 70cm 25W
f42B

00
00
00
00

SPKIAL 01,

PORTABLES
FT29ORMK2 25W MULTIMODE STANDARD ACCESSORIES
FT2901WK2 25 WATT M ' M AS ABOVE C,'W NICADS CHRGR
FT29ORMK2iFL20251STDIWITH 25W LINEAR AMPLIFIER
FTE9ORMK2 EMIR 25W MULTIMODE STANDARD ACCES
FTE9ORMK2 EMTR 25W WM AS ABOVE C'W NICADS CH
FT79ORMK2 NEW 70CM 25W MULTIMODE DUE OUT SOON

1399 00
f425 00
1489 00
f399 00
1425 00
(49R 00

Following the huge success and popularity of

We improve the reciprocal mixing performance by up to 15dB which gives you
receive performance of higher priced
rigs! Only available from Raycom, buy it
elsewhere if you want SECOND BEST!

STILL BEST
MONEY!

NOW
AVAILABLE
AT
RAYCOM
CUSHCRAFT,
BUTTERNUT, HY-GAIN ANTENNAS, JAYBEAM. TONNA,
MET, HAM- M ROTATORS. Call for full details, prices,
availability and delivery costs
ICOM AH7000 SUPER 250 ,1300MHz DISCONE ( 79.50
G5RV HALF SIZE HF ANTENNA ready to use £ 16 50
G5RV FULL SIZE HF ANTENNA ready to use £ 18 50
G8KW-TYPE 7 1MHz TRAP DIPOLE KIT S0239 £ 24.50
G8KW-TYPE as above for use with 75 OHM £ 23 50
G8KW-TYPE 2X7 1TRAPS ONLY LESS CABLE £ 9 95
RAYCOM AIRBAND-VHF SIX ELEMENT DISCONE £ 12 50
RAYCOM DISCONE VHF 60-600MHz 8E S0239 1'29 50
SUN KG209 SE2M 5/8 MOBILE TILT ,OVER 259 ( 14 50
RAYCOM CAST GUTTERMOUNT C/W S0239/ COAX ( 8 50
GAMMA TWIN 2METRE SLIM JIM KIT one instr £ 14 50
RAYCOM / RWC HB9CV 2METRE 2E MINI BEAM £ 12 50
RAYCOM / RWC HB9CV 70CM 2E MINI BEAM
f8 95
The above popular products POST FREE
(UK mainland only)

ROYAL 1300 WIDERAND DISCONE

£649.00

IS

YAESU FT211RH 45W 2MTR MOBILE WITH FREE
1 / 4WAVE ANT

10200 Owl Bond 3W
Compare our prices!
Many other types and makes stocked please enquire

Many other types of handheld stocked, please enquire

FOR

ALL CURRENT YAESU AND ICOM HF
RIGS STOCKED, CALL FOR A DEAL!

the 25-1300MHz, wideband discone antenna

M5

— ! corn AH 7000 & Welz — Diamond D109 with

Junction 2

transmit

facilities

on

VHF- UHF

amateur

bands, Raycom decided to persuade a UK
manufacturer to make a " BRITISH COPYl" at
a very competitive pricel

COMPLETE WITH PROFESSIONAL CABLE & /
CONNECTORS AT ONLY £ 59.50
P&P f5

RAYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD.
CALL IN, 0+
NTERNATIONAL HOUSE, 963 WOLVERHAMPTON ROAD
EASY TO GET TO,
OLDBURY WEST MIDLANDS B69 4RJ
EASY PAYMENTS
Telephone 021 544 6767. Fax 544 7124. Telex 336483 Identi-G
Opening hours

UMM

credit Tanzd

ORDERING INFORMATION

FOR FAST SERVICE PHONE IN YOUR ORDER

WITH ANY MAJOR CREDIT CARD OR IN MOST
CASES WE CAN OFFER YOU INSTANT CREDIT
OF UP TO £ 1.000 00 ( SUBJECT TO STATUS
RAYCOM ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS
APR 29 8%. SUBJECT TO VARIATION FREE
CREDIT ON CERTAIN PRODUCTS AT LIST
PRICES, 50% DEPOSIT AND SIX MONTHLY
PAYMENTS PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR MORE
/ DETAILS AND APPLICATION FORMS

NEW INFO 0836 282228
5-9pm (weekdays only)

avaiiable

•
\gà,

9am-5.30pm 6 days, late nights
Thursday & Friday till 7pm. We stay open laterl

RAYCOM gives you MORE
PURCHASING POWER'
r
ISA
*

£399.00

ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

MOBILES

' - Extended Receiver coverage available. call tor details
AESUFT727R ' FNMA 25W I5WIDUAL BANDER C/W CHRGR £ 395.00
YAESUFT23R"FBA10 25Wl5WI 2MTRS
( 229.00
YAESU FT738"05810 25W I5W) 70CMS C W CHARGER
1259 00
'ICOM MICRO 2E 25W 2MTR HANDHELD WITH CHARGER ( 209 00
TE1KOISAME AS ICOM IC2E)C,'W NICAD CHARGER
1179 CIO

YAESU

out soon @

COMMUNICATION

SYSTEMS

MUTED
FOR THE BEST IN AMATEUR RADIO

ALL PRODUCTS WE ADVERTISE ARE NORMAL
STOCK ITEMS. OUR NEW MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT CAN NOW DESPATCH MANY ITEMS
SAME DAY, BUT PLEASE ALLOW UP TO
14 DAYS. DELIVERY TIME IS SUBJECT TO
CARRIAGE METHOD IF ORDERING BY MAIL
PLEASE INCLUDE CARRIAGE AND STATE YOUR
DAYTIME TELEPHONE NUMBER. ALL PRODUCTS OVER £750.00 CARRIAGE FREE. PLEASE
ALLOW TIME FOR PERSONAL CHEQUES TO
CLEAR. PLEASE CALL BEFORE ORDERING AND
FOR MORE INFORMATION

PLEASE TEL: 021 544 6767

THROUGH YOUR CONTINUOUS AND VALUED CUSTOM, RAY WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD HAS MOVED AND EXPANDED TO ENABLE US TO
OFFER YOU EVEN BETTER SERVICE AND PRICES - STILL WITH THE RAYCOM GUARANTEE, BEST EQUIPMENT, BEST SERVICE, BEST PRICES, BEST
BACK- UP AND PLENTY OF PARKING FACILITIES AND EASIER TO GET TOI WE NOW BOAST THE BEST CENTRAL FACILITIES IN THE COUNTRY, WHY NOT
POP ALONG AND SEE THE LATEST TRANSCEIVERS, SHORTWAVE/SCANNING RECEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES ) MOST OTHER PRODUCTS
ADVERTISED IN THIS MAGAZINE ARE AVAILABLE AT RAYCOM. AND DON'T FORGET OUR EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONSI

ANGUS McKENZIE
TESTS
THE
YAESU FT-747GX
MOBILE HF
TRANSCEIVER
A sociologist told me recently that it is
a well known axiom in sociology that
someone who has just purchased an item
is not always the most rational when
giving an opinion of the item's performance. A purchaser may well be very ready
to sing the praises of a new rig, quite
understandably, but just how frank will
the purchaser be if after a short while
disappointment is felt about the purchase? Iadmit to having been disappointed
occasionally with the odd rig from Yaesu,
Kenwood, lcom and many other makes,
but Isuggest that perusal of adverts of
second-hand gear can be very illuminating, if you compare the age of the offered
equipment with the price asked and the
price paid; subject to reasonable inflation. It is fascinating to see how each rig
has rather different second-hand values.
There is, of course, a deeply felt need
for a budget rig which is simple to
operate, which gives good transmitted
quality as well as having a good basic
receiver. Iprefer as much price saving as
possible by reducing the number of
gizmos and gimmicks,
rather than
sacrificing important areas of receiver
performance, such as the front-end
performance and the sideband noise of
the synthesizer. For Yaesu to introduce a
complete HF transceiver capable of
giving 100W output with multimode
facilities, in addition to having general
coverage on its receiver, for a price of
£599 from ARE Communications, Hanger
Lane, excluding mic, PSU and various
options, is really astonishing. It works
out at about half the price of a KW2000A
of 25 years ago, taking inflation into
account. As far as I know, it is the
cheapest 100W HF transceiver on the UK
market, yet it includes computer interfacing facilities and should be packet
and Amtor compatible. It requires 13.8V
dc and is specifically designed for
mobile operation, as well as being
suitable for abase station. It is one of the
smallest and lightest HF rigs on the
market as its case is plastic, rather than
metal. This also includes the front and
back panels. Therefore, the low weight of
3.3kg is not surprising. This does give it
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quite an advantage if you are taking it in
and out of the car.
Basic facilities
The receiver tunes from 100kHz to
30MHz in 25, or 2.5kHz steps on CW and
SSB and 1 or 10kHz steps on AM.
Unfortunately, you cannot switch to 9kHz
channelling on MW. If you have the FM
option which is provided for use on 10m,
then you will get 5or 12.5kHz steps. The
rig transmits on all amateur bands from
1.8 to 28MHz, but is disabled from a Tx
capability outside a 500kHz segment. It
will thus transmit on 28MHz but not
27.999MHz! A see- saw switch selects
LSB, USB, CW, AM or FM modes. A
'narrow button can either select a
normal bandwidth for AM or the SSB
filter bandwidth, whilst on CW it selects
either the SSB filter or a500Hz CW one.
The rig has two VFOs which retain
frequency and mode and 20 memories
which can also retain frequency and
mode. The memory ergonomics are
excellent, as you can very simply transfer
from VFO to a chosen memory and back
from memory to VFO, or you can select
the memories with the use of the VFO
knob.
Most unusually for an HF rig, the VFO
knob clicks round in discrete steps,
rather than continuously. At first Iwas
not happy with this, but Isoon became
used to it. It was useful for counting up
and down the memories and for QSYing
with the ' fast' button pressed, allowing
you to jump in 2.5kHz steps on SSB.
However,
presumably
for
cosmetic
reasons, Yaesu omits afinger hole. Ihave
no doubt that the tuning mechanism is
sufficiently easy to rotate, although a
finger hole would be a great advantage
over rolling your finger round the knob.
However, the knob does have an easy to
grip circumference which Iliked. Iknow
that many who have looked at the 747
have disliked the steps, but Ithink Ihad
better remain neutral, as Ican see both
the advantages and disadvantages. The
FT- 747 includes a clarifier ( RIT) which
allows adjustment of the Rx frequency
only up to ±
--10kHz from the Tx frequency,

which remains static whilst the clarifier
function is activated. A dial lock button is
provided to lock the frequency, disabling
both the stepping buttons on the mic and
the tuning knob. This will be very useful
for mobile working.
Other push buttons select Tx/Rx, 20dB
RF front-end attenuator, noise blanker
on/off, split operation using VFOs A and
B, and priority selected memory channel
monitoring ( monitors the selected memory very briefly every four seconds). Two
split concentric rotaries are provided for
adjustment of Rx audio gain and squelch
(all modes) and mic gain and carrier
level. The mic gain is inoperative on FM
unfortunately, but far more serious is the
fact that the carrier level control is
completely inactive on SSB. This means
that you have to adjust maximum output
power just by using the mic gain, or by
adjusting your own voice level. If you can
accurately adjust the peak level of your
own voice to within a dB or two of 32W
PEP on top band when the rig puts out
100W when raising your voice abit, then
you are a better operator than Iam! I
reckon that the majority of operators will
be peaking up to a100W most of the time,
unless they are very carefully watching a
true PEP meter.
On almost every other HF rig that Ican
remember testing, the carrier or drive
control actually alters the maximum
output PEP by increasing the ALC
feedback level. Ijust cannot see what is
behind Yaesu's philosophy here, for it
means that on packet and Amtor, you will
have to very carefully adjust audio gain
and use ascope or expensive PEP meter
to judge your output power accurately
enough.
The band changing problem
When Fiona and Iwere first playing
with this rig, Icould not fathom out what
was going on whilst attempting transfer
from one band to another. The frequency
display was changing OK, but the actual
tuned frequency was static! Reference
to the instruction book soon explained
our confusion. What you have to do is
press the band button first, click round
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the VFO in 500kHz steps, and then press
the band button again ( within five
seconds!). Whereupon, on the final push
the actual tuned frequency changes to
the displayed one. Just above the band
button is the fast/slow tuning rate button
and if this is left on fast, then you change
bands by 5MHz at atime. It is my opinion
that this form of band changing, having
no audio feedback while turning the
tuning knob in 500kHz chunks, is about
the worst band changing ergonomics
that Ihave ever encountered. As this is a
mobile rig, it is all the more important for
the driver to be able to change bands
without looking at the frequency display
all the time. The only way out would be
for the user to put each band's preferred
frequency and mode into the memories
and use the memory to VFO function.
The front panel
In addition to the button previously
described, a second see- saw switch
selects either memory recall at one end
or VFO operation at the other end.
Pressing the VFO end again changes
from A to B or B to A. The display gives
frequency with 100Hz resolution and all
the normal basic status indications.
These include the memory channel that
is ready for use. The LCD is easy to read
from different angles, and is fairly bright
-black on yellow.
The standard eight pin mic socket
includes PTT and both fast and slow
up/down stepping lines, the nominal
audio input being recommended for use
with 600 ohm microphones, such as the
Yaesu MH1B8 (£21). There is also a
quarter inch headphone jack socket and
a dc supply on/off push button.
The rear panel
On the rear is the 13.8V dc power input
socket, which has four pins to interconnect with the long power lead supplied.
This lead is fused in the positive as usual.
The antenna socket is an S0239 and
there is a separate earth terminal
provided. A six pin DIN connector is
fitted for computer interfacing, whilst
another multi- pin socket is for direct
connection to one of Yaesu's automatic
ATUs. The interface provides band data.
There is an audio output phono socket
providing a fixed gain feed, peaking at
around half avolt from the top of the gain
control. This can be used with a load of
not less than 10k ohms. This is most
useful for interconnection with a cassette deck, but can also be used with data
terminals. A 3.5mm jack socket provides
a feed for external loudspeakers and
there is a mono quarter inch jack for
Morse key interconnection ( 13V dc when
open circuit and up to 1mA current on
short circuit). An external ALC input
socket requires up to - 5V for cutting
back the drive level, whilst another
phono type socket is for external PTT ( 5V
dc open circuit, and 1mA max when short
circuit).
There are three pre-set adjustments
for setting the relative positions of the
SSB passbands, with respect to the
'
6

carrier and the CW carrier level. Yaesu
suggest that you should not touch these
unless you have the relevant test
equipment as they are factory pre-set.
There is also a fan which comes on to
cool down the PA when necessary. but I
should point out that Ifound it noisy and
intrusively clattery when in operation, I
dare say that others may also find it
annoying.
The built-in speaker is mounted
behind a grille on the front panel, thus
throwing the sound forwards, which is
basically a very good idea and fairly
unusual. There is a bail- stand to lift the
front of the rig up when using it as abase
station.
Subjective tests
Ihave used the rig on various bands for
many hours during the two weeks that I
have been testing it, and the most
important point that has hit me throughout is the poor ergonomics. I was
continually disturbed by a rather nasty
cabinet rattle even when listening to
SSB at a modest volume, let alone at a
louder level. This was so irritating that I
have had to use an external speaker for
all serious evaluation of the subjective
performance. The rig does seem to be
quite sensitive and the intercept point
was satisfactory on the LE bands. Iwas
pleased to see the addition of the 20dB
antenna input attenuator, which particularly helped on top band at night.
During the mornings. Ifound it necessary to use an external ATU, to keep out
strong medium wave signals, as otherwise they caused overload of the front-

end. The AGC speed seemed a reasonable compromise for all purposes,
although Iwould have personally preferred it slower for most of the time. Ifound
that the factory settings of the passband
tuning favoured the LF end of audio too
much, and this would certainly have been
quite a contributory factor of the
loudspeaker rattle problem.
I am used to having more acoustic
power available than this rig can give and
under mobile conditions there may well
be insufficient volume in heavy and noisy
traffic.
The reciprocal mixing performance
showed up on the lower frequency bands
when trying to receive very weak stations
close to very strong ones. However, if I
restricted myself to average stations, I
was not too disturbed by this problem. I
think many will find the rig satisfactory as
amobile, provided an external speaker is
used. Using the Yaesu hand mic supplied. Idid receive quite a number of
good audio reports on various bands and
not one station criticised the audio. The
rig seemed very stable indeed over long
periods, even during all the output power
tests.
The absence of peak power adjustment on SSB, will also make it awkward
to use the rig with any transverters. I
suppose it would be possible to extract a
low power output from the rig if you have
a lot of patience and know what you are
doing, but Iam hardly surprised that a
transverter drive facility is omitted.
Similarly, there is no conventional short
on Tx relay socket for interconnection
with a linear etc. You will have to use
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other means for operating linears,
although the rig should be compatible
with recent Yaesu types.
CW keying seemed quite simple and
there is a pot underneath to pre-set the
side tone level. It was useful to have
semi- break in keying when you switched
to CW, together with a narrow CW filter
facility. AM quality was acceptable for
short wave listening purposes, apart
from being muffled, but I don't think
many users would want to switch to the
very narrow SSB filter for AM. Selectivity
on AM seemed to be quite good and the
filters on CW and SSB seemed to have
reasonably steep skirts. Although the
SSB pass band was slightly wider than
usual, which again tends to back up my
feeling that the set is more likely to be
used for working stronger stations than
winkling out weaker DX ones. Of course
you can have strong DX and weak local
stations, but that is another story!
Returning to the ergonomics; whilst
hating the band changing and the
requirement for looking at the displayed
frequency and deciding where you want
to be before pushing the band button
again within five seconds, there were
some good points. The actual layout of
the front panel is quite well conceived
and the use of silver, green and grey
colouring for different rows of buttons is
helpful, as it allows you to find what you
want very quickly. The ease of using the
memories for writing, reading and transferring information is agreat advantage,
as it took much less time than usual to get
to know how to operate the rig. Bearing
in mind the budget price, Iam glad that
Yaesu opted for 25Hz increments, rather
than wider ones, for this step size is
about the largest that Ifind reasonably
acceptable when tuning in an SSB
station. However, the actual tuning rate
when 25Hz steps are selected is sickeningly slow at around 2kHz per revolution. This would not be so bad with a
finger hole and with continuous tuning,
as the rate is fairly similar to the average
'corn rig, except the total number of
steps per revolution is far fewer ( approximately 80 instead of around 200). This is
again partly a consequence of the click
steps.
Laboratory tests
The RF input sensitivity on all modes
(FM not tested, the option costing £ 39
extra) was very good up to 14MHz, but
was not quite so good by the time the
28MHz band was reached, which is where
you need a little more sensitivity. Idon't
think you are likely to complain about
sensitivity because it was actually good
enough, even on long and medium wave.
The input intercept point measurements
were very satisfactory for such an
inexpensive rig, especially as it can be
improved by using the 20dB attenuator
when necessary. However, Iam sorry to
say that the reciprocal mixing performance is very poor, the figures being
comparatively worse than many other
rigs, even quite a long way out from the
carrier, although it is only close in that it
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Yaesu FT-747 Laboratory Tests
Receiver Tests
RF sensitivity 12dB sinad SSB
1.93MHz
- 124dBm
-124dBm
3.75MHz
-122dBm
14.2MHz
-122dBm
21.2MHz
-120dBm
28.55MHz
RF input intercept point
100/200kHz spacing
3.75MHz
14.2MHz
28.55MHz

11dBm
14dBm
10.5dBm

Reciprocal mixing ratios for various offsets at 28.55MHz
5kHz
69dB
10kHz
79dB
20kHz
87dB
50kHz
98dB
100kHz
106dB
Selectivity SSB bandwidth for given level drop
2.5kHz
3dB
2.6kHz
6dB
3.9kHz
40dB
8.5kHz ( affected by RM)
60dB
Selectivity CW
6dB
40dB
60dB
S meter
Si
S3
S5
S7

500Hz
900Hz
4.3kHz ( badly affected by RM)

-100dBm
-93dBm
-86dBm
-81dBm

-76dBm
-62dBm
-44dBm
-17dBm

S9
S9 + 20
S9 + 40
S9 + 60

Product detector distortion ( 1kHz) beat note)
between 4and 5% THD

AM distortion 1kHz mod/90%
AM response ref 1kHz ( wide filter)
100Hz
- 6dB
500Hz
+ 2.4dB
1.4kHz
- 3.5dB

-9dB

2kHz
3kHz
5kHz

-16.5dB
<-54dB
1.5W

Maximum audio power output for 10% THD into 8ohms
AGC threshold level

approx - 101dBm ( 2,1V emf/2)
10Hz

Typical frequency tuning error
Transmitter Tests
Typical maximum power output CW/SSB single tone
Tx frequency accuracy

100W ± 5% from 1.8 to 30MHz

within 10Hz at 14.2MHz

Alternate sideband rejection <- 65dBC
Carrier rejection

- 38dBC

Dimensions 238W x93H x 238D excluding knobs, Weight 3.3kg

is of prime importance. The poor RM
performance caused the selectivity
measurements to be poorer than they
should have been as the filters were
actually quite good on CW, SSB and AM,

although the SSB filter was unusually
wide at the top. The Smeter gave auseful
24dB difference between Si and S9 and
the meter was fairly logarithmic above
this.
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The product detector distortion was
quite low, but the maximum available
power output into 8 ohms was surprisingly limited at only 1.5W. The system's
effective audio response seemed to
show quite an appreciable HF roll- off;
this perhaps leads to some of the
tendency to pluminess in the reproduced quality noticed on both' the
internal and external speakers. This was
very marked indeed when we measured
the AM response with a wide filter ( let
alone the narrow one!). Irather baulk at
9dB down at 2kHz, but 16.5dB down at
3kHz is more than I can accept for
sensible AM listening. It is more akin to a
typical clothy tranny on medium wave,
rather than a communications receiver
which is usually quite good. Bass was
fairly extended down to 100Hz or so. AM
distortion was fairly high at high mod
levels, but most will find it acceptable.
Most commendable was the excellent
frequency accuracy both on Rx and Tx.
Tx performance
The maximum power output on CW and
single tone SSB was quite consistent at
100W throughout, two tone tests giving
slightly higher power at maximum.
lntermodulation products were a little
bit on the high side on 14MHz and high
order products were also generally
rather high: especially at low levels
(compare plots 1and 2at 110W and 25W
PEP respectively, noting the degradation of high order products at the lower
power). Plots 3and 4show the difference
between the noise sidebands near the
carrier from the FT- 747 as opposed to a
crystal controlled generator. Plot 3
shows clear evidence of a very noisy
synthesizer, whereas the noise on plot 4
is limited by the analyser performance! I
was quite impressed with the generally
very good RF harmonic filtering, second
and third harmonics almost always being
below --. 60dBC and 4th and 5th being
below -- 80dB. We had agood look around
for sprogs and spurii and did not note
any. Thus, harmonic filtering was better
than the Kenwood TS- 140S in this
respect.
Alternate sideband
rejection was
excellent and carrier rejection adequate. Plot 5 shows the overall response
from mic socket input to carrier out in the
usual manner, from which you can see
the characteristics of the IF filter as well
as some audio response tailoring.
At full power the transmitter took
typically around 17A, which is about
average. The fan was quite effective and
the rig did not get too hot.
Conclusions
I have no doubt that Yaesu have
packed in a lot of useful facilities for a
remarkably low price and as ashort wave
listener's receiver alone, the rig might be
considered by some to be good value,
but when you realise that you have a
100W transmitter as well, complete with
computer interfacing and multimode
operation, it is a real bargain if you can
accept some of the fairly serious
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Plot 1: Yaesu FT- 747 Tx two
tone test. 700/1700Hz tones
at
approx
110W PEP.
Resolution bandwidth: 30Hz.
2kHz per division
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Plot 2: Yaesu FT- 74 7Tx two
tone test. 700/1700Hz tones
at approx 25W PEP. Resolution bandwidth: 30Hz. 2kHz
per division
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Plot 5: Yaesu FT- 74 7 Tx
AF RF Tx response Overall
response taken at 10W maximum power USB Resolution
bandwidth 30Hz lkHz per
division

14. 195

14.2

14.205
MHz

shortcomings.
To sum up, the awkward ergonomics,
the very poor reciprocal mixing performance, combined with the poor HF audio
response, the limited maximum audio
power available and the loudspeaker
rattle, have to be weighed up against the

budget price and the good subjective
transmitted quality, as well as the useful
facilities. The plastic box somehow does
not inspire confidence in terms of long
term reliability ( the plastic case is coated
internally with a screening compound,
but Inoted quite a lot of breakthrough

into the receiver when adummy load was
screwed on to the antenna socket).
It is going to be adifficult decision for
some and my personal recommendation
would be to consider purchasing a very
good second-hand rig from a reputable
source, rather than a new FT-747GX.
What seems odd to me is that the reasons
for my main criticisms are not monetary
ones, for just afew components added to
the synthesizer could have fixed it, whilst
allowing some more treble through
would have improved the audio and
greatly reduced the rattle. Surely the
band change programming could have
been better without any additional
expense, so let us not hear too much
criticism that the rig was built down to a
price. Ihear rumours that one enterprising retailer in the Midlands has already
designed a ' fix it' mod, which helps quite
a lot.
Iwould like to thank ARE Communications Ltd of Hanger Lane, London, WS for
lending me the review sample at very
short notice and Fiona for all her very
hard work with the measurements.

THE KENWOOD TH 25E 144MHz
FM HAND-HELD
Although this rig came out a few
months ago, I did not actually come
across it until Iwas shown one at Lowe
Electronics' shop in Matlock. Irealised it
was an important addition to the Kenwood stable, as it has good ergonomics
and provides many useful facilities.
The TH 25E feels fairly chunky with the
PB6 nicad normally supplied, ( 7.2V
600mA/H, costing £26.96 for additional
ones). If you plug on the PB5 nicad ( 7.2V,
200mA/H, costing £26.96), it sits even
more easily in the hand and becomes
better balanced. It feels quite rugged.
Two other nicads are available, the PB7
also giving 7.2V, but with the enormous
capacity of 1100mA/H, costing £ 41.53 and
the PB8, giving 12V at 600mA/H and
costing £38.64.
Other options include various soft
cases, including awater-resistant bag, at
around £ 8, while the speaker mic, SMC31,
costs £29.79. A head set with boom mic,
vox control and PTT switch ( type HMC2)
costs £34.25. The rig itself, complete with
aPB6, rubber duck antenna, small trickle
charger and manual, costs £258 including
VAT. There is also a base charger
suitable for all the batteries, type BC10,
costing approximately £ 20. If you want to
use the rig in the shack or car you will
almost certainly want to power it from an
external 13V dc source. The DC1 adaptor
slides on the bottom of the rig like a
battery, and accepts the external dc
voltage. The DC1 costs £ 13.60; but you
might prefer a battery box type BT6
which takes six AA cells and costs only
£7.27.
AUGUST 1988

The TH-25E's facilities
On the top of the set is aBNC socket for
the rubber duck, mounted quite rigidly
on the case work, in front of which is a
mini dual concentric pot with separate
adjustments for audio volume with on/off
switch and squelch. Although small,
these are easy to use. On the top righthand side is a mini rotary click step
control to tune through all the different
VFO or memory channels. You can select
either 12.5 or 5kHz steps by appropriate
button pushing. In between the BNC
socket and the tuning rotary is the LCD
which gives status indications as well as
frequency. The display is easier to see
and read properly than the one on the IC2GE. It is also easy to see in the dark if
you push the lamp on/off button on the
left side cheek, although the button is
slightly awkward to find if you are in a
hurry.
Along the front of the top panel are
mini buttons for changing MHz, switching to VFO or to memory operation and
for selecting a1750Hz auto tone burst on
or off. In between this last button and the
tuning control is another mini button
which can set up the alarm facility. This is
most useful, as it causes the rig to emit
very loud high pitched ' l's in CW
continuously
once
the
squelch
is
opened. You can easily hear this in the
next room! When the alarm function is
selected, the actual audio from the
incoming station remains muted.
On the back panel are some additional
switches. A side switch selects low or
high power and there are four tiny
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Laboratory Test Results Kenwood TH25E
Receiver tests
RF sensitivity input level for 12dB sinad

-125dBm
-125.5dBm
-125.5dBm

144.025M Hz
144.95MHz
145.975M Hz

RF input intercept point

100/200kHz spacings - 45dBm
1/2MHz spacing
- 30dBm
2/4MHz spacing
- 28.5dBm

Selectivity

12.5kHz
25kHz

8.5dB avge
66dB avge

S meter
Si - 118dBm
S3 - 112
S5 - 107
S7 - 103
S9 - 98
S9+ - 91

Tx and Rx frequencies for odd splits,
whereas the remainder store simplex or
repeater shifts, together with tone
burst/tone squelch information. Scanning of the complete band, or of memory
frequencies, is possible and a programmable lock-out is available for programming in.
On the left side cheek is a rather
rubbery PTT button, which is not quite
positive enough and a monitor button
which
opens
the
squelch
when
depressed. The latter is particularly
useful if you are using the optional tone
squelch system, as you can check if the
channel is in use before transmission.
On the right side cheek are mini jacks for
an external headphone and mic, the
loudspeaker mic accessory plugging in
here. The battery slides on and off the
bottom of the rig and is easy to change.

Some ergonomic points

Maximum audio output for 10% THD

8ohms
4ohms

Typical Rx current with mod

65mA

Rx current ( squelched)

56mA

Rx current ( battery save mode)

7.9mA

Transmitter Tests
Tx power at 144.95MHz/7.2V dc

3.3W

Output on 13V dc

5.5W at 1.1A, low: 0.55W at 430mA

Carrier frequency error

550Hz

Absolute max speech deviation

5.2kHz

The mini buttons on the back are not
positive enough, and for this reason I
would strongly advise you to switch the
beep system on so that you have an
immediate indication that you have
accessed the required function. Ifound
getting one finger on the correct mini
button on the rear, followed by pressing
the correct button on the front, within
five seconds, was sometimes tricky, as
was the access of one or two other dual
button functions. Once accessed, all the
functions worked very well, and at no
time did I ever get lost! The alarm
function is very much liked, and there are
times when you don't want to carry the
thing all the time, but leave the rig in a
fairly central place. You will soon hear
the alarm signal, but it shouldn't drive
you too mad, as it stops sending double
beeps after a few seconds.
There is a frequency lock-up/down
slide switch on the left of the front panel,
which will be found useful, so any
accidental touching of the micro- processor controlled switches on the top and
rear will not cause chaos.

Average speech peaks deviation

4.9kHz

Subjective tests

Dimensions with PB6 battery

68.5 W x 152 H x 34.5 D ( mm)

Capture ratio

3.5dB

Audio distortion/1kHz mod
deviation 1kHz
3kHz
5kHz

0.7% inc noise
0.35%
6.8% ( output stage clipping at nominal gain
position)

buttons with the following main functions: memory ( puts VFO frequency into
a required memory or transfers a
memory to the VEO); CTCSS on/off
(optional tone squelch unit is available);
repeater shift +/- or simplex and
reverse repeater enable. Various second
functions are operated by pressing two
or more buttons and these cover various
operational changes that would only
rarely be used, including tuning steps,
for example. One extremely important
feature is abeep that can be selected to
come on when any control button is
operated. It is particularly helpful that
the pitch of the beep is different on many
of the functions. For example if you press
the shift button, you will hear one of
three notes, the highest corresponding
to the selection of plus shift, the lowest
20

0.32W
0.39W

with minus and the middle note for
simplex. This is very helpful if you wish to
operate in the dark, but is even more
helpful, or course, for blind operators,
who undoubtedly will find this a superb
rig to use. As on many other Kenwood
models, the tuning knob used for
selecting memories, causes abeep to be
emitted when memory 1is reached from
either direction. This then allows you to
count your memories from this position,
and know where you are, without even
reading the frequency display. Having
found a base frequency from memory,
you can then shift up and down from it
after pressing the memory button on the
back, followed by the VFO access button
on the front, within five seconds.
There are atotal of fourteen memories.
Memories 13 and 14 can store separate

Ihave no doubt this is a remarkably
sensitive rig and various repeaters
seemed stronger than usual around the
house. When Iused the 12V PB8, local
stations, including a mobile some miles
away, thought Iwas putting out the best
hand-held signal they had heard from me
when Iwas standing on the landing ( a
spot Ifrequently use for assessing such
rigs). Speech quality was well liked on
transmit but the audio quality on the
built-in speaker was not as clear as on
the new Icorn rig, since it was slightly
coloured and somewhat peaky. However,
the signal to noise ratio of the Kenwood
was certainly better than that of the
'corn.
When using the rig as ahand-held, Idid
not experience any front-end problems,
but when Ifed the rig from my ' corn
discone, the large number of signals on
the band and either side of it, caused
some build-up of background, burbling
noises, some channels also being identi-
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fied with I
M products from known
stations. There would not be any problem
using the rig under mobile conditions,
unless you were at the top of abig hill in
an urban area, but this means Icould only
recommend the rig for its main intended
purpose — as a basic good hand-held.
Obviously, in a rural area it would be all
right, and you could, most certainly, use
its sensitivity under this condition.
Iwas pleased that Lowe Electronics
sent me nearly all the available accessories and Iliked the base charger which
was easy to use, although it took up to
eight hours to charge the average
battery, and a lot longer than this is
quoted for the PB7. The loudspeaker mic
was easy to use, but is, perhaps, a little
expensive. Some users will find the
boom mic ideal for some purposes, but I
found it rather uncomfortable and I
tended to get tied up in knots with it! This
accessory could most certainly be
recommended for mobile use, although I
have a personal hate for mini ear plug
transducers.
The 12.5kHz channel selectivity was
not good enough for serious use, but
25kHz selectivity was excellent. When
using the set for accessing repeaters, I
liked the auto tone burst feature, but the
reverse repeater button was, again,
rather difficult to get at in ahurry. As with
the ' corn unit, with the appropriate
smallest battery, this model could be
stowed away more easily in a pocket or
handbag, than the large radios such as
the FT727.

Laboratory tests
The RF sensitivity, measured by the
sinad method, proved to be superlatively
good across the whole band and, around
2.5dB better than much of the competition. This is useful if you are looking for
stations, for having found one, you can
easily move around to receive and
transmit a useable signal. However, the
set's RF input intercept point for fairly
close spacing was poor, although there
was
a distinct
improvement
with
measurements taken at 1MHz, let alone
2MHz, spacings. So, despite the set
having atuned front-end, whereas many
other competing models have a wide
open input, it will be in- band, or just out

of band, signals that might cause any
blocking
effects.
Computerised
measurements very close in intercept
points, suggest the synthesizer local
oscillator injection is not quite as clean
as it might be, as the 50/100kHz radio
frequency intermodulation performance
actually gave computer readings which
were better than the 100/200kHz ones.
Synthesizer noise that covers up closein signals in this test will give an
artificially good result in this way, so are
useful in showing up reciprocal mixing
noise.
As noted in the subjective tests,
12.5kHz selectivity was not good enough,
but 25kHz was good. The Smeter actually
gave a difference of 20dB between Si
and S9, so is much better than the
somewhat ridiculous performance of the
'corn's meter. Audio distortion was
extremely low on the loudspeaker external drive socket, but unfortunately the
maximum audio output level that could
be achieved was quite limited. Ifelt that
the built-in speaker was slightly inefficient as well, so clipping was noted on
signals at average volume rather more
readily than usual. This will not normally
matter so much, because you can soon
turn the wick down, but maximum volume
might not be quite enough for you in a
car, or during an aircraft fly past!
The set's response on the external
speaker socket showed an extremely
steep bass roll- off below 350Hz, which is
excellent, but the treble end commenced rolling off from 2kHz, and so the
reproduction was slightly lacking at HF.
This would have contributed partly to the
very good sensitivity measurement and I
would have preferred the flat response
continuing to 3kHz, followed by asteeper
roll- off.
The receiver was precisely aligned in
frequency, for no improvement to
sensitivity could be gained by off- setting
the signal generator. Capture ratio
measured well and the limiting threshold
was well below the level of the 12dB
sinad point and so good. The typical
current drawn by the receiver is 65mA
with modulation, but this drops down to
only 7.9mA with the battery, save automatic circuit in operation. This circuit
comes in just ten seconds after squelch

THE ICOM IC-2GE 144 MHz FM
HAND-HELD
Iwas most surprised to receive yet
another new hand-held from
Icom
recently and it was with pleasure that I
put this new IC-2GE through its paces. I
gave quite a welcoming review to the
'corn Micro 2 earlier this year and Idid
not expect another one to follow so soon.
This model incorporates many of the
interesting features of the Micro 2but is
quite different. It is simple to use once
AUGUST 1988

you are familiar with several second
functions. The UK version can be
switched, when in the set' mode, to tune
in 12.5 or 25kHz steps. Three little tuning
levers are provided to let you tune up or
down in 1MHz, 100kHz or 12.5/25kHz
steps. Two small buttons to the right of
these select VFO or memory operation
and memory write; return to normal
operation; or provide a transfer of a

has closed, provided no buttons have
been touched. As with the lcom rig, an
automatic circuit of this type makes an
enormous difference to battery life.
When the rig was used with an external
13V dc source, we managed to get 5.5W
output, which reduced by 10dB when the
set was switched to the low power mode.
The PB6 battery produced amaximum of
3.3W, which is auseful power for just 7.2V
on the battery. Maximum battery current
of 1.1A is, of course, very high but this has
to be expected on modern handy talkies
when giving their maximum power
output of 5W or more.
A Tx frequency error of 550Hz was
noted after warm-up. This is rather more
than I would have expected from
Kenwood, and while it is adequate for
25kHz channelling, it is on the verge of
being just alittle unsatisfactory if the set
is used at closer channelling, as system
sensitivity and quality could deteriorate
alittle. FM deviation was well controlled,
normal peaks being at 4.9kHz and only
the loudest ones on vowel sounds in the
lower register would be likely to go
marginally over 5kHz. The tone burst
seemed to be accurate and at about the
correct deviation.

Conclusion
Iam not going to be rash enaugh to
give any direct recommendation to
purchase the Kenwood above the Icon"
(reviewed below) or vice versa, but Ihave
no doubt that the TH 25E is a recommendable model. It does depend on
exactly what you want, and Ican only give
a direct preference for the TH 25E for
use by the blind, and some disabled
people might well prefer the Icom, which
requires less finger dexterity. Iwould
advise able-bodied amateurs to look at
both and make up their own minds.
There is one extremely important
consideration,
however, which
may
swing the balance — the Icom higher
power batteries are not far off being
twice as expensive as the Kenwood
ones, and many of us like to have one or
two spares.
Many thanks to Lowe Electronics for
the loan of the review sample, and to
Fiona, once again, for helping with all the
measurements and word processing.

memory frequency into the VFO.
Also on the top panel are two small
rotaries — Rx squelch and on/off/AF gain.
A firmly mounted BNC socket is provided
for antenna connection and a surprisingly flexible rubber duck type helical
antenna is provided with the rig. On the
left side cheek is along, solid plastic PTT
lever which only requires a slight touch
for operation, which is very convenient,
together with alight switch which causes
the frequency and status display on the
top panel to light up for about five
seconds. Also on the side is the function
button which is used to select second
functions, including plus or minus repeater shift ( with 1MHz toggle); memory
scan skip or engage ' set' ( V/M button);
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Battery packs and accessories
In the UK, the IC-2GE is normally
supplied with a rubber duck antenna, a
BP3 nicad battery and a slow trickle
charger. The BP3 is exactly the same as
the battery for other models such as the
IC- 2E and 02E but different to the Micro 2
accessories. So the following batteries
also apply to the IC-2GE - BP2 ( 7.2V
450mA/H £44.85), BP3 ( 8.4V 270mA/H
£29.90), BP4, empty case for six AA cells
at £9.20, BPS ( 10.8V 450mA/H £60.95),
BP5A, same as BPS but having a socket
for trickle charge, BP7 ( 13.2V 450mA/H
£74.75) and BP8 ( 8.4V 800mA/H £ 70.15).
Note that many of these batteries are

extremely expensive. This is because
they are built to commercial specifications and are normally supplied with
Icom's professional models. They can be
fast charged with the BC35 charger
costing £ 70.15. Also available is an
external dc power adapter, AD12, which
has reverse polarity protection. This
allows the rig to be used with a cigar
lighter socket supply, or, indeed, almost
anything which provides adequate current from 7V up to an absolute maximum
of 16V dc. This adapter costs £ 10. A
loudspeaker microphone, type HM46,
costs £23. Other accessories should
follow in due course.

Laboratory Test Results Icom IC-2GE
Receiver tests
RF sensitivity input level for 12dB sinad

RF input intercept point

Selectivity

144.025MHz
144.95MHz
145.975M Hz

-123dBm
-123dBm
-123.5dBm

100/200kHz spacings
172M Hz spacing
2/4MHz spacing

-34dBm
-21dBm
-16.5dBm
11dB avge
59dB

12.5k Hz
25kHz

S meter
Si - 102dBm
S3 - 100
S5 - 99
S7 - 98
S9 - 97
S9+ - 96
Capture ratio

4.1dB

Audio distortion/1kHz mod
deviation 1kHz
3kHz
5kHz
lock settings ( high/low power button)
and beep tone on/off for many operations. The last one uses the moni' button
which normally gives reverse repeater
monitoring or opens squelch even when
in a tone squelch operation. Another
button also on the front panel selects a
1750Hz tone when depressed. On the
right side cheek are miniature jack
sockets for external mic and headphone
connections.
The ' set' function is used in the
European version either to change
tuning steps or to set the lower and
upper limits of a programmable scan.
Access to programmable scanning again
requires the use of the function key, this
time followed by pushing the 10kHz
button up or down. The set then scans
within the programmed frequency limits
quite rapidly and stops when acarrier is
received which is strong enough to open
the squelch. Scanning is resumed either
fifteen seconds after the carrier has
been found, or two seconds after it has
been switched off. The scanning mode
can be cancelled by touching any of the
buttons on the top panel.
22

3.2% inc noise
2.7%
2.4%
0.6W
0.7W

Maximum audio output for 10% THD

8ohms
4ohms

Typical Rx current with mod

70mA

Rx current ( squelched)

38mA

Rx current ( battery save mode)

4mA

Transmitter Tests
Tx power at 144.95MHz

3.3W/940mA, low power 1W/570mA

Output on 7.2V
10.8V

1.8W/740mA
5.1W/1 .25A

Carrier frequency error

350Hz

Absolute max speech deviation

5.8kHz

Average speech peaks deviation

5.3kHz

1750Hz tone burst deviation

3.7kHz

Tone burst frequency

within 0.1Hz nominal

Dimensions with BP3 battery

65 W x 130 H x35 D ( mm)
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Subjective test
This rig has quite a chunky feel,
although it is fairly small and Iexpect it
would be harder to damage than the very
small Micro 2. At £249 it is only £ 10 more
than the Micro 2 but Ithink is a much
better buy, especially as it uses accessories common with so many other I
com
rigs. Iwas impressed with the up/down
double ended keys which allowed avery
quick QSY as well as highly convenient
searching. The twenty memory channels
retained shift parameters as well as
frequency and were a delight to use.
'corn have made it very simple, both to
write a VFO frequency into a memory,
and to transfer a memory back to VFO,
but it is apity there was no way to identify
the memory other than a visual indication on the display which was not easy to
see. Fiona found this display rather poor
compared with that on many other rigs.
I must particularly commend the
excellent PTT which was so easy to use,
but the function button was sometimes
rather awkward if you wanted to use the
same hand to change one of the rockers.
The battery pack was easy to slide on and
off and I did not note any particular
ergonomics problems.
The received audio quality was excellent for awalky talky and Ifelt there was
more volume than on many of its
competitors. High frequencies were
clear, but the sensitivity seemed only
average, with selectivity not really good
enough for 12.5kHz channelling. Transmitted quality was excellent.
When I used the rig with an ! corn
discone antenna at around 40ft above
ground level ( quite adifficult test), Idid
not have any problems due to front-end
blocking or intermodulation. This is most
commendable in a walky talky, showing
that the rig could be used as a very
simple base station as well as under
mobile conditions. In the latter case,
however, you might find it does not have
enough power in a noisy car.

Laboratory tests
The Rx input sensitivity was just
average, the performance being similar
across the band. The close in RF
intercept point was not too good, but

once you moved out to 1 and 2MHz
spacings,
intermodulation
improved
rapidly to become better than many
other walky talkies, explaining why Idid
not experience blocking problems when
using a discone with it. Selectivity was
clearly not good enough for 12.5kHz
channelling, and 25kHz selectivity was
not as good as Imight have expected,
although normally adequate. The S
meter, two square blocks lighting up for
each increase of two S points, was about
the poorest yet tested, an increase of
only 5dB being required to go from S1 to
S9! This is completely ridiculous, as it will
really only show you the presence of a
signal. Capture ratio was adequate and
discriminator distortion was just slightly
high, but completely acceptable for a
walky talky. Limiting was excellent, all
signals reproducing at virtually the same
level. A remarkable 0.6W was reached
into 8 ohms for 10% overall distortion;
this maximum audio power is quite a lot
higher than usual. Just slightly more
power was available into 4 ohms incidentally.
The audio response of the receiver was
very flat within the range 400Hz to 3kHz,
the response falling rapidly below 300Hz.
The roll- off above 3kHz was fairly steep,
to give awell controlled response which
clearly contributed to the excellent
speech quality.
A marginal improvement in front-end
sensitivity was noted when we off- set the
signal generator by around 1kHz and this
also marginally improved distortion. The
typical current drawn by the receiver was
quite high at 70mA, but when squelched,
this reduced to 38mA. If the power save
circuit was selected, the consumption
suddenly collapsed to the remarkably
low level of 4mA after about thirty
seconds from squelch closing, so the set
can be left on for many hours to await a
call, without significantly affecting battery life. I consider this to be an
extremely important point in favour of
this rig.
Unfortunately, the dc input socket on
the BP3 battery supplied is only intended
for trickle charging, the battery permanently being in circuit. The review sample
was not provided with the external dc

G4ZPY PADDLE KEYS
Britain's leading High Quality Hand Built Morse Key Manufacturer
PUMP ( Straight) KEY
SINGLE PADDLE KEY
Nickel on Brass
TWIN PADDLE KEY
Nickel on Brass

Brass £26.00 & £30
Brass Std £ 42.00
Std £47.00
Brass Std £48.00
Std £53.00

Nickel £31 8i £ 35
Deluxe £44.50
Deluxe £49.50
Deluxe £50.50
Deluxe £55.50

60. VARIATIONS OF THESE KEYS ARE AVAILABLE. Some to Order.
IAMBIC ELECTRONIC KEYER ( with Auto Inter- Character Spacing) £ 40.00
1K PEP BALUNS 3.5-30 Megs £ 15.00
10-70 Megs £ 16.50,P&P UK: — KEYS £ 3.00
IAMBICS AND BALUNS £2.00

power adapter so we had to hold wires on
positive and negative connections while
operating the PTT and measuring power,
dc current and frequency! This was just
about manageable. A maximum power
output of 3.3W was obtained from 8.4V dc,
the low power position giving 1W, the
currents being 940/570mA respectively.
When the voltage was reduced to 7.2,
output power fell to 1.8W/740mA, but a
voltage increase to 10.8 resulted in a
power increase to 5.1W at 1.25A. Idid not
check the rig at 13.8V but quite clearly it
would have given appreciably more
power.
Maximum FM deviation from speech
was noted at 5.8kHz, rather on the high
side, with average speech peaks of
5.3kHz. The tone burst was accurate at
within 0.1Hz of 1750Hz, the tone burst
deviation being 3.7kHz. Frequencies
averaged at around 350Hz low; quite
satisfactory for a hand-held.

Conclusions
The IC- 2E has probably been the most
popular hand-held in many countries and
almost
every
amateur
knows
immediately what is meant by a ' 2E'. Its
successor, the IC- 02E, was perhaps too
complicated for some and Ifeel the IC2GE should take the place of its earliest
predecessor as it has some excellent
points. The audio quality is good both on
transmit and receive and you will almost
certainly like the feel of the set as it sits
quite neatly in one hand. If you bear in
mind the original price of the 2E, the
current price of the IC-2GE is about right,
but note all the extra facilities you get for
your money, considering inflation, when
you compare it with the old 2E. A very
recommendable rig, then, with a wide
variety of applications. Many thanks to
lcom UK for the loan of the review
sample and to Fiona for helping with
measurements.
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HORT WAVE
LISTENER
TREVOR MORGAN GW4OXB
Last month Italked about
the content of typical broadcast station programmes and
how they are influenced by
outside sources, political or
religious. This does not mean
that one should turn off at the
mention of apolitical party or
on hearing a sermon. Quite
the contrary, in fact.
Radio stations go to a lot of
trouble to find out just what
their intended listening public wants from their programme. It's no good spending
afortune on high tech equipment to just send signals to a
chosen few, although there
are stations, particularly the
'hot gospel' stations in the
USA, that do transmit purely
to a specific audience.
Take two schedules
Station planners have to
attract as wide a public as
possible. Consequently, the
programmes
have
to
be
varied in content, putting
over the station's viewpoint
without too much ' hard sell'.
To give you an idea what I
mean by this, let's take a look
at a schedule from what we
would consider, a ' hard line'
country, the German Democratic Republic, and compare
it with a more liberal regime
in Japan.
For the former, there is a
daily news bulletin followed
by commentary and acurrent
affairs item. The following
programme varies daily. Monday has sport and the RBI DX
club. Tuesday features science and technology, youth
affairs and stamp corner.
Wednesday
has
listeners'
questions and the GDR pop
music programme. Thursday
has The Land We Live In and
mid-week sport. Friday has
Life in the Socialist Countries
and odd items of general
interest in Did you Know? .
Saturday is given over to the
International Peace Movement and answers to topical
questions. Sunday has the
mailbag
session
and
weekend magazine, a GDR
feature programme.
OK, a little bit of everything
there with some emphasis on
Eastern politics, which one
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would expect, but enough of
the other items to interest
most people.
Radio Japan offers the
same format of news and
news digest. Monday has DX
Corner and Meet the People.
Tuesday has Japan Travelogue and achat programme,
Crosscurrent.
Wednesday
offers Asia Now and Let's
Learn Japanese. Thursday
has Radio Japan Journal and
Japan Panorama. Friday has
In Business and Asian Crossroads. Saturday has a personality item and Japanese
language, while Sunday has
This Week, a general roundup.
Comparing the two schedules, you can see there is
little to choose between the
styles and content. While one
has a little more on the
socialist way of life, the other
has similar leanings towards
the traditional scene, but
both cater for a fairly wide
audience, so making a report
on broadcast station transmissions is simple.
What a station wants to
know is your personal view of
the
programme's content.
Honesty is the best policy
here and is appreciated by
the planners. I once commented on the fact that a
female announcer's voice did
not carry well over the air.
Much to my embarrassment,
the young lady concerned
read out my letter on afuture
programme, much to the
amusement
of
her
colleagues!
However, it did
prove that comments are
read.
Where to start
So, let's take it that you have
a receiver of sorts, are living
in the UK and want to try
logging afew stations. Where
do you start? The obvious
place would be at the beginning or, in radio terms, at the
bottom end of the short wave
bands. On the cheap receiver,
this would mean starting on
the 49 metre band. Together
with the 41 and 31 metre
bands, these frequencies are
popular with European stations during the day, with

middle
distance
stations
being received after dark.
The 25 metre band can produce long distance reception
even after dark, although
local reception is limited.
The HF bands, 19, 16 and 13
metres, are the bands on
which to look for long distance stations during daylight
hours. During the summer
months, these bands can be
productive for most of the
night but signals fade fast
after dark during winter.
The 11m band is capable of
good long distance reception
under the right conditions. In
the early 1980s, conditions in
this region were such that CB
enthusiasts were able to chat
to the USA and even Australia
with ease. However, such
reception is only possible
under very good conditions
and then only during daylight
hours usually, so, as with the
10m amateur band, stations
tend to use 11m only sporadically.
Metres and megahertz
Perhaps you noticed the
deliberate mistake earlier.
Some receivers are marked
with the metre bands on the
tuning scale, whereas others
are marked with the actual
frequency
in
megahertz.
Without being too technical,
an aerial radiates energy in
waves
with
peaks
and
troughs.
The
distance
between the peaks is called
the wavelength and the number of waves transmitted in
one second is known as the
frequency. One cycle per
second is known as one
'hertz'. So, the low end of the
bands is 49 metres or more
and the frequency is 5MHz or
less.. confusing, isn't it?
Well, to the newcomer to
radio, it is very awkward when
confronted with
receivers
quoting different scales, but
the schedules issued by the
broadcast
stations
often
quote both measurements,
which is helpful. However, it
is necessary to know the
frequency astation is likely to
be on rather than just the
band. Receivers with the
waveband marked on the
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tuning scale often have a
logging scale, or graduated
line, underneath the waveband markings to assist with
tuning to regular stations.
On 49m
So to the 49m band. At
around 5.945MHz, you will find
Radio Austria, easily identified by typically Tyrolean
music, and Radio Moscow. At
5.965MHz, the BBC world
service clashes with the
Voice of America transmissions and those of Radio
Berlin
International.
5.970
MHz finds Radio Japan while
5.975
has
Radio
Beijing,
China. Radio Deutsche Welle,
West Germany, can be found
on
6.000MHz
and
Radio
Nederland,
Holland,
on
6.020MHz. Radio Sofia, Bulgaria, is on 6.035MHz and
Radio Delhi on 6.045MHz.
Station HCJB from Quito,
Equador, is on 6050M Hz sharing with RAI in Rome. Radio
Prague, Czechoslovakia, is on
6055MHz,
Radio
Havana,
Cuba, on 6060MHz and Radio
Brazilia on 6065MHz. Radio
Canada
International
can
also be found on that frequency, while Radio Australia
is on 6080MHz. 6085MHz has
Radio
Kabul, Afghanistan,
and Radio Oman in the Middle
East. Cambodia ( Kampuchea)
is on 6090MHz with Radio
Warsaw on 64095MHz. Radio
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, is on
6100MHz and Radio Turkey is
on 6105M Hz.
The stations mentioned in
that brief excursion on the
49m band, took us from 50.46
metres to 49.14 metres, a
minute portion of the radio
spectrum, yet we found 24
countries, and bypassed at
least twice that figure on the
way, which gives you a rough
idea of the sort of reception
that is possible on even the
simplest
equipment ( the
receiver used in this case was
the Vega 215 with frequency
checks from the stations).
Language
The main problem with
listening for broadcast stations is language. The major
stations and many of the
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smaller stations transmit in
English at least once aday, so
consult apublished schedule
to find out the time. Some
stations do not transmit in
English but, as there are many
similarities
in
languages,
most are possible to identify
at the beginning or end of
transmissions when station
announcements are made.
Study of radio signals
There is a great deal of
pleasure to be had in simply
listening to overseas broadcasts, quite apart from the
pure radio aspect.
Many
listeners are just interested
in specific topics related to
their own particular hobbies
or musical tastes. However,
the bona fide short wave
listener's interest goes much
deeper than this, and the
study of the behaviour of
radio signals and how they
are affected by outside influences is a major part of the
hobby.
In the next issue, we shall
look at radio signals and what
happens to them between the
transmitter and the receiver
and what you can do to make
reception easier.
Awards
Award hunting is just one of
the many facets of short wave
listening. Awards are presented for logging numbers
of broadcast or amateur stations over a given period or
from a particular area. They
are presented by societies as
a fund raising project or part
of club activity, by radio
stations, for sending regular
reports, or by national groups
(such as the RSGB or ARRL),
to promote the hobby itself.
Obtaining some of these
awards ( mainly certificates)
can be expensive as, quite
often,
verification ( QSL)
cards are required to be sent
with the claim. This can also
mean avery long time before
all the necessary cards are
received by the listener for
him to send them off. This is
not so much the case with
club awards as it is with
national ones. Copies of the
original loggings are often all
that is required and these are
checked against check logs
held by the presenting club.
The Amateur Radio Prefix
Awards are managed in this
way, the idea being to log as
many prefixes ( the part of an
amateur callsign denoting
the location) as possible.
Certificates are presented for
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and
500,
and
small
trophies for 1000 and 2000
prefixes ( all different!). A list
of the prefixes with time, date
and frequency of reception, is
all that is required plus, of
course, afirst class stamp.
Many readers who have
claimed these awards and,
indeed, other awards, have
mentioned how their listening
technique
has
been
improved by the exercise.
Also, stations that may otherwise have been missed all
together, have been logged.
We have agood example of
this from Palle Randlov of
Denmark who claimed the
Silver award way back in
January 1987, but has still
been plugging away and has
finally managed the 1000 prefixes for the Gold award. Palle
mentioned
in
particular
EXODR ( aweather station on a
drifting ice pack), H25MF
(special call from the Republic of Cyprus), RS3X ( launching of Russian satellite),
VI88ABC (Australian
bicentenary),
C58UX ( Air
Portugal
anniversary) and
1A0KM ( Sovereign Order of
the Knights of Malta)...to
name afew. Amongst the rest
of the claim, BTO, BV2, FV8,
JH8, JW5, LU-Z/JA7, SORASD,
177, VC1, VP9, W200EAX, XJ3,
YK9, ZP5, 5T5, 5W1, 8Q7 and
9V1 were worthy of note.
Congratulations, Palle!
Terry Lincoln,
ILA 225,
claimed his Gold award for
20m only, and has been scanning 15 for achange, where he
has logged plenty of new
ones. Being retired helps
when it comes to being on the
rig to hear rare ones. Some
nice stuff on the 20m claim,
though, with 4S7, 5R8, 9X5,
BT9, C2S, DDO, H44, JO, JY1,
KP4, P29, T77, VS6, ZP5 and
Z21 all nice catches. Hope
you've got fan cooling on the
8800, Terry!
Continental
A slightly different award
this time, in the ' Continental'
awards presented by the ILA
as part of their awards programme. These certificates are
presented for logging 100
amateur or broadcast stations
in one continent.
Joan Slater, ILA 185, of
Matlock started to write out a
band report when she realised she almost had enough
for an award claim, so she
carried on collecting and
submitted claims for Asia and
South America. The Asians
included 4S7NMR, A61AB,

A92BE,
BTOML,
HL9CU,
KC3RE/TA3, OD5BT, VU2XX,
YB3KW and EQ7NT ( QSL via
JI 1DBO).
South
America
came up with HP3XUH, J6LB,
J88AO, K2NJ/PJ4, P43ARC,
0A4AAW, TG9MBS, V31PC
and WB5YWU/P/HR1 amongst
the bunch. Seems the HF125
is doing nicely thank you and
Joan is giving the lads a run
for their money!
Meanwhile, Ian Baxter, ILA
322, of Blackburn has been
burning the midnight oil
again (you really must get
electricity put in, Ian) and has
managed to claim for North
and South America. The pick
of the
northerners were
OX3SG,
VE7VK,
AL7BL,
VX3XN, K6ZXS and VP9JY,
while
the
south
offered
8R1RPN,
8P6BC,
ZP3FI,
FY5AN,
CP6XH,
HK3CZH,
VP2ML, J87CD, I8CZW/VP2M,
HH2BB, CVOPJP and J37LC.
Well done, Ian!
Listener/operator
Kurt
Brauer, ILA 355 of Switzerland, has been catching the
sharp end of the DX pile-ups
as well as the sun during his
holiday in Indonesia. Latest
gems included VK8YT on
Cocos Island, 4K0E, P29HS
and CP8PAX, while a stint on
21060 caught VE3EZP with 4W
on the key. Late last year, Kurt
wrote to Radio South Africa
about pen- pals and, since
then, he has had over thirty
letters. Trouble is, many of
them were from young ladies
looking for husbands...Kurt
only wanted stamps! Pass ' em
on, mate, pass ' em on!
Installing a quad loop
Propagation conditions, at
the moment, are still showing
a steady climb towards the
sunspot peak in a few years'
time. Although there have
been ' off days', there have
also been some very good
periods when excellent DX
has been logged by our
listeners. At times 15 and 10m
have been excellent, with
plenty to be heard well into
the dark hours.
This, of course, is the time
to look at the possibility of
installing aquad loop or beam
for the higher frequencies, as
sizes are so much easier to
accommodate with a 10m
quad only having sides of just
over 9ft. Iwas lucky to come
across
some
fibreglass
fishing rods ( the roach pole
type without any rings) which
were about 10ft long. Four for
twenty
quid,
a friendly
engineer to make a mast

plate, a roll of copper wire ( I
knew that rally purchase
would be handy) and Ihave a
nice light loop that will stand
a gale and doesn't look like a
carpenter's nightmare!
Getting fruttful
Some nice stuff to be found
on 10m, especially late afternoon. Amongst the loggings
are 9Y4DG, LU5DO, ZC4AP,
EL2ED,
YBOWR,
KA4AAV,
W5PNB, FE1HJW/P, PT8ZCB
and PY5TT. Fifteen is getting
very fruitful and the logs
include
YC7JK,
5T5DX,
SORASD,
EQ7MT,
VP2EZ,
PY2BDY, HZ1AB, 5NOWRE,
JA7UNF, VP5SL and HL5FEE.
There are some very nice
stations to be found on 20m,
including
T5GG,
0A40S,
AL7HK,
ZP5FGS,
KP2AD,
YB3KW,
FYOEK,
HK1LDG,
HC8VB ( QSL
via
KT1N),
HP1X0R, 6W70G, F8CZW/P/
VP2M ( QSL via
I
K8D01),
CE2GOB, 4KODX ( QSL via
VE3CDX...home or via Box 88
Moscow),
TF5BW ( OTH
Akureyri...QSL bur or direct),
J37AH, CI8C ( Resolute Bay),
HY7FIT ( QSL F1GNY), V85WS
(Shah, Box 247, Mora, Brunei
4002), CF8JH ( Cornwallis is
QSL via VE3CKF) and EXOVE
from North Pole ( QSL via
UK3KP).
On 40m there has been
some DX amongst the noise
with
CE5NCX,
YV4DPS,
PT2JW, XE1ND, HI3JH ( QSL
via F6FNU), HK2IWI, and the
I8CZW/P/VP2M still hanging
in there. On 80m there are still
some interesting stations to
be found like TF3TF, CM6DD,
VP2VM ( Tortola Is), PYOFFYV2BYT and even I8CZW/P/
VP2M. Meanwhile, on top
band, 4U1ITU was the only
odd one found.
The WARC bands definitely
do not seem to be attracting
the sport they should. It can't
be the Morse only rule as
other bands are full, and it
can't be the old type rigs after
all this time. A lonely KV4AD
was logged at 1315 one day, on
24MHz, but no takers. Wrong
aftershave? Our thanks to
Joan Slater for the band
round- up.
Well, it's on the up and up,
folks, so send the XYL or OM
round to the in-laws with the
kids and spend apleasant few
hours finding the exotic ones.
Meanwhile, I am off to the
River Thames with the XYL
and the kids for a couple of
weeks (yes, I've packed the
ORP Tx, Ax, key, log and
headphones!).
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ICOM's 25 watt IC- 275E is asuperb transceiver for
contest operating and for general DX working. This
prestige 144MHz multimode is also available as a
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ICOM have awinning line-up for fixed, portable and
mobile operations. The deluxe " 75" series of transceivers offers anew standard of excellence from VHF
to UHF communications. Each compact all mode unit
delivers maximum performance, reliability and ease
of operation.
The " 75" series transceivers feature 99 tunable
memories, twin VFO's, pass band tuning, I.F. notch,
noise blanker and CW break-in. The scanning modes
include memory scan, mode scan, programmable scan
and frequency skip.
These transceivers can be used in avariety of ways, for
propagation experiments, satellite communications,
moonbounce, D'xing or straight rag chewing contacts.
When high speed digital systems such as PACKET or
AMTOR data communications are used then the ICOM
DDS system provides alock- up time of ¡ ust 5msec.

IC- 275H 100 watt version, which requires an external
AC supply.
70cms
Enjoy 430MHz operation with the 25 watt IC- 475E, or
go high power using the IC- 475H. An optional CT- 16
Satellite Interface Unit is available for combining ICOM
"75" transceivers for easy tuning.
6Meters/10 Meters
The 10 watt IC- 575 covers 28-30MHz and 50-54MHz
and includes the AC supply. Join in with the recent
openings to the U.S.A. with this superb transceiver.
Also to be released soon is the IC- 575H 50/100 watt
high power version, which will operate with an external
AC supply.
With the introduction of the " 75" series you now have
all the technical quality you'll need to enjoy VHF and
UHF communications. For more detailed information
on these transceivers contact your local ICOM dealer
of ICOM ( UK) Ltd.
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Sea Street. Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.

NEW IC-2GE/4GE
FM Handportables
Features:
•Rugged and compact
•High Power option
•Power saver circuit
•20 memories
•Scanning
•Compatible with ICOM accessories
The latest range of handportables from ICOM fulf ill
the most important criteria for ahandheld transceiver.
They are small, rugged and easy to operate.
The 3watt RF output is acompromise on battery life
against power output, but for those who require extra
punch, these sets can deliver 6/7 watts when used with
the BP7 or external 13.8v DC. On receive, the power
saver circuit reduces current drain automatically but
can be overridden for packet operation.
The 20 memory channels can store all your favourite
simplex and repeater frequencies, and with the programmed scan and memory scan functions there is no
need to manually search for activity. The IC-2GE/4GE
utilise most existing ICOM handheld accessories plus
anew line of carrying cases. If you are expecting to be
outdoors this summer or looking for your first handportable transceiver, the ICOM " G" series will take a
lot of beating.
Shortly to be released
is the IC-12GE
23cm portable
equally as
exceptional as
the IC-2GE
and IC-4GE.

Helene: Telephone us free-of- charge on 0800 521145, Mon- Fri 09 00-13 00 and 14 00-17 30 This service is strictly for obtaining information
about or ordering lcom equipment We regret this cannot be used by dealers or for repair enquiries and parts orders, thank you

Datapost: Despatch on same day whenever possible
Access IL Barclaycard: Telephone orders taken by our mail order dept, instant credit 8 interest-free H P

MECMDEID CMLED
by HUGH ALLISO

BATC
The British Amateur Television Club
'bash' at Crick was, once again, amazing.
Free entrance and parking, reasonable
access for wheelchair bound visitors and
stacks of interesting rubbish to boot.
Sure there is, say, 25% more TV
orientated junk than you might expect to
find at an average rally, but even that still
leaves a lot more normal amateur
equipment available. Ialso like the way
that some people just ' set up stall' by
displaying a few bits and pieces on the
grass around them. It isn't clear if this is
allowed or not, but it goes on and isn't
stopped and these mini- stalls really
produce the goodies. Would you believe
a 15MHz portable scope, working with
fitted Nicads, for just atenner? Another
interesting ' bargain' was a stall selling
stacks of portable video electronic
viewfinders. These are things you attach
to the top of your portable video camera
and look into via an eyepiece. The thing
is a mini 625 line monitor ( about 1in
diagonal tube) which allows you to see
what you are recording and/or playing
back to make sure it is what you want. The
whole thing is about the size of a fag
packet and 12V powered at 50mA to boot.
What are its uses? Well, my home- built
slow scan TV converter has been
needing abuilt-in monitor for ages and it
fitted a treat. Other eager buyers were
getting them for portable amateur TV
monitors etc. One bloke even wanted
one to use on top of his portable video
camera so he could see what he was
recording! The seller boasted a garage
full of them and said he would be at all
the major rallies. A fiver definitely
seemed reasonable, and my dusty but
obviously unused example worked a
treat. Do note that if you remove the
eyepiece assembly, the scan coils need
reverse connecting or else the picture
will be back to front.
And now the bad news
When Iwas a poor apprentice Ionce
splashed out two weeks' wages (£25!) on
avery second-hand Bird Thru-line plus a
big bag full of plug-in elements. The
seller was an old ex-sea going radio
engineer, who was retiring to the country
to grow flowers. Although a lot of money
to me then, that £25 has probably been a
reasonable investment over the years. A
rough ' Bird' will nowadays cost you £75
and a good clean example £ 100, maybe
even £125. The plug- ins are £ 10 to £25,
depending more on how desperate the
buyer is to obtain that particular power/frequency element than anything else.
In away it could be argued that this sort
of money is an awful lot to spend on what
is only, after all, a glorified SWR and
power meter. Its only defence is that it is
accurate, versatile and reliable. Well,
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reliable until last week. Must have had
mine nigh on twenty years and it's as
much apart of the workbench as the legs
on the table. In comes an FDK multi
something or another, usual fault, duff
PA module. I confirmed the owner's
diagnosis, typical symptoms: no power
out, low current consumption on Tx,
drive up the module and volts across it. I
took out the module and dropped it off at
a friend's, who repaired it for me as the
owner couldn't afford a new one. A
couple of days later, I picked up the
repaired module and shoe- horned it
back into the set.
Odd, front panel meter now showing
power out, and variable at that, power
supply now being sucked out of five
amps, RF load getting warm but no RF
showing on the Bird.
Since it was inconceivable to me that
the Bird could have died, Iwasted ten
minutes changing leads etc. It was only
when Iput another SWR meter in ' twix rig
and load, which displayed the expected
25W, that Itook ascrewdriver to the thruline.
About half the owners of Birds don't
realise that the RF bit can be unscrewed
from the meter housing and used
remotely, connected to the meter by a
coax cable. The coax is terminated in a
weird connector. Mine was full of ablue
gungy growth that read an ohm on the
avo. A quick wash out with solvent and all
was well.
VHF Convention, Sandown Park
What would you think of an event
where the talk- in said there was a bring
and buy area and car boot sale, yet there
wasn't? Does your heart go out to the
dozens of people walking about looking
for the advised areas, humping heavy
junk, all in vain? RSGB organised. Say no
more.
The real shame is that Sandown Park is,
to many people, just that, Sandown Park.
They don't realise that the BARTG
(British Amateur Teleprinter mob) also
hold their'do' there. The people walking
about saying ' Ishall not waste a quid to
get in here again' may well miss the well
organised friendly teleprinter event
(with car boot sale), having confused it
with the RSGB shambles. Most of the
stuff on display was over-priced, £65 for a
Mohican, though to be fair there were
one or two bargains. Ionly spent atenth
of my normal rally money there, and
probably shall not bother to go again.
National NC105
From the people who brought you the
HRO. This is a550kHz to 30MHz receiver,
probably 1960 vintage.
First things first, lots were 110V
(American) only. Be careful before
plugging one in!

Second; the valve line-up. The really
bad news is the audio output valve is a
6AW8. Not mega easy to obtain. For some
reason this valve seems prone to
shedding flakes of cathode off with
disastrous results to loudspeaker matching transformers and power supply
resistors etc. One valve in one set was so
bad that it reminded me of one of those
falling snow ornaments. Although it is
sometimes possible to tap the flakes
down to the bottom of the valve, this is
only really abodge, especially if the set is
going to be moved a lot, so replacement
is the only cure. When my stocks of this
valve ran out, Ire- wired the base in aset
to take an ECL80. Apart from the heaters,
every pin different, but not too hard ajob.
Why an ECL80? Well, it was to hand...
Other common faults are open circuit ' S'
meters and, of course, cracked IF cores.
The rest of the heater line-up is 68E6 as
mixer oscillator, two off 6BA6 ( EF93) as
IF, then a6T8A as all sorts of things. You
will note the lack of RF stage.
Performance wise, not brilliant. On the
top range 10µV for 15dB sig noise seems
typical ( a bit deaf) and second channel
10dB down (you find strong stations
twice). Selectivity can be sharpened up
by akind of built-in ' Q' multiplier. Really
the thing is crying out for an RF amplifier
(pre- selector). Wop aCodar or similar in
front and you have a reasonable set up.
Price wise, it's a good looking solid
little set with built in PSU, but even at £45
tops, £40 is more like it. Ihadn't seen any
for sale for years. Suddenly, they are all
over the place. Duff ones ( mainly dead
audio valves) seem to be about £ 10.
Plenty of room to work in and a logical
layout, so kitchen table repairs ought to
be possible if you are competent. A
grubby one will come up like new with a
lot of determination and a little ' Jif'.
Broken cores, again
In comes avalve receiver. Ten seconds
finds the original fault, an open circuit
anode resistor in the audio pre- output
triode. Unfortunately, the owner had
decided to tweak the IF cores, with apick
axe Ithink, in an attempt to repair it. He
had removed the heads of both cores and
it took me asecond or two with atorch to
work out what he had done, the
remaining cores in the coils looked so
shiny they appeared to have been made
like that.
Out with the coil, which was a ' twin
stacker' wound with litz ( multi-strand
wire). The core had jammed an eighth of
an inch from the end of the former. Icut
the end of this away down to the core ( the
coil was half an inch down the former)
and gripped the core with pliers to
remove it. It was then possible to get an
adjusting tool onto the inside head of the
other core and remove that. The cores
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were then reinserted the other way up ( to
expose fresh slots) and the coil refitted.
After a re- alignment the set was
returned. Probably not an economic job
in terms of time, but definitely a
satisfying repair.

How Imanaged to electrocute myself
Portable telly on bench. Good healthy
whistle, tube heater lighting up. Thinks,
no EHT? In with positive avo probe onto
EHT cap and clip it on, ay() suitably fitted
with range multiplier. Nothing. Black,
negative, lead of avo noticed swinging in
breeze. Who picked up the lead of the
ay() with set still switched on?

Another use for a CB set
A very dead ( on transmit) Heathkit HF
transceiver was up- ended in a friend's
shack. He was attempting to get the more
usual 100 watts or so out of it than the half
watt or so that it was producing. The
trouble was, he was not exactly knee
deep in scopes, signal generators and
the like, just a dodgy cheap plastic
multimeter of dubious calibration. He
couldn't make up his mind if the problem
was lack of drive or low gain in the power
amplifier stages, which was the usual
driver then two bottles in the PA. Iespied
a CB set in the corner. He looked on in
amazement, as I wound a four turn
coupling coil round the 10m coil feeding

the grid of the driver. This temporary coil
was connected to the CB set via coax,
10m selected, then both CB and Heathkit
turned onto transmit.
The power meter showed 50W, thus the
power amplifier was proved innocent. I
would now like to relate atale of how my
excellent fault finding practices quickly
lead to the cause of the trouble.
Unfortunately, as I was removing my
temporary coil, Iaccidentally disturbed a
dc isolating capacitor and the wire came
clean out of the end of it. In with a
substitute and the set was as good as
new. It's auseful trick to bear in mind, 4W
of CB will normally drive avalve rig up to
several tens of watts output if you select
10m.

TV cameras

Question.
What's
the
connection
between Pye Lynxs, ITC, National Panasonic,
Sony
and
Sanyo
television
cameras? Answer. Dozens of each on the
workbench during the last month or two,
all with the same symptoms. Good syncs
coming out, video amplifier stages
working, no picture. Solution, every
single one had the high value resistor
(2.2 meg ohm or greater) that constitutes
the target load go open circuit. Every
resistor has been the brown bodied type
and they all look like the same manufacturer made ' em all. Suspicious.

It's normally quite easy to confirm the
fault by the way. Remove the camera lens
and it should be possible to see the
target connection at the side of the end
of the tube. The connection is normally
two fingers pressing against the tube.
With your ay() on the 1kV range, there
should be hundreds of volts or so to deck.
If not, there are not too many 1meg ohm
or above resistors in acamera to find and
check.

Crystal can capacitors
At the magnificent Cambridge rally ( 0.8
on the Old Warden scale, Old Warden car
boot sale = Heaven) Ibought a circuit
board covered in 2N3866 transistors for
10p. Also on the board were 10 crystal
cans, marked with interesting numbers
like 100, 1000, 10,000 etc. Intrigued, I
traced out the circuit and couldn't work
out what they were, there was no way you
would design in a crystal where they
resided. A very vague bell had me
thumbing through afairly recent capacitor catalogue, and there they were. They
are extremely long term stability silver
mica capacitors. The idea is that the
sealed can creates a much better
controlled environment for the mica than
the more normal coatings. The next
'crystal' oscillator that you build from a
scrap rock may well contain mica 'rather
than quartz!

401111811.11...
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(cEtpl

HF RECEIVERS
Lowe
Icom
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Yaesu
Yaesu

HF 125
IC R71
R2000
VC10 VHF Converter
R5000
FRG 8800
FRV 8800 VHF Converter

375.00
825.00
595.00
161.93
875.00
639.00
100.00

en
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Yaesu
Yaesu
Yaesu
Yaesu
'corn
Icorn

IS 930S
TS 440S
IS 140S
TS 830S
IS 530SP
FT 980
FT-747GX
FT 757GX II
FT 76705
IC 737
IC 751A

1695,00
1138.81
862.00
1098.00
748.00
1795.00
659.00
969.00
1550.00
949.00
1465.00

(-)
I-)
(2 00)
(-)
(-)

(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
(- 1
(-)
(-)
(- 1
(-)

VHF SCANNING RECEIVERS
Icorn
Yaesu
Kenwood
NOR
AOR
Signal

I

IC R7000
FRG 9600M 60-950MHz
RZ1 Wlde Band Receiver
AR2001 Special Price
AR 2002
R535 "Offhand

957 00 (-)
509.00 (- 1
465.00 (-)
325.00 (- 1
487.00 (-)
249.00
I- I

VHF HANDHELD RECEIVERS
AX 40 141-179 MHz FM
132.25
R537S "Airband"
69.51
Au 7
249.00
PRO- 80 Recame' it5kHz-223MHz. 349.00

[FOK
Signal
Sony
Sorry

sWIN108
eso
Yaesu
Kenwood
Kenwood

Alrband Raceme ,

175.00

IIV• ostemng
FC 757AT
AT 230
AT 250 auto

349.00
208.67
366.00

(Ti

2NI TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood
Kenwoocl
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Yaesu
Yaesu
Yaesu
Icorn
Icorn
lcorn
'corn
Icom
Icom

Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Kenwood
Yaesu
Yaesu
'corn
lcorn
Icom
Icorn

TH 205E Handheld
TH 215E Handheld
TH 21E Handheld
TA 751E 25w multimode
TS 711E base station
TM 221ES 45w FM Mob- le
TH 25E Handheld
TW4100E 2M/70crn FM Mobile
FT 211RH 45w FM Mobile
FT 290RII multimode
FT23R Handheld • FN BIO
IC
IC
IC
IC

2E Handheld
02E Handheld
28E 25w Handheld
275E Base Station Inc PSU

IC 3200E 2M/70cm FM mobile
Micro 2 Handheld

TH 41E Handheld
IS 811E base station
TH 405E Handheld
TH 415E Handheld
70cm module for FT 726R
FT 73R Handheld v FNB10
IC 4E Handheld
IC 04E Handheld
IC 475E base station Inc PSU
IC 48E FM Mobile 25ve

E

IcEtpl

215.26
252.13
189.00
599.00
898.00
317.30
258.00
499.00
309,00
429.00
255.70
225.00
269.00
359.00
1039.00
556.00
239.00

218.00
998.00
273.18
29865
34900
275.70
28500
299.00
1125.00
449.00

STATION ACCESSORIES

f

Desk M,crophones
MC 50
Desk Microphone with Pre- amp
MC 60A
Base Microphone
MD1B8
Mobile Microphone with Control Box
MC 55
Hand Microphone 4 pin
MC 35S
Up/down Hand Microphone 8 pm
MC 43S
Low Pass Filter lkW
LP 30A
Mobile Speaker
SP 40
Mobile Speaker
CS100
Miniature Headphones
HS 7
Light de Lune Headphones
YH 77
Deluxe Headphones
HS 5
Voice Synthesizer Module
VS 1
GCS
ICOM World Clock
CD600
CW and RTTY De- Coder
KPC2
Kantronics Packet Commurecator
AEA
PK-232 6 mode Termmal Unff
Kent Morse Key Kits
Kent Tarn- paddle Morse Key Kits

,HI- 0 Ba/un 115kW PEP
,Bricomm Balan 4 1 lkW
Bricornm 71MHz Epoxy Traps ( pair)
Self Amalgamating Tape 10M x25MM
T- piece polyprop Dipole centre
Small ceramic egg insulators
Large ceramic egg insulators

Icktp)

46.08
88.22
79.00
52.67
21.72
22.22
32.25
21.06
13.50
15.80
19.99
37.54
32.26
43.00
215.14
159.00
269.95
29.50
38.50

(2 00)
(2 00)
(2 00)
(
1 00)
(100)
(100)
(2 00)
(100)
(100)
(1 00)
(I.00)
(1 00)
(1 00)
(2.00)
(2 50)
(2 50)
(2 50)
(2 SO)
(2 50)

13.95 ( 100)
13.80 ( 1.00)
10.95 ( 150)
4.25
1.60
0.05
0.85

(07 5)
( 0 25)
( 0 20)
( 020)

0.75
0.30
0.40
0.40
0.25

(0.25)
(0 10)
(010)
(0.10)

SPECIAL PACKAGE Yaesu FT- 726R
with 2All

70cm and satellite modules

and hand mic

All tor £978.00

(-I
GOODS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 24
HAS - PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO
PRESS E&OE

MAIL ORDER Et RETAIL

APPROVED
KEN WOOD
DEALER

URM 67 low loss coax 50 ohm per metre
UR 76 50 ohm coax dia 5rnm per metre
UA 70 70 ohm coax cba 23mm per metre
UP 95 50 ohm coas (ha 2 3mm per metre
4mm Polyester Guy Rope ( 400kg) per metre
5Orntrs 16 swg hard drawn copper wive
75 ohm Twin Feeder LIght Duty per metre
300 ohm Slotted Ribbon Cable per met,

(
0.10)

6.95 ( 1.50)
0.20 ( 0 10)
0.32 (0.10)

WE ALWAYS STOCK A GOOD SELECTION OF FREQUENCY REFERENCE BOOKS
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full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing'
Could it be that Shakespeare had been
listening on the HF Bands when writing
Macbeth? Perhaps not, but it does often
seem that way, even when listening to
the bands on the most sophisticated
receiver. Usually they are overcrowded
and an inadequate receiver will produce
aresult which is indeed ' full of sound and
fury'.
A direct conversion receiver has the
problem of having to process most of the
signal at audio frequencies. The tuned
input filter provides some of the required
selectivity and the product detector
(mixer) may have some gain but the bulk
of the gain ( sensitivity) and the selectivity ( separation of signals) is performed at
audio frequencies. So the audio stages
have the responsibility of amplifying and
processing the signals to acceptable and
readable standards.
These are simple receivers and constructors may tend to think that if the
audio stages offer ample overall gain
(say 60 to 100dB) then that is enough. The
problem is that an inferior audio section
can ruin the efforts of even the best
designed front-end and mixer stages.
The audio stages need to be able to offer
low distortion amplification and at least
some signal processing. The audio
amplifier board of the Jandek Receiver
does
give
reasonable
and
clean
amplification but the receiver requires
further pre- amplification of the audio
signals and some audio shaping.
Audio shaping is tailoring the frequency response of the signal to suit the
types of signal being received. We only
want the amplifier to pass those frequencies that are useful for communication.
For a single sideband ( SSB) signal, the
useful range of frequencies is around 300
to 3,000Hz. Reception of amateur Morse
(CW) signals can be received in a very
narrow frequency window centred on the
preferred beat note, usually around 650
to 800Hz. Ideally all frequencies above
and below these ranges should be rolled
off. They do not contain useful information and can only interfere with the
required signal. This audio shaping
provides the receiver with its selectivity.
Audio tittering
Even the simplest direct conversion
receivers will provide plenty of signals
on the amateur bands, but our poor old
ears can only stand so much interference. During periods of high activity, and
most amateurs with normal working
hours use these periods, the signals
30
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THE JANDEK RECEIVER
Part 3

The Jandek receiver
really do need processing to aid selectivity. In direct conversion receiver design
it is usual to add audio filtering to tailor
the signals in the manner described
above. The favourite method is to have a
low noise audio pre- amplifier after the
mixer and then insert an audio filter
before the final audio amplification.
This audio filtering can be provided by
either apassive or an active audio filter.
The passive filter usually consists of
inductors and capacitors tuned to the
required audio frequencies and offers
no gain. The active filter uses active
devices, transistor amplifiers or more
commonly integrated circuit operational
amplifiers ( op- amps) which have feedback networks around them to shape
their audio response. One problem with
active filters is that they can add noise to
the overall problems of the receiver. In
fact some op- amps are well known for
the noise and ' hash' that they generate.
This may be solved, or at least eased, by
using the newer op- amps which contain
FET ( Field Effect Transistor) inputs.
The Jandek audio fitter board
Figure 1shows the circuit of the lowpass audio filter board designed for use
in the Jandek receiver. Naturally it could
be used with other receiver designs. but
more of that later. The design is based
around a TL074 quad operational amplifier. That is four operational amplifiers
contained in one IC package.
The circuit shows all four op- amps
configured as low-pass filters but in the
final version the first op- amp ( 1C1a) is

used as an audio pre- amplifier. R4 is
replaced with a wire link ( shorted out)
and C2 is omitted ( open circuit). The
feedback resistor, R7, sets the gain of
amplifier. This resistor may require
adjustment when the board is used in a
receiver. The remaining three op- amps
(bib, c, and d) form a six pole low-pass
filter. So the whole board provides audio
pre- amplification up to 46dB ( 200 times)
and audio filtering of the signal to suit
either CW or SSB signals.
The circuit is the same for either the
CW or SSB filter options but the
frequency response components around
IC1b, c, and d are set according to the
mode required. The Parts List shows the
values of the components used in the
circuit. At the bottom of that list in two
columns are the values for the filtering
components: R9, R12, R13, R16, R17, 05,
C6, C8, C9, C11 and 012. These are
chosen to suit filtering for SSB or CW
signals.
The simplified graphs in Figure 2show
frequency response for both options
measured on a prototype filter board.
The frequency response curve shows the
typical steep cut-off characteristic of a
low-pass filter: the steep line to the right
of the graph. It also shows the useful low
frequency roll- off offered by the filter:
the downward curve to the left of the
graph. The flat plateau at the top of the
graph shows the range of frequencies
not attenuated ( reduced) by the filter. On
the SSB filter curve (
Figure 2a)the -3dB
points occur at 250Hz and 2,500Hz
representing a - 3dB bandwidth of
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2,250Hz. This is wide enough to contain
all the useful information on an SSB
signal with reduction of unwanted frequencies outside this range. The filter
has little effect on audio frequencies in
the ' window' from 250Hz to 2,500Hz but
reduces frequencies outside this range.
The CW response curve (
Figure 2b)
shows — 3dB points at 210Hz and 1,120Hz.
Notice
the
narrower
window
of
unaffected frequencies for the smaller
frequency range required to listen to CW
signals. The — 3dB bandwidth is 910Hz
which is plenty for CW signals but would
chop up an SSB signal. In fact asmaller
bandwidth could be used but there are
limitations because reducing the bandwidth too much can cause the filter to
ring. This produces an unpleasant ringing or echo sound on the signals which is
uncomfortable to listen to for any length
of time.

Fig 1: Low pass audio filter board circuit diagram
250 HE

210141

112014z

2500H:

o

o
11•Iiitive

output _

Fig 2:
(a) SSB
-3dB cut-off frequency = 2500Hz
-60dB response = 5370Hz
Voltage gain at lkHz = 46dB (200), gain set by
resistor R7.
Maximum input voltage = 34mV peak to peak
(12mV rms sine wave)
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Flg 3: Low pass audio filler board layout diagram
P - 1mm t•rminal pins

SBA Fixing holes
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*Not•e: 1.114 is replaced by • wire link
2.C2 Is omitted
3.57 may be connect•d vi•
ter mine pine, if r•quir•d
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00V

12V

(6) CW
-3dB cut-off frequency = 1120Hz
-60dB response = 2430Hz
Voltage gain at lkHz = 46dB (200), gain set by
resistor R7.
Maximum input voltage = 34mV peak to peak
(12mV rms sine wave)

This is quite aversatile board which, by
changing component values can be a
filter for SSB or CW signals and a preamplifier, the overall gain of which can
be altered by changing the value of one
resistor. Jandek supply the printed
circuit board and components for either
the SSB version (JDO02-S) or the CW
version ( JDO02-C).
The layout of the board is shown in
Figure 3. The filter board is very simple to
build although the capacitors for the CW
version only just fit into the provided
spaces. They are vertically mounted, so
try them either way round for the best fit
in the space provided. When building the
board remember to add awire link for R4
and to leave empty holes in the board for
C2. Ensure that the TL074 IC is mounted
the correct way round on the board. An
IC holder is provided, so this helps by
allowing asecond ( or third) check before
power is applied. There are six electrolytic capacitors ( C4, 7, 10, 13, 14 and 15)
which must be mounted using the
correct polarity, the + sign on the layout
drawing to the + lead on the component.
It might be useful to uàe the spare 1mm
terminal pins provided to mount R7
rather than solder it directly into the
board as it may require changing when
wired into the receiver.
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cipating the problem, Iadded the simple
circuit of Figure 4a. In fact, there was
very little broadcast breakthrough at all
in the completed receiver. The only time
it occurred when was when a high long
wire was put directly into the front-end
without matching. When the receiver
was presented with a50 ohm impedance
match from my AT1J, no breakthrough
was evident. The individual constructor
can decide to include it or not. Broadcast
breakthrough might be more of a
problem in some areas and perhaps it is
worth the small cost of one extra
potentiometer to have a belt and braces
input.

Fig 4: Completed 160m receiver using the Jandek modules
4 fah Optional antenna attenuator
Completing
the
Jandek
160m
receiver
In the first two parts of this article I
described how the front-end board,
product detector board, VFO board and
audio amplifier board could be interconnected to make a basic receiver.
However, this version of the receiver had
no audio filtering and really required
more audio amplification. Adding one or
both of the filter boards will provide the
additional pre- amplification and audio
filtering. If only one filter option is to be
used to receive both SSB and CW then
the obvious choice is the SSB option.
The CW filter will render SSB signals
very difficult to read. Figure 4 shows a
complete board layout for a 160m

receiver using both filters.
The layout diagram in Figure 4shows
how the boards are interconnected. In
this drawing both the SSB and CW audio
filters are used with a single pole
change- over switch acting as aSSB/CW
mode switch. The signal connections use
screened leads. Miniature 50 ohm coaxial cable is the correct wire to use but, in
practice, cheap microphone screened
lead will serve the purpose over such
short runs of cable.
My prototype receiver has an extra
front panel control. This is the antenna
attenuator shown in Figure 4. 160m is
very close to the AM Broadcast Band and
direct conversion receivers are prone to
broadcast station breakthrough. Anti-

The case
When the modules are all completed it
is probably worth trying a hook-up
version of the receiver on the bench, but
the complete receiver requires a case
and some hardware. Ibuilt my version in
a Minffordd Engineering Equipment
Case Type J8. This inexpensive, but
attractive case measures 8in wide x 4in
deep x 21/
2in high. The receiver is atight
fit and this is probably about the smallest
case that could be used. My usual
practice is to mount a VFO into its own
box inside areceiver but in this case the
VFO is not screened. Even without
screening it was stable but it might be
that a higher frequency version of the
receiver, say on 20m, would be better
with internal screening for the VFO.
The layout inside the case is shown in
Figure 5. The VFO board is mounted to
front left-hand side of the case with the
front-end board, the product detector
board and the audio amplifier board just
fitting behind it. All boards are fitted to
the bottom of the case with 6BA nuts and
bolts and held clear of the case with

Fig 5: Jandek 160m receiver mounted in the J8 case
Back
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stand-off pillars. The tightest area inside
the case is the right-hand portion which
contains the filter boards and the
variable capacitor for the main tuning
control.
The tuning capacitor requires a slow
motion drive. I used a medium sized
Vernier Dial and Drive unit sold by
Maplin as RX40T. A cheaper alternative
would be to use an inline epicyclic
reduction drive and fabricate adial. The
variable capacitor is mounted on an L
shaped bracket of aluminium bolted to
the bottom of the case. The shaft of the
variable capacitor must be accurately
aligned with the drive to ensure asmooth
tuning action. The variable capacitor is
placed midway between the VFO board
and the right-hand side of the case.
The only way to get the filter boards
into the remaining space is to mount
them vertically. The CW filter is behind
the variable capacitor with its components as close to the back of the case as
possible and the SSB filter mounted
close to the edge of the right-hand side
of the case. Bare wires bent over
vertically mounted components on the
boards must not touch the sides of the
case; perhaps adding apiece of paper or

thin plastic sheet between the components and the side of the case would be a
good idea.
I had doubts about mounting the
underside of the boards so close to the
variable capacitor in the VFO circuit and
made two small screens. These were
made from unetched blank printed
circuit board cut slightly smaller than the
size of the filter boards. These small
screens were mounted close to the base
of the filter boards using U shaped
pieces of bare wire soldered between
the ground plane of the filter boards and
the PCB screens. In practice, the
receiver functioned just as well with or
without these screens so perhaps this is
another belt and braces job. The two
filter boards can be mounted to the
bottom of the case with L shaped
brackets to the two lower mounting
holes on the printed circuit board. An
easier way — and Iconfess, my way, is to
use solder tags. Solder two tags either
end of the side of the board to go at the
bottom of the case. Bend the ' rings of
the solder tags at 90 degrees and use
these to take the two mounting bolts for
the boards.
The front panel controls from left to

LOW PASS AUDIO FILTERS PARTS LIST
Resistors ( all 0.25W):
R1 47k
R2 47k
R6 220R
R7 47k
R11 13k
R12 •
R16
R17 •
Capacitors:
Cl 100n polyester
03 1n0 polystyrene
C5
polystyrene
07 4u7 63V electrolytic
09 • polystyrene
C11 • polystyrene
C13 4u7 63V electrolytic
015 220u 25V electrolytic

R3
R8
R13
R18

R4 link
R9 •
R14 27k
R19 33k

47k
47k
•
18k

27k
24k
39k
100R

02 omitted
04 4u7 63V electrolytic
06 • polystyrene
08 • polystyrene
010 4u7 63V electrolytic
012 100n polyester
016 4u7 64V electrolytic
SEE LIST FOR SSB/CW

Miscellaneous:
TL074 quad operational amplifier ( or equivalent)
14 pin DIL socket
91mm terminal pins
printed circuit board
SSB fitter parts:
R9 68K
R12 43K
R13 43K
R16 27K
R17 18K

CW filter parts
R9 47K
R12 24K
R13 24K
R16 27K
R17 27K

05 2n2
C6 2n2
C8 1n8
09 1n8
C11 3n3
012 3n3

05
06
08
09
C11
012

8n2
8n2
8n2
8n2
5n6
5n6

NB: Adjust R7 to suit the gain of the pre- amplifier
R4 is awire link ( short circuit) in the Jandek Receiver
02 is omitted ( open circuit) in the Jandek Receiver
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R5
R10
R15
R20

right are the main tuning, fine tuning,
volume
and
attenuator
with
the
1.8/1.9MHz range switch and the SSB/CW
mode switches either side of the tuning
dial. The antenna and 12V supply come
into the case via sockets on the back
panel. There is plenty of space to mount a
3in internal speaker in the lid of the case
to the left-hand side.
When the receiver has been wired into
the case, the final adjustments can be
made. The VFO coverage may be set by
using the two trimmer capacitors on the
VFO range switch. It may be that the
value of R7 on the filter boards will
require adjustment. I found that the
value of 4.7k gave too much overall audio
gain and the audio amplifier began to
oscillate at the highest settings of the
volume control. Decreasing the value of
R7 reduces the gain and the best level
can be found by experimentation. If the
audio amplifier board ( JDO01) is run from
its own supply then you may not need to
reduce the overall gain to stop oscillation.
The receiver performed as well as any
direct conversion receiver Ihave built. It
has little internal noise and in a bench
test it detected a signal of about half a
micro- volt. The SSB and CW filters
certainly help with QRM and band noise.
Remember
that
the
front-end
is
designed for a50 ohm input impedance.
So, unless you are lucky enough to have a
160 metre dipole in your back yard, an
ATU will be required to match the
antenna to the input.
The fitters alone
Obviously the filter boards could be
used with another receiver. They do have
a high input and output impedance so
have to be connected to an appropriate
point in the receiver. Usually filters are
added early in the audio amplification
stages. Try breaking the leads to the
receiver volume control and inserting
the filter at that point. It is possible, but
less satisfactory, to add the filters at an
external speaker socket on areceiver. In
this case a small transistor output
transformer will be required ( say the
LT700) used ' in reverse' to match from
the 8 ohm output for the speaker to the
filter. The output of the filter could drive
another transformer to give 8ohms out or
the filter might be built into a box with
the JDO01 audio amplifier. Such an
arrangement would look like the portion
of Figure 5 after the product detector.
The two filters plus the audio amplifier
would be a useful ' back- end' to any
receiver.
Sources:
JDO02-S SSB Low Pass Filter costs
£4.45 as does JDO02-C CW Low Pass
Filter. Add £ 1postage and packing. They
are available from Jandek, 6Fellows Ave,
Kingswinford, West Midlands DY7 9ET.
Tel: ( 0384) 288900 ( evenings).
J8 Equipment Case costs £2.30 ( plus
80p p+p) from Minffordd Engineering,
Sun Street, Ffestiniog, Gwynedd. Tel:
(076-676) 2572.
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give the GW station's callsign, because it
was thought to be an impossible path to
work; he suffered enough ridicule at the
time without dragging it all up again.

News and comment from
Glen Ross G8MWR

The sporadics
So far, at least up to the time of writing,
the sporadic E season seems to have got
away to a rather dull start as far as 2m is
concerned. There have been one or two
small openings into the Continent but
nothing yet on the grand scale we all
hope to get into. The only thing to do is to
keep looking. The scene on 6m has been
much better, as one would expect; on
most days the band fills up with all sorts
of odd TV type noises.
Nice work
There has been some nice DX to be had
with OH1ZAA on the south west coast of
Finland, providing an enormous signal
for hours on end. He has been in great
demand and reports working over 200
British stations in one day. The fact that
he runs 40W to a pair of stacked five
element yagis at around one hundred
feet AGL does no harm at all. That, plus
starting out with a clear path in our
direction for many miles over the sea,
has made him the first DX station in a lot
of people's log books. The ungentlemanly behaviour and downright bad
mannered operating practices of those
trying to attract his attention are,
perhaps, best left unmentioned.
What else?
Some nice contacts into Norway have
been available and there has been afair
sprinkling of the recently granted PAO
licensees to be heard. CT1WW in
Portugal, has been an enormous signal at
times and if you run across acarrier that
seems to belong to an unsuspected local
—check on it; these DX stations really are
endstopping. On a sour note, there are
too many people talking to unlicensed
French stations. Many of these are
simply signing themselves F1, or something similar, which is a clear indication
of someone doing a bit of piracy.
Official warning
Remember that your licence puts the
onus of establishing the legality of the
station you are working, on your shoulders. Now we all realise, as does the DTI,
34

that it is not always easy to determine the
truth and that you have to have acertain
amount of trust in the other operator.
However, when you hear French stations
on 6m signing simply F1, or similar, it
does not take a genius to come to the
fairly obvious conclusion that you have
run up against apirate station. The same
sort of thing is starting to happen as
unlicensed German stations start to put
out a few tentative signals on the band.
Higher authorities have asked us to
remind you of the risk you run, please
listen; they are!
Transatlantic
Some of our more enquiring readers
have written to comment on the remark I
made as to the possibility of working
across the Atlantic on 2m, using sporadic
E propagation. They say, correctly, that
the normal range of sporadic E is about
2000km ( exceptionally up to 3000) and
that this is not enough to get across the
pond. Fortunately, there are mechanisms which can at least double these
distances. The opportunity to make the
path depends on the possibility of
double hop sporadic. Put simply, this
means that there are two areas of
sporadic activity centred at the right
places to give you adouble bounce. This
is a fairly long shot but it could happen.
Extra length
Another possibility and one which is
perhaps more likely to happen, is if there
is extended tropospheric propagation at
both ends of the path, with a single
sporadic region doing its stuff at the
centre of the path. There is little doubt
that it is only amatter of time before the
path is worked. In fact, there is achance
that it has nearly been worked already.
Back in the 1950s, awell known Welsh
DX man claimed to have a W' cal lsign on
2m. Checks were made and the Stateside
station was on the band at the time and
beaming the right way. The general
propagation features at the time were
favourable but there was no definite
proof of reception; a tape recording
would have been nice. Iam not going to

The GHz end
This year's 10GHz cumulative contests
are producing some scores that would
pi eviously have been thought to be
unattainable. With three contests gone
and three to come, the leading scorer is
G8KOW, with the massive score of 7641
points. This compares with the usual
contest total of around 3000 points in
previous years. His best contact in the
contest so far, was over a distance of
283km, with Ian located at Start Point in
Devon and G8CUX at Beachy Head.
Some of this contact was made while
G8CUX had the dish disconnected and
running open waveguide as aerial. Other
high scorers, with the best DX in km and
in brackets: G3ZME with 4347 points
(161), G4EML with 4180 ( 220), G3PHO on
2960 ( 148), G8AGN with 2482 ( 146) and
GW3ATM sitting on 2072 with a best
distance of 148km.
Wanting skeds
News arrives from G3UKV that the
Telford Microwave Group will be travelling to the Isle of Man for the August
cumulative. In fact, they will be available
on the island from the 4th to the 8th of
August. They will be operating mainly
from near the:summit of Snaefell, but are
also game to try some super- retraction
paths from sea level. The idea here is that
with suitable temperature conditions,
you find that the first couple of feet
above the sea acts as though it was a
wave2usic:?: if you can get your signal into
this it MI' travel a long way. The record
path from
, h Africa to Italy was done
using this method. ; suppose it is rather
like the ducting or hosepipe effect that
we have all experienced at some time on
2m; it just happens at very low altitudes.
If you want to make asked to get in on the
action, please call Martyn, tel: (0952)
255416.
Yet more
Also in the August cumulative Ian,
G8KOW, will be operating from St Mary's
on the Isles of Scilly and there could be
some very long paths worked from there.
Iwonder if Ian could make it to Dave
Cossor up in south west Scotland? That
would be one for the book. Another
station to look for will be G6XM, a long
time exponent of the GHz bands, who will
be operating portable from a good site
on Dartmoor.
Moving on up to 24GHz, there are
several stations to look out for. The Isle
of Man foray will have 24 available.
G3PHO may be active from Merryton
Low, while G8AGN is likely to be
operating from Shining Tor in Derbyshire. G3UYM, GODJA and myself will
all be active from various sites around
the Midlands basin.
Taikback
The date for all this activity is August
10th and if you want to know what is going
on then listen around the talkback
frequencies of 144.175 over most of the
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ON THE BEAM
country and 144.33 in the South and East.
You may wonder why there are two
talkback frequencies depending on what
part of the country you are in. The official
RSGB microwave committee designated
one is 144.175, this being the one in
general use. Operators along the South
Coast have a problem in that they
manage a fair number of contacts into
France while the French operators stick
to 144.33. This makes them very reluctant
to move, and one can have a certain
amount of sympathy for them. The whole
thing has now got a bit messy and
certainly the virtual refusal of many
southern operators, even to listen on the
lower frequency, is not helping to make
long distance inter- G contacts any
easier. Just to confuse things even more,
some operators who only have FM for
talkback are settling on 144.525M Hz.

Software
A couple of readers' letters have
enquiries as to where it is possible to get
amateur radio related software, other
than the usual RTTY and packet. There
has always been plenty of amateur radio
software around for such machines as
the BBC and the Spectrum and this is
fairly easy to get hold of. A lot of
amateurs
now
have
the
Amstrad
machines or other IBM clones and, whilst
it is possible to get the usual RTTY and
similar programs, things of more immedi-

rC

ate interest to the VHF and microwave
man are hard to find. Over the last year or
so, Ihave written a large collection of
amateur radio programs for these
machines and if you would like details of
what is available please drop me an SAE
c/o Amateur Radio Magazine. To save
you time and postage they will only run
on machines capable of using MX- DOS
2.1 or above. Perhaps even more importantly, Iwould like to hear from you if you
have any programs which could be added
to the collection.

The awards
There are only a couple of awards to
mention this month. The first one goes to
Colin, ' zero' who wades straight in at the
deep end and collects a 144MHz Gold
award. Colin is the Harbour Master at St
Mary's in the Isles of Scilly and this
probably helps to explain his best DX of
2561kms to EA8XS, way down in the
Canary Islands. Ithink this is the greatest
distance yet claimed for any of our
awards.
A special class award goes to Paul,
G6MEN, for some excellent contacts
using simple gear on 10GHz. He also
keeps me informed of his 50-28MHz
crossband activities, where he now has a
tally of 21 countries and 48 squares
worked. He also mentions some nice
contacts into the States; real mouthwatering stuff.

. M . H OWES

COMMUNICATIONS

Beacons
The GB3FM 23cm repeater, near Farnham, is now in service from the same
site as GB3FN; the 7cm repeater. It can
be found on 1297.05 where it runs about
10W erp to omni-directional aerials, the
site being 187m above sea level. When it
is not in use as a repeater, it goes into a
beacon mode to enable propagation
checks. It also has a few more tricks up
its sleeve in that it can also measure your
signal strength and deviation. This is
achieved by sending various tone burst
combinations to it. It is easier to use than
to explain.
If you want more information about
how to get the best out of it, please
contact G4EPX who is QTHR. He would
also be pleased to get reports on the
coverage area of the beacon.

Sign off
Once again it is time to close for the
month. This time, however, it marks the
completion of five years of On the Beam.
Lots of things in the VHF and microwave
world have changed dramatically in that
time and I am confident that great
advances are still to come.
Let me once again thank you for all
your letters and the interest you take.
Keep it coming to me at 81, Ringwood
Highway, Coventry; or use Prestel on
203616941. Until next month, happy
hunting.

Eydon, Daventr
Northants NN11 6PT
Phone: 0327 60178

Ham Radio does not have to be expensive!
CVF20, CVF40 and CVF80 VFOs FOR TRANSMIT/RECEIVE

80 and 40M QRP CW TRANSMITTERS
The HOWES CTX80 and CTX40 ORP transmitters have established themselves as two
of the most popular little transmitters available. Tune around the () RP frequencies on 80M
at almost any time and you will hear them being used to make contacts over quite surprising
distances Low power is no barrier to enjoying yourself on the air. In fact many ORP operators
will tell you that it is one of the MOST enjoyable facits of amateur radio. Undoubtedly there
is more challenge in building your own station, and operating at low power levels, than
simply using factory built equipment. The benefit of lower cost is simply a bonus! If you
fancy the challenge of some QRPwork, may we suggest you consider adding a HOWES
CTX transmitter to your station?
* Adjustable power output up to 5W with CTX80 or 3W with CTX40.
* Nominal 138V DC operation.
* One crystal included, with provision on board for two more and for VFO use with the
HOWES CVF80 or CVF40 VFO kits.
* Can form part of a transceiver using HOWES DcRx receiver and CVF kits.
* Five element output filter, full key clock supression. Excellent note.

CTX80 or CTX40 kit: £13.80

Assembled PCB module: £ 19.90

DIRECT CONVERSION COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS
The HOWES DcRx series of receiver kits offer amazingly good performance for simple
equipment. This is achieved by avoiding the " all singing, all dancing" approach, and
optimising each version for a single amateur band. In this way complexity and expense
are avoided, whilst giving a receiver that gives very pleàsing results. Compare one with
an expensive set, you will be surprised! The addition of the CSL4 dual bandwidth filter (£9.90
for the kit) gives this little set sharper selectivity than many expensive oriental imports! If
you would like further embellishment, then we have asignal indicator kit (
DCS2 at £6.60)
to add some extra visual attraction to the front panel of your project. As HOWES kits form
an interlinking range, you can add a transmitter, or an ATU, crystal calibrator, etc as you
wish to build up your station. The HOWES DcRx receiver is available in 160, 80. 40 and
20/30 metre band versions. A case and acouple of tuning capacitors are the only major
parts you need to add. We have suitable capacitors for all but the 160M version at £ 1.50
each while stocks last. The DcRx kits are easy to build, and make an excellent project for
beginners. RAE students etc., as well as the experienced operator building a holiday rig
or ORP station.

Q

_cRx Kit: £ 15.60
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Assembled PCB module: £ 21.50

Full featured VFO units with stable FET oscillator, dual buffered outputs, IRT, voltage
regulator etc Suitable tuning capacitor available at £ 150

CVF kits for £20, 40 or 80M: £10.40 Assembled PCB module: £ 16.90
HC220 and HC280 20M or 80M TRANSVERTERS FOR 2M RIG

10W RF output, fully filtered with good receive performance from abalanced mixer, 138V
DC operation for home/mobile/holiday use A more advanced kit

HC220 or HC280 kit: £ 52.50
Assembled PCB module: £83.50
SWB30 SWR/POWER INDICATOR/LOAD

All bands 160 to 2M 30W rating for SWR/Power, but can be used for ATU adjustment with 100W
rigs, providing the rig can give reduced tuning signal Asmart looking, custom made, moving coil
meter is included

SWB30 kit: £ 12.50
Assembled PCB module: £17.30
ASI_5 DUAL BANDWIDTH RECEIVER FILTER
Improve the selectivity of your radio! 300Hz ( - 6dB) CW bandwidth, and extra sharp roll
off for speech modes Fits inline with external ' speaker or ' phones A performance
improvement for virtually every receiver/transceiver

ASL5 kit: £ 14.90
Assembled PCB module: £22.50
CV220 and CV620 RECEIVE CONVERTERS
You can add coverage of the 2M or 6M VHF bands to your 20M shortwave receiver with
one of these kits Straightforward construction, good performance

CV220 or CV620 kit: £ 17.50
Assembled PCB module: £23.90
HOWES FINISHED EQUIPMENT RANGE
Quite separate from our kit range, the finished
equipment range offers items requiring
manufacturing, test and alignment equipment
beyond the scope of home constructors See our full
page advert in the June issue of RadCom

HC266 2m to 6M transverter: £179.90. 4M version ( HC246) same price.

All HOWES kits include full instructions, good quality PCB and all board mounted
components An SAE will bring acopy of our catalogue showing all our kit range, and an
information sheet on any product you are especially interested in P&P is £1.00 per
order, delivery normally within 7 days
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Last month I reported from various
sources that Cycle 22 should have an
earlier and higher peak than was
originally predicted due to the rapid rise
of the sunspot numbers and solar flux.
This condition has been maintained and
accelerated. In consequence propagation and contact with distant stations
have been the best since the peak of
Cycle 22, with the prospect of better
things to come.
Pleasant surprises
The end of May and beginning of June
provided several SIDs with abnormal
propagation conditions; alerting the
regular observers to a probable imminent major opening. On 4th and 5th June,
widespread Es provided openings to
Portugal, Spain, Gibraltar, Malta, Greece
and Scandinavia. Many cross- band contacts were made with European countries.

Azz
irg

E

Belgium regarding the rumours that the
Belgian authorities were granting permits. Walter Emstem ON4ZN ( the UBA
VHF manager) gives in detail the current
position regarding 6m in Belgium. Briefly
the position is as follows: ' At the Cefalu
Conference in 1984, Itold the meeting
that in Belgium the band was still used
for TV ( Channel 2 in Antwerp, and 3 in
Liege, by BRT and RTBF). So it was very
unrealistic [ to suppose] that our PTT
would allow us to use 50MHz. We regret
to inform you that the situation hasn't
changed in the past years. Both Antwerp100W vision, vertically polarised — and
Liege are still in use daily. Since our
members would like to get an allocation
on 50MHz our administrator, R Cornu
ON4IS, in charge of PTT liaison, asked
me to get in touch with BRT officials. The
head of the study group confirmed what I
already knew. " BRT and TRBF will not
give up TV Channels 2/3 shortly. As
regards Antwerp ( C2) the transmitter is
relatively new and may easily last until
the mid- nineties." Later talks with PTT
(NCS) officials revealed that the armed
forces were also interested! So we very
much regret to say that our negotiations
are probably at a dead end.'

First ASOs with America this year
On 6th June at approx 1515z. Ted
Collins G4UPS had atwo-way OSO with
WD4KPD in North Carolina on 50MHz,
the first transatlantic OSO recorded this
year. He alerted G4ASR, G5KW and
others, and many of us made it. This
period lasted for about two hours with
many OSOs taking place. As the Ws
faded out, a surprising change in
conditions took place.
Shortly after 2000z several Scottish
stations were contacted by southern
stations at signal strengths of S9+ each
way. Turning the beam made little
difference, the signals were coming in at
avery high angle. As the GMs faded out,
the East Coast Americans came back in
and stayed until well after midnight.
Several UK stations had well over 100
two-way 0S0s with North America. From
my 0TH in Folkestone, Kent. Ihad 22. My
last was at 0015z with KC2TJ who was
59+20dB. The band was still wide open.
After a few hours' sleep Ireturned. At
0645z I had a OSO with 9H1FL 59ew,
followed by two LAs. Ithen had to close
down for the day; so missed out on the
exciting DX that followed.
Last month Ireferred to two stations
operating from Greece — status not
known. It has now been cleared up via
Hal Lund ZS6WB; ' Mike SVOFE and John
SV1D0 in Athens have both received
permission to operate on 6m. The
permits are valid for a period of two
years.' Greece is of course in Europe and
not Asia as I stated last month. The
nearest country to count as Asia is
Cyprus.

Finnish
amateurs
operational
on
50MHz
By the 21st June many contacts on 6m
had taken place with authorised OH
amateurs. There was atwo-hour opening
on 25th June to N America. G3XBY
worked a station in Nebraska. On 26th
June at 0645z Iwas in OSO with Joe
9H1CG when G4UPS phoned me with the
news that LA6H L/TF was on 50.200 — the
same frequency as 9H1CG. Ihad already
worked Iceland some time ago, but like
many others never got confirmation, so
we were all very pleased to OSO. On 1st
July BBC TV news reported that the
Major Proton Flare afew days earlier had
badly affected the earth's magnetic field.
Thousands of pigeons on a marathon
from central Europe to the north of
England had lost their sense of direction
and some had landed in Newfoundland.
Radio conditions were also affected with
a complete blackout.

No 6m permits for Belgium
Ihave received a reply to my letter to

From the mailbag
The major openings from the UK to
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Regional permits
At long last we are getting some
positive information from France. Some
regional permits have been issued in the
Bordeaux area and others are being
processed and will probably have been
issued by the time this article appears in
print. However, it is not clear yet who is
and who isn't in possession of a permit.

elle ceo
North America, and other DX locations
provided a very welcome increase in
your letters. Ivery much regret that due
to pressure on space it is not possible to
do them justice. They will be forwarded
to the RSGB Propagation Studies Group
for analysis. Please keep sending them
in.
Geoff Brown GJ4ICD, from St Helier,
Jersey, sent a four page print-out of his
operations. On 6th June his beacon was
heard in W at 2200z. At the time of writing
he had two-way contacts with 25 countries and 89 squares to his credit. During
the peak period to W/VE on 6th and 7th
June, no North American stations were
heard on 28MHz; one of those ' 50MHz
only type Es'. Geoff was one of the lucky
ones to work FP/KA3B for anew country,
and also KP4EIT — first KP/GJ at 1150z on
7th June. Other firsts were GJ3YHU —
FP/KA3B at 2336z on 6th June; GJ4ICD —
PA000S at 1719z on 3rd June and
GJ4ICD — SVOFE at 1700z on 4th ;June.
Paul Turner G4IJE, from Bishops
Stortford, is well known for his successes on meteor scatter. He writes,
'Enclosed as promised is my list of all Es'
observations for 1988. All-time countries
worked two-way on 6m are: G, GM, GW,
GI, GD, GJ, GU, El, LA, PA, CT, F, EA, OH,
9H1, ZB2, C30, 5B4, TF, SV, W, VE, YVO,
V2A, FP and KP4. The total is 26. My alltime squares total ( in band only) is now
129 and Ihave about 35 confirmed since
1st June last year. Ihave just received
confirmation from Jack Hum G5UM that
my claim for the 50MHz award ( 25
confirmed) is OK and he will be sending a
certificate as soon as they are printed. I
still enjoy MS very much and have
completed 823 MS contacts on 6m.
Random
activity
is
expected
on
50.350M Hz from 2100z on 12th August to
0100z on 13th August and then again from
0900z to 1300z on 13th August owing to
the Perseids Shower. Some extra activity
from GM, Cl or El would be especially
welcome'.
Countries worked two-way on 6m
For some months now I have been
hoping and trying to get a ' countries
worked' list going. The main problem has
been deciding which countries have
official legal status. The list sent by Paul
G4IJE is astarting point; one or two of his
at the time had doubtful status and there
are about three not on his list that others
have contacted. Iwould like, with your
help, to produce an all time list' next
month. Later for awards purposes the
time scale may be modified to suit rules,
but Ithink it desirable and historically
important that a record is kept, as
complete as possible. Your co-operation
would be much appreciated.
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Via the grapevine others believed to be
near the top of the list include GW3MHW,
GW3LDH,
G3CCH,
G4GLT,
G2A0K,
G4UPS, G5KW. These are all in the 20-26
bracket. Details please. Recent additions bring the total of countries possible
to over 30.
Harry Schools KA3B reports the following beacon up- date. From San Jose,
Costa Rica, Eric ROY T12NA's beacon
operates on 50.078, grid square EK70,
power 20W dipole North/South. Eric
listens every day on 50.110MHz. Tony
KP4EKG also monitors 50.110, 2100-0400z
daily. His beacon on 50.099 operates
2100-0500z daily, weekends and holidays
— 1000-0500z. Ted G4UPS was one of the
successful operators during the opening
on the 6th and 7th June, working into 15
states. His best DX was K9LCR EN62 111.
His log included FP/KA3B and KP4EIT.
Bill G2ANT who probably spends more
hours on 6m than anyone else, also had a
field day — or night(!) during the big
opening on 6th and 7th June.

He took part in the unusual GM
opening, working four of them, all 59+ +
including GM4ISM in the Orkneys. His N
American list includes 3 Virginia, 1
Tennessee, 1 Georgia and 1 Ohio, plus
FP/KA3B. WA4NJP in Georgia was still 59
and working Gs at 0300z. Bill queries the
propagation method.
The East coast stations had died out
and WA4NJP was about 1000km farther
west. Is it significant that the first station
to
be
heard/
worked was WD4KPD at 1513 on 6th June,
before any East Coast Stations were
heard/worked? Only dedicated operation will help the propagation experts to
look into and solve these matters.
GW3ENY/A from Anglesey, reports
that the face of the sun looks like ablack
pudding. The solar flux on 1st July was
184 with A index 20, the highest figures so
far during Cycle 22. This confirms earlier
reports. Steve G4JCC is back in the
South of France for his annual visit; look
for his cross- band 10/6.

6 METER

#ARRL Grid Locator
for North America

Working locator squares
A recent new interest has developed
on VHF — working the new Maidenhead
squares which now seem to be accepted
internationally, despite the early opposition. During the recent DX openings
considerable interest was shown in
exchanging locator square numbers.
Space permitting, Ihope to develop this
in a later issue. In the meantime Ihave
included adiagram reprinted from ARRL
of the USA East coast area. The
numbered squares will help readers to
locate the North American stations they
contact. Please give your own locator
number to stations you contact to help
them qualify for the ARRL awards. This
has given a boost to the exchanging of
QSL cards. Many UK stations have
already
received
QSLs
with
reply
coupons by air mail. Good hunting!
Next month Ihope to deal with the
autumn transequatorial path to South
Africa, and report a27- day cycle return of
the excellent conditions during June.

BEACONS:
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BEACONS:

EASTERN
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CONTINUOUS

OPERATION

OPERATION
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Filter types
The filters are available in three types.
low pass which is shown in Figure 1, high
pass as shown in Figure 2and band pass.
The circuit and values for the last one are
not given because there are several
factors such as stage gain and operating
'0' which make a simple listing of values
unavailable. However, the bandpass type
can be easily simulated by simply
cascading a suitable high and low pass
type,
with
the
cut-off
frequencies
selected to give the band pass frequencies required.
Construction
There is nothing at all fussy about the
circuit layouts for these filters and the
units may be built on a small area of
Veroboard. Two points to note are that in
the low pass circuit the value of RX is
double that of Rand in the high pass unit
the value of CX is half the value of C. The
values of the resistors in the high pass
circuit can be made up from standard
values. A better way may be to use a
preset of the next higher value and set it
exactly using an ohm meter.

September issue
of Amateur Radio is
on sale
25 August 1988

C2 (
J.LF)
.33

C3 ( pF)
30700

.43

39400
8500

R(
Kit)
10

200
300

3.9
12

400

8.2

.12

.1

9370

500
600

2.2
6.8
10
2.2

.35
.1

.3

27900
7530
4390
17400

700
Last month we looked into the requirements for various types of filter and
found that there was one type which
could give the pass band characteristics
which we needed without the use of
inductances. This is a great advantage
because although the traditional LC type
filters are very flexible, the values
required are usually so far removed from
standard values that, particularly in the
case of the coils, the components need
to be hand- made. Or at least labouriously
built up using various combinations of
standard values to achieve the desired
result. The types of circuit which do not
require the use of inductors are known
as active filters and are conveniently
built using our ubiquitous friend the 741
op- amp integrated circuit.

Cl (
gF)

Freq. Hz
100

.39
.5
.1

1

.05

.08
.047

900
1000

2.2

.22
.2

.2
17

3.9

.1

08
.1

800

1500

2.2

.12

2000
2500

3.9
3.9

.05

3000
4000
5000
6000
7000

12
8.2

.04
.01
.011

3.3
5.6
4.7

.023
.011
.011

15500
7880
9300
3940

04
.033
.01
01
.02
.01

3150
850
940
1860

.01

910
930

8000

8.2

005

.005

470

10000

10

003

003

300

15000

6.8

.003

.003

300

20000

5.6

003

.002

275

Figure 1
Cu

In
Out

R2 (
n)
17400
8700
3950

R3 (
ri)
122000
60600
27640

6300
5000
4200

43800
35000
29200

4210

7690

53500

5400
3275

9870

68650

5980
7900
1680
1260

41600
54900
11690
8750

2150
1800

15000
12500

1000

2000

13750

580
1100

1068

7490

2000
1700

13700
11770

987
1184

10200
8239

790

5500

390

4200

Freq. Hz
100

C ( nF)
68

200
300
400
500

68
100
47
47

600

47

2300

700

22

800

15

900
1000
1500
2000
2500

22
15
47
47

3000
4000

22
22
15

5000
6000

22

7000
8000
10000

10
15

15000
20000

10

10
10
15

R1 (
n)
9535
4700
2200
3500
2760

3400
920
690
1180
980

926
540
648
432
220

Figure 2
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'
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on sale 25th August

• ANGUS McKENZIE REVIEWS:

The Kenwood TS-680S Mobile Multi- Mode
HF Transceiver: including the 6m Band

GR.

'
Electronic

Professionally designed equipment for Amateurs
The superb audio qualities of this
transverter have proved it to be amarket
leader. If you are looking for alow cost.
high performance way of getting on the
exciting 6m band, this offers 25v. pep when
used with your own 2m transceiver input
up to 3watts or use with 7de attenuator
(10w i/p)
. 1:22
Capip

2/6m TRANSVERTER
25w pep

£ 179

£ 4 p&p
Yet another first from R N Electronics
meeting the same high specification as
our ern transverter

Second harmonic

- 7000

Spurn, < -60dB
Complete with 5switching options and full
operating manual

£239

2/4m TRANSVEFtTER
25w pep

' C4 04 0
Not enough power from your dedicated bin
rig ,
This power amplifier has the saine high
standard of filtering as our transverters
Don't wait until you miss those DX
contacts to stations with more power order now

RN590 pa
25w pep

£ 75
C4 p&p

n

VISA

NEW • • • 10m RECEIVE CONVERTER. IDEAL FOR CROSSBAND WORKING
£39 or with switching £ 45
SO CONFIDENT ARE WE THAT
YOU WILL BE PROUD TO OWN
ONE OF OUR TRANSVERTERS
THAT WE OFFER A FULL 2YEAR
GUARANTEE

AUGUST 1988

£ 2.00 pip

See us at all MAIO! Min«

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VA

37 Long Ridings Ave, Hutton,
Brentwood, Essex CM13 1EE.
Tel: 0277 214408

TRAINEE
RADIO
OFFICERS
Are you looking for asecure shore-based lob which offers
orewording career in the forefront of modern Telecommunications technology then consider
pining GCHQ os oTrainee Radio Office'
Training InyolveS 032 week residentic
course, [ plus 6weeks extra If you cannot
touch type[[ after which you y, ill be
appointed RADIO OFFICER and undertake
vonet\[ O4soecic,[[ ,.
dutes covennq the whole
• -•
to light.
We offer you: Job Security • Good
Career prospects • Opportunities
for Overseas Service • Attractive
Salaries • and much more.
To be eligible you must " 3-d or hope
to obtain on MRGC or -INC in o
Telecommunications sublect with on
ability to read Morse at 20 wpm.
[City and Guilds 7777 ot advanced
level incorporating morse transcription wouid be advantageous). Anyone
with aPM& MPT or 2years relevant radio operating experience is also eligible.
The Civil Service is on equal opportunity employer
Salaries: Slotting pay for trainees is age panted to 21 years. For those aged 21
entry w11 be at £7,162 After Training on RO
start at P0,684 nsing by 5
jo l
increments to £ 15,753 inclusive of shift and weekend working allowonce
[
....
....... asacwillswa.
Wnte Or telephone for onap plication
..........
form to .....
THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM
ROAD, CHELTENHAM, CLOS GL52
OR TELEPHONE 102421 232912/3

AMOK

IeCHe/PRIORS
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A DIP IN THE OUSE
by Steve Anderson GOEAT
Campaigners seeking to legalise CB
radio a few years ago were forever
stressing its potential value in case of an
emergency. But, as we report here, the
amateur bands can be just as useful..
A West Riding radio amateur on his way
home from work transmitted a dramatic
message one foggy night late last year.
Mr Geoff Cowling G8ERX, the service
manager of a television rental company
at Kingston-upon-Hull, called me up on
two metres that the mist was troubling
him. ' If you hear asplash', he said, ' you'll
know I've gone into the dyke.' Seconds
later he shouted, ' You'd better ring the
police. The car in front's just disappeared into the dyke.'
Plea for help
Geoff made his plea for help while
driving along the Swinefleet to Reedness road, south of the port of Goole. He
was in contact with myself, ( Steve

Anderson, GOEAT) while I had been
extolling the virtues of VHF propagation
that particular evening. However, Geoff
was more concerned about the everworsening visibility as he neared his
home alongside the River Ouse at
Reedness.
'It's really bad here,' came the reply.
Then Geoff asked me to make a999 call.
Geoff had seen the car in front, a
Peugeot 104, leave the road and nosedive into awater-filled ditch. But he was
relieved when the two young occupants
clambered out unhurt..
While I was at home in Holme-onSpalding Moor, I raised the alarm by
telephone, convincing the police that I
was genuinely wishing to report an
accident that had happened 16 miles
away. Geoff, meanwhile, remained at the
scene until a patrol car arrived within a
matter of minutes.
'Fortunately, the police officer knew a

little about amateur radio and the use of
callsigns and Ididn't need to prove that I
wasn't acitizens' band enthusiast! Geoff
said later. ' It was a good job Ihad the
Icom rig in the car with me because not
many vehicles use that particular stretch
of road and the couple in the car could
have been seriously injured.
'Steve kept in touch with me throughout the drama so I felt I could seek
further assistance if it was needed. But
I'd better be careful what Isay on the air
in future. The accident gave me quite a
shock.'
Delayed by the fog and not overanxious to brave the conditions again to
attend ameeting of the Goole Radio and
Electronics Society, Geoff was content
to stay at home with his wife, Stephanie,
and to search for anew square of his own.
But he steered well clear of the Raynet
frequencies and hidden dykes • during
foggy nights!

MATMOS LTD,

COMPUTER APPRECIATION,

1Church Street, Cuckfield, West Sussex RH17 5JZ.
Tel: ( 0444) 414484/454377

30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BL.
Tel: ( 0227) 470512

TRIUMPH ADLER/ROYAL Office Master 2000 DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS,
20 cps, Full IBM & DIABLO 630 COMPATIBILITY, CENTRONICS INTERFACE.
Features include underscore, bold, subscripts, superscripts, underline etc. 132 Column; micro proportional spacing.
Complete with typewheel & ribbon, manufacturered to highest standards in West Germany by Europe's largest typewriter
manufacturer & offered elsewhere at over £350.00.
£119.50 (£6.50 carr)
£99.50 each for quantities of 5+
4,

VICTOR SPZEDIPAK SOS. WWI» based speed up card for WM
PCI most compatibles Features cache memory and runs 6to 7
times faster £911.50 (caw £3.00)

11-fSCRIBE M KEYBOARD. Low profils keyboard for above with
numeric keypad serial interface BRAND NEW but untested
am (can. £500)

PANASONIC Model . U.363 3 1,2 . floppy disc drive. Double
Sided Double Density 80 track 1 megabyte capacity
unformatted Latest low component l/3 height design MOM
compatible interface using 34 way IDC connector Will interface
to just about anything BRAND NEW. ( We can offer at least 20%
dIseowil for quantaties of 10 plus) Current model. We can
supply boxee of 10 disc* for t15.115 plow £ 1.50 carriage
£50.50 Karr £3.00)

TIULIISDATA Model 307 ACOUSTIC MODEM. Low cost self
contained modem unit allowing micro or terminal connection to
ST lines via telephone handset 024 interface, up to 300Baud
originate/answer modes. etc BRAND NEW with manual £14.95
(caw £3.00)

PUISSY Model T24 VII2N22 ble 1400 BaudfillOOMIL Including
free »aware Mac for IBM or MATMOS PC. Compact, automatic
modern featuring the latest technology .1 the higest possible
data rate over the ordinary phone system Offers. both V22 8, V22
bis compatibility , £ 00/1400 Baud operation with auto bit rate
recognition, operation on both ordinary phone ( PSTN) A private
circuit ( PC), auto call and auto answer , duel« operation
allowing simultaneous transmission I reception of data at 2400
Baud in both directions over asingle phone line compact size
ir 9" o 21/2") 13T approved 8. suitable for new PRESTEL
MIN@ service Software la Included for IBM PC, MATMOS PC,
(Including highspeed Predial) for BBC MORO. BRAND NOW.
NEW LOW PRICE. £ 110.50 (can £ 5.00) £99.50 each for
quarellies of 5 •

ORIVITEC MOM'. 320 high °enmity 5 I/4" disc drives. 3.3Mbyte
capacity drive - same manufacturer & same series as KODAK
66Mbyte drive. 160 track. No further into at present BRAND NEW.
£25.00 ( can £3.00)

DUPUDI Medal 1011 green screen 1r high resolution monitor
with composite video input With tilt & swivel stand BRAND
NEW. £30.50 (an ti1.00)
ITr SCRIBE III WORKSTATION. Mona« need unit with high
quality high resolution 12 green screen monitor ( separated
video & sync), 5V á 12V cased switchrnode power supply
processor electronics incorporating TEXAS 9995 á ZION
processors with 128kbytes et assocmted support chips. all
MUD NEW but with only monitor i8 power supply garanteed
working Original cost at least f2500
£211.65 Kerr £500)
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FuJnIu Model M2230AS 5 1/
4 « WINCHESTER Wee drive.
666rnbyte capacity unformatted. 16/32 sectors. 320 cylinders
With ST506 interface BRAND NEW £47.50 (can £3.00)

ASTEC SWITCH MODE MU. 5V in 8A; o 12V ià 0.3A - to atotal
65W Compact cased unit Ex equipmenf. tested. £14.50 (can
£3.00)
NEwurr PACKARD Model 59307A dual VHF switch. DC to
50OrnHz 50 Ohm switch for HP-IB £1115.00
imam PACKARD Model 5045 digital IC teeter with
CONTREL Model K310 automatic handler. With IEEE interface &
print out of test results either pass/fail or full diagnostic
including pin voltages at point cf failure. With full complement of
pin driver cards á complete with substantial library of mag card
test programs for 74 series TTL & other ICs COITIEL handler
allows fully automatic testing of ICs which are sorted into 2bins
Price includes a second HP5045A (
believed fully operational)
for maintenance back-up £550.00
HEWLETT PACKARD
eraphéos £ 100.00

Model

26C

pocket

calculator

with

CASIO Model PX11000 calculMor with grape** S interface
£50.00

•

ICON MIC/0 2E 2 metre transceiver with carrying case
£150.00
TIME ELErrnoracs Modal 0610 programmable
£160.00

power

suPPIY

ITT PERFELCTOlt TELEX MAIMING With 32k memory screen
with slow scrolling etc
£350.00
HEWLETT PACKARD MOM. 5501A LASER TRANSDUCER.
With plecoetectric tuning for precise control of wavelength
for measuring applications.
£350.00
VICKERS INSTRUMENTS MODEL 11117 METALLUROICAL
IIICROSCOPE with binocular/micrographic head and all
eyepieces
With 4 Microplan
objectives it Neatereld
interference contrast £ 1250.00
KARTOS MS30 DOUBLE SEAN MASS SPECTROMETER
Approximately 8 years old with negative ion capability iS fast
atom bombardment ( FAB). With gas if. direct introduction
sample probes e. with gas chromatograph inlet system. Output
spectra are available directly via a HEWLETT PACKARD
storage display & a UV recorder. An on-line DATA GENERAL
05600 computer system which includes a graphics printer
two TEKTRONIX 4014 terminals, analyses output
Poe
LUMONICS $WIMS 2000 RUBY LAMM with 0-switch &
frequency doubler 03 Joule per pulse. 6PI,.
£3500.00

PLEASE NOTE
•VA

r&carriage (aso

+ VAT) must be added to all

prices
'VISA & ACCESS orders we!come
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For ail two-way radio enthusiasts

* DX DIARY

Don Field G3XTT with all the

news of rare DX, contests and DXpeditions

On Test: the Yaesu FT- 747G XTransceiver; the
Kenwood TH25E 144MHz Hand-held and !corn
IC2GE 144MHz Hand-held Receivers

* ON THE BEAM
all the news and

Glen Ross G8MWR with
comment from

bands

above 50MHz

• G3OSS TESTS

Angus McKenzie - the

fairest, most comprehensive reviews available anywhere

MORE NEWS, MORE FEATURES, MORE FUN,
MORE STYLE THAN ANY MAGAZINE AVAILABLE
ON THE MARKET TODAY
Make sure of your copy by placing a regular order at your newsagents or
by taking out a post free, inflation proof subscription, with early delivery to
your door each month

AMATEUR RADIO SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
To: Subscription Department • Amateur Radio •

1Clarendon Road • Croydon •
Surrey • CRO 3ST

Tel: 01-760 0409

PLEASE SUPPLY:
Inland
£21.00

(
tick b.) lot 12

World- Surface
£ 22.90

Europe- Air

ADDRESS
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT

Postcode

World-Air

£ 26.65

PAYMENT
ENCLOSED:

NAME
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, ell roles Include P & P

£ 31.70

Cheques should be made payable to
Amateur Radio Overseas payment by
International Money Order or credit cord

E

3

EEXPIRY DATE

im

Signature
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by Ken Ellis G5KW

DXpeditIons to Gibraltar
In the May 1988 issue of Amateur Radio
Magazine (
page 46) advance details were
given of two DXpeditions planned for
June - the peak of the Es season. We are
now able to give details of these well
organised and successful operations.
Those of us who have undertaken
these ventures, are familiar with the
hazards and problems involved and all
credit is due to those concerned. It is
gratifying to know that QSL cards are
being processed and in both cases this is
a major and expensive exercise. So,
many thanks are due to all those
concerned.
ZUNI Gibralter May 31-June 14
This report was compiled by Tim Kirby,
G4VXE, dated June 25 1988. QTH R'. We
saw Jimmy Bruzen, ZB2BL, keeper of
beacon ZB2VHF. He has installed the
beacon at its new location in Gibraltar, as
the rock-top site has been abandoned
(the beacon is now fully operational and
being received regularly in various parts
of the UK). ZB2BL has an antenna which
is now operational from his flat. The night
ZB2VHF was tested, it was heard all over
the UK. We may hear Jimmy on Six again
before long. Ihope so, as Imust be one of
the few Gs who still need ZB2!
The QSL cards are being printed at
present, so we'll get them into the
bureau just as soon as we can. Direct
QSLs can go to: PO Box 136, Cardiff CF4
6YL, or in case of urgency: G4VXE, 29
Tivoli Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.'
GL50 2TD
Because of the non existent take-off to
the west from ZB2IQ, it was impossible to
work into the USA. On June 7we became
tired of hearing about the wonderful
opening between the UK and North
America. It seemed to Jon, GW4LX0 and
I, that conditions were right for a
Transatlantic opening on Six. We
gathered up the portable gear, an IC505,
a50W PA and awire dipole, and headed
up to the west side of the rock.
Once we arrived, David, G8ROU, set
about organising the station. Richard,
GW8TVX,
meanwhile,
erected
the
antenna with the aid of a ' No waiting'
sign, a bush and a sharp knife! Soon we
were listening, all was quiet, then at 1845
we heard FP/KA3B. It was weak to start
with, but began peaking to S9 when the
beam was on us. Ishall always remember
that particular QS0 as one of my most
exciting. We signed with Harry and
shortly after, we heard WA1OUB.
It was not until 2039 that we had our
next OSO with VE1BNN. Now we could
hear anumber of stations. We carried on
tc
work
K4CKS ( Georgia)
VE1YX,
WA1OUB, KA1PE, K1TOL, K1GPJ and
K1IKN. Those heard but not worked
were: WA1VRH, KB4CSE and WA1VCU.
The opening closed about 2200 res,
AUGUST 1988

what an evening! What made it more
enjoyable was the simplicity of the gear,
although it must be said that the North
American operators had to turn up the
volume at times.
7June 1988: countries - FP, W, VE, ZB2,
Grids: 9. QS0s: 12.
More 1030s
ZB210 Summary May 31-June 13 1988:
Number of 50M Hz QS0s: approx 1750.
Countries worked: G, GW, GJ, GU, 9H1,
PA, F, YU, LA, CT, EA, El, GM, GD, SV,
ZB2, DL.
Crossband: I, HB9, EA, DL, LX, OZ, SM,
OH, 4X.
Firsts: 9H1FL 1755z May 31, PA3AMF
1945 31 May, F5GZ 0938 June 1, YU50MHZ
0950 1 June, LA6QBA 1212 June 1,
GM4DGT 1448 June 3, GD4HOX 1441
June 4, SVOFE 0834 June 5, ZB2BL 1240
June 5. Grids worked - 92.
Notes
The equipment included an FT726 and
a 4 element MET. The first opening on
May 31 was most exciting. We had
assembled the antenna and attached
some feeder. Iretreated to abedroom to
check the match. Iturned the rig on to
50.165 and
put some
carrier
on.
VSWR=3:1. What's this? G2ANT calling at
599+. Total panic ensues as the microphone and key had not yet been

unpacked! Five minutes later, they come
to light and we made our first OSO GW4HBK. We didn't bother to adjust the
match or increase power, until the
opening was over and the first 180
stations were logged.
Crossband operation was sometimes
very difficult due to QRM from other ZB
stations. To those who called on 28.885
and couldn't raise us, Ireally am sorry.
Apparently, OH9NLO in KP26 was calling
us on ten, without success. That would
have been an amazing distance. 9H1SIX
beacon was heard, suggesting a double
hop path. The 5B4CY beacon was heard
most mornings, often when other DX
paths were noted. ZD8VHF was heard at
0715z on June 9. The beacon was heard
only once for about 20 seconds. This
surprised and disappointed me. Despite
Mike, ZD8MB and ourselves checking
the path, no OSO was made. On June 5at
1855z, I heard CQ DX de LU' ... then
disappointingly the signal faded!
Pile-ups
The pile-ups necessitated very rapid
QS0s. Some people seemed upset that
we were not giving our names etc. To
those Iwould say ' It is better to have a
short QS0 than none at all'. But it was a
pleasure to make each and every
contact, no matter how brief!
Many thanks are due to: Alan Kelly for

FP/KA3B, ST PIERRE AND MIQUELEN 50MHz DXPEDITION SUMMARY
Number of Different Stations Worked: W1 ( 115), W2 ( 112), W3 (90), W4 ( 74), W5 ( 17), W6 (0), W7
(0), W8 (9), W9 (0), WO ( 1), VE3 ( 6), G ( 143), GM ( 26), GW ( 9), GI ( 5), GJ ( 2), El ( 2), CT ( 2), LA (2), DL
(1), ZB2 ( 1), VP5 ( 1), PA ( 2), OX ( 1).
Stateside: 418

Canada: 6

Europe: 196

Total: 621 Stations

Other DX: 1

Number of Different Grid Squares Worked (by field): EL (8), EM (23), EN ( 3), FM ( 11), FN (26),
FL ( 1), GP ( 1), IM ( 1), IN (3), 10; (22), JO (5).
North

America: 71

Caribbean: 1

Europe: 32

Total: 104 grid squares

UST OF FIRST STATIONS CONTACTED FOR EACH NEW COUNTRY
WORKED
United States
Greenland
Northern Ireland
Scotland
England
Wales
Norway
Ireland
Jersey
West Germany
Netherlands
Portugal
Canada
Gibraltar
Turks & Caicos Is
United Nations HQ

K2YOF
OX3LX
G18YDZ
GM8COX
G4GLT
GW4EAI
LA3EQ
El8EF
GJ3YHU
DLOSIX
PE1LCH
CT1WW
VE3KKL
ZB2/G4VXE
VP5D
4U1UN

6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-6-88
6-7-88
6-7-88
6-7-88
6-7-88
6-7-88
6-9-88
6-12-88

1938
2118
2129
2139
2143
2205
2225
2324
2346
0033
0054
1110
1216
2053
1419
0005

UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC
UTC

Bud
Bo
Alan

Ed

Tiago
Gord
Tim
Bob

TOTAL: 16 Countries
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supplying the antennas. SMC for the loan
of an HF rig and PSU for Crossband.
Dewsbury Electronics for the memory
keyer ( invaluable). BNOS for supplying
us with copious VHF amplifiers and
power supplies. Thanks also to the
Gibraltar Beach Hotel for putting up with
us. ZB2BL, ZB2IP, ZBOD and ZBOF for
making us feel so welcome. Particular
thanks should go to GOAZ who due to
business commitments could not be with
us, but had put in an enormous amount of
work for us. Thanks go to G6CMV, who
ran the Information Line so admirably.

St Pierre and Miquelen DXpedition
The equipment used on this expedition
consisted of an Icom IC- 551D running
80W and a Mini- Products HQ1 MiniQuad. The 6m beam which was brought
along could not be used at my operating
site ( the Hotel Robért) due to mounting
problems and cable routing difficulties.
However, I felt that the Mini- Quad
performed surprisingly well for a low
gain, 2 element antenna. Unfortunately,
my receiving situation was not at its best.
It seems that an airline ( which will
remain unnamed) lost my luggage which
included my 50MHz pre- amplifier and
memory keyer. Ilook back in retrospect,
wondering how many more stations I

Amateur Radio
-the monthly
magazine for all
two-way radio
enthusiasts

could have worked, if higher power along
with a better antenna and receiving
system were utilised. Ioffer my sincerest
apologies to anyone who called me
(especially some of the ORP'ers) but
weren't worked. However, let it be known
that a few ORP'ers in Europe were
worked, including one fellow using an
indoor dipole with only 2W of power!
Although 621 stations were worked, I
was very disappointed as Ihad set agoal
of making contact with 1,500 stations on
6m. Idid experience a brief half hour of
double hop E skip propagation into the
USA which allowed me to work W4s in
Southern Florida and W5s in Texas,
Arkansas,
Mississipi
and
Louisiana.
However, hardly anything was worked in
the Midwest.
The only WO contacted was WOJRP in
Missouri with no W6s, W7s, or W9s heard.
This proved to be a major disappointment! To top this off, only 18 stations
were worked during the ARRL June VHF
Contest Weekend, during avery brief 15
minute E skip opening. Because of such
terrible contest conditions. Imay have to
return to FP in the near future and try it
again.
Along these lines, Ihad an opportunity
to meet with Henri LaFitte, FP5HL, who is
one of St Pierre's few active hams. He
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• GOVERNMENT DICTATES CLEAN UP OF DUMPSITE & ALL WASTE
PRODUCERS

On Test. the Yee. F7.747GX transiceseer the
Keerdoes17142SE 144104 nereneld end keen
IGTOE 144Anis Menefee/ Receivers ,

• NEW PRODUCT CAN SAVE WASTE GENERATORS MILLIONS OF
POUNDS
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• FROM THE DRY CLEANERS, PETROL STATION, PAINT SHOP TO BIG
DUMP SITE

Place a regular order with
your newsagent

• HELPS WATER CLEAN UP
WE SUPPLY:
• TRAINING SCHOOL

Should you have any difficulties obtaining a copy,
phone (0277) 219876 or write to Circulation Department,
Amateur Radio, Sovereign House, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 45E.
MM.
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order

a copy
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month

INVESTMENT REQUIRED — FINANCING AVAILABLE

ECOLOGY RECOVERY CO

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Newstrade distributors: SM Distribution, 16-18 Trinity Gardens,
London SW9 8DX. (Tel: 01-274 8611)
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• LABORATORY BACK-UP

GET YOUR PART OF THE $8,000,000,000 SUPER FUND

To (name of newsagent)
Please

has a Swan 2500 and a 6 element beam
handy and he has promised me that by
next year he will be active on Six from his
summer QTH; once he gets electricity
running at that location. He can't get on
50MHz at the present time since he is
located one block from the local TV
station and has caused severe TVI in the
past.
In lieu of all the contacts which were
made on 6m, my most exciting moment
occurred when I began hearing the
ZD8VHF beacon from Ascension Island
on June 6, just after I had worked
ZB2/G4VXE in Gibraltar. The 10m ZD8HF
beacon was almost at S9 and the 6m
beacon was audible for just over 5
minutes at a strength of S2.
I called frantically on 50.110 and
28.885MHz for Mike ZD8MB, however, he
was not to be found.
On a final note, it was good to see
stations on both sides of the Atlantic
spread out during the massive 4 hour
opening of June 6/7. I was up on
50.252M Hz for agood length of time and
had no difficulty in attracting attention. I
think most of us are finally using common
sense and are utilising our vast 50MHz
spectrum much better than a few years
back. All in all, this DXpedition was
enjoyed by everyone.

16787 BEACH BLVD.
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 U.S.A.
MR JE RODGERS
— CALL (714) 536 0757 — FAX: (
714) 960-9728
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FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS CAN WORK FOR YOU
We are pleased to be able to offer you the opportunity to sell your unwanted
equipment or advertise your wants'.
Simply complete the order form at the end of these ads. Feel free to use an
extra sheet of paper if there is not enough space. We will accept ads not on
our order form.

FOR SALE
• FT101EX, spare valves, R/F processor ( G3LLL),
10-18-24MHz fitted, plus new double balanced
mixer. First £250 secures. Tel: DJ Plater, Tyneside
2859597
• Have psu for R216, will swap for useful item:
military radio. Also have a pair of Pye PF91 valve
amps 12W o/p, 0.2V THD flat 2Hz-160kHz, circa
1950's. Tel: Tony Howard, (0908) 73114
• Sony ICF2001D, four months old, boxed, mint
condition, virtually unused £225. Tel: Horley 783039
• BNOS 2m linear amp type, L144-10-100, vgc £ 100.
Tel: Mike, ( 0799) 27155
• Eddystone 840C general coverage receiver with
original box, £80. Eddystone 77OR VHF receiver,
£70, B40 admiralty, general coverage with manual,
£100. Would consider swap for scanner with
airband. Tel: Mr Irving, Leeds ( 0532) 791663
• Yaesu FT901 6band H/F transceiver multimode,
good condition, £495 ono, would consider
exchange 31
/ in-4in centre lathe in similar condi2
tion. Tel: (0392) 77714 evenings
II BBC micro modem, CW ROM for Prestel, RSGB
databox etc, only £25. Seven original ( 1950's)
handbooks/manuals for creed, 75 teleprinters and
punches, offers? 35mm slide projector in good
working order, £30. Collector's item: early 1940's,
battery operated hearing aid in original case with
instructions, offers? Tel: Adrian after 6pm or
w'ends ( 0635) 297959
• FT221R fitted with mutek front end, matching
speaker and control box with Datong speech
processor, two tone OSC and PP tone, £350.
G8EGF OTHR, Tel: (0732) 862014
• Handheld IC2E 2m radio with charger, case and
antenna £95. FTV107R transverter currently used
with FT102, gives output on 2m FM SSB or CW, £ 115.
Tel: Mr Evans ( 0222) 794190
• 934MHz delta one, plus mobile ant, boxed, vgc,
£150 ono. Tel: ( 0703) 551435
• Kenwood 215 2m HH CW MM bracket charger,
case, £200. FTV107 transverter 2m, fitted, £ 125. Tel:
(0920) 871639 anytime
• Yaesu FL2100Z linear, little used, fine condition,
ma. Jaybeam TB3 3e1, Vagi 10/15/20m, vgc £ 175.
Collect from near Ware. Tel: Max G3WMB ( 0920)
3564
• Large number of mains transformers, mostly HT
+ LT valve types, various voltages available, high
quality sealed components. Building alinear amp?
Ihave HT transformers to suit. Tel: (0423) 69280
after 6pm
• Exchange Belcom LS- 102L, 26-30MHz, in vgc,
plus MM 2m tsvtr, also Realistic DX- 100L general
coverage receiver, RCA AR88 receiver in excellent condition. Consider exchange for HF rig ie:
FT101ZD, FT101E, KW2000, or WHY with ATU.
Possible exchange for any of the above, would
also consider other HF equipment. Tel: John,
Bideford 77631
II Trio Kenwood TS430S, immaculate condition,
FM, SSB, AM and general coverage receiver, FM
variable power fitted. CW narrow and AM filter
also fitted. Box and instructions included. £650.
Tel: Joe at Burghfield Common 4228 ( Berks)
• Trio Kenwood AT230, less than one year's old,
ATU in mint condition, instruction manual hardly
used, £ 150, buyer collects or pays postage.
Converted Cobra 148 GTL slow, low low, low, mid,
high, FM 10m CW, AM, FM, USB, LSB, UK, FM one
to forty, £ 140 ono. Buyer collects. Tel: ( 0726) 850957
after 7pm
• Available free to genuine UK wireless or
electrical museum. Number of quality test meters,
also including early UHF wavemeter by Marconi.
Tel: (0895) 70772
• CBM64 RX4 tape plus Tifi interface, £20 inc p&p.
Write to: Dave Forward, 13 Hobbes Close,
Malmesbury, Wiltshire SN16 ODA
III Do you want to learn Morse the easy way with a
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Send to: Amateur Radio Classified Ads,, Sovereign House, Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4SE.
DEADLINE AND CONDITIONS
Advertisements will be published in the first available issue on afirst come
first served basis. We reserve the right to edit or exclude any ad. Trade
advertisements are not accepted.

BBC Micro Computer Morse Tutor, on disc with
easy user manual £ 10. RX4 RTTY, CW, SSTV, Amtor
receive program, on disc, cost £27, sell for £ 12. Tel:
(0366) 388615
• Icom IC71E, unused condition, in box. Offers or
exchange for late commercial GC Rx with digital
readout. Cash adjust if needed. Eddystone EA12.
Good condx, works well. Icom 12 channel marine
hand-held IC- M12. charger etc as new, £ 165. WWII
gear complete DZI d/f loop system. BC433 Radio
Compass. Command Rxs UHF, VHF, HF WS19,
HRO, SCR522 test rig. T1154 PSUs 1392 etc. Tel:
(0665) 602487
• FT29OR hardly used, case, in box with instructions. Bargain at only £210. Tel: Mark ( 0273) 774001
• Realistic
PRO-32,
pocket
scanner
with
rechargeable batteries, £ 160. Vgc. Tel: ( 0674) 76503
• Trio Kenwood TS430S with all the filters and
also FM board fitted, just been serviced £630.
BHOS power supply, 25 amps £95. One Victor
communication ATU 3kW rating, electronic
switchable antenna selector £230. Dummyload
1kW £30. Digital multimeter. mains and batteries
£50. Tel: Rodney (0689) 58825
• 35 amp 13.8V power supply, over voltage and
current limit protected with full metering. Professional finish, £75. 35mm Fujica SLR camera with
1.9mm lens, as new, complete with case £60, telequipment D83 50MHz scope with manuals £300,
Yaesu FRG8800 communications Rx, as new £400.
2000V EHT 300MA power supply, ideal driving
2x813 linear, cased, £40 ono. Mr A Clements. Tel:
(0375) 378783
• corn R71E communication Rx, fitted FM, 10
month's old. Mint condition. Box. with all
documents, circuit diagrams, handbook, invoice
and dust cover, £650. Amstrad CB901 with rubber
duck aerial, £25. Tel: (0633) 894708 after 6pm
• Yaesu FT203R portable 2m Tx/Rx. In-car
charger and antenna, gutter mount included.
Exchange for 2m mobile, cash adjustments either
way. Tel: ( 0757) 704561 after 7pm weekdays
al Tektronix oscilloscope, 547 dual time base with
delaying facility, dc to 50MHz Bandwidth, Amplitude Calibrator + two plug in units, 1A2 ( dual
trace). 1A4 ( quad trace), manuals for all of the
above. All in gwo, £300 ono. Tel: 01-471-0669 after
6pm, ask for Danny
IN Collector has a large selection of electronic
magazine back issues: Amateur Radio. Radio and
Electronics World, Ham Radio Today, RadCom,
Short Wave Listener etc. Send large sae for list. Mr
Small, 10 Sibleys Rise, South Heath, Nr Gt
Missenden, Bucks HP16 9C)0
• Yaesu FRG 8800 receiver, with VHF converter
£480. Exchange for a Realistic PRO 2004 scanner,
with AH700 Discone. Tel: ( 0433) 755876
Ill Trio TR2500 2m h/held spkr/mic, 240V charger,
mobile mount PSU charger, case, flexi-whip. £ 135.
FT77 top band conversion. unused, £ 15. Mutek 2m
pre-amp SLNA144S, £ 15. 20 amp 13.8V PSU. fully
metred and protected. £40. G4UVO, Letchworth
(0462) 674437
• Belcom LS102L 10M tcvr, 26 to 30MHz. VFO,
digital read out, mint condition, complete with
manual, mobile mount, never used. £ 180 no offers.
Tel: Mark, Belfast 795783
• Yaesu FT29OR multi- mode portable CW with
case, 2.2Ah NiCads and manual, excellent condition, £250 ono. Tel: ( 0709) 862871 ( after 5pm)
• Yaesu FT79OR 70cm multi- mode. NiCad charger
with soft case £230. Or swap for Yaesu FT78OR +
cash. Tel: ( 0728) 2952
• For sale, 3No ex-tower light masts, 60in high,
complete with portable base assemblies. Requiring attention, hence £ 180 each. Tel: ( 0555) 2213
after 6.00pm
• FT- 726R with 2m, 70cm, HF satellite modules
and YM48 microphone, £850, no offers. Icom R70
receiver with FM, £500. Trio TH216, 2m handheld

transceiver with soft case, speaker, mike, charger
and two NiCad packs, £ 170. Old Hitachi headphones, £6. Dragon 32 computer with software,
including RTTY, 2 joysticks & datacorder, £40.
Grundig pocket MW radio, £2.50. Spectrum
software ( games) 50p and £ 1.00 each. Tel: Mike, 01461 5398
• Isolation transformer, 250/250V, 500Va, £ 15.
Stepdown transformer, split output, 0/115.0/115V.
Input 250V, 30Va, £ 10. Transformer, 250V input.
335.0 335 H/T Volts. 6.4V-4.5A, 4V-2.6A, 2V- 1.4A, 4V1.4A, 4V- 7.5A. LT Volts, £5. These are heavy items so
please collect or pay carriage. Tel: R Staples
G2DKD, ( 0424) 213479
• Jaybeam 8 over 8 crossed 2m Vagi, £25. 10m
mobile, ex Stalker 6, 80 channels £70. Tel: ( 0757)
P704561 after 7pm
• Communications receivers: Trio model R-2000
with manual and box, £300 ono. AOR AR-2002 with
manual and box, £300 ono. AOR AR- 2002 with
manual and box, £300 ono. Both as new. Tel: ( 0673)
60909
al icorn 71E FM board and crystal filter, fitted by
Icom, £650. Icom 7000 with 800H and Carex
VHF/UHF pre- amp, £850. Yaesu 8800 and ATU, £500.
Comax telereader CD670, £ 170. Phillips green
screen monitor, £25. Datong outdoor antenna, £40.
Datong indoor antenna, £30. W/x sat receiver
interface and rom for BBC, £50. Tel: J Ferguson,
(0634) 828952
• Realistic PRO2004, 4weeks old, boxed etc, £290.
Tel: Jack Wingrove, 01-228 4835
• Yaesu FT72OR 70cm, synth, FM, boxed, £180 ono.
Yaesu FT726R 2+70 sat, boxed, £795 ono. FT203R
handle mint £ 140, Tokyo HL82V 2-10in 35-80 out
VHF linear, BNOS B3016, 160W, 2m, linear, £ 130
ono. Trio TR7850, offers. Lots of VHF and UHF gear
due to morse test pass and going HF. Tel: Dennis,
(0305) 814196 eves + weekends
▪ The following short form manual/handbooks,
photostat copies all include circuit diagrams:
Hal licrafters: S38, S40/S40A, S41W, S41G, S47, S51,
S52, S53, SX42, SX43, National NC-2-40 DR/DT,
NC33, NC57, NC108 R/T, NC173 R/T, NC183 R/T,
HRO7R, HRO7T, AR88D, full manual, Eddystone
730/4 full manual. RME45 RME84, Hammarlund
SP•100X, HO- 129X, Collins 75A1, from £2 to £5.50
plus post. Tel: Mr Shaw, ( 0202) 680500
III For sale: FT, 211 RH, 2m, FM, Tx/Rx, inc mobile
mount, as new, £275. Welz CP5 5 band, 8-10 HF
vertical antenna, full sized traps, £90. Tel: ( 0487)
823779 after 6pm
▪ Amstrad CB901, as new, complete with all
packaging, plus operation manual and copy of
circuit service manual, only £30. Tel: Mr Small.
(0844) 51694 after 6pm
• Frequency counter, 5digits, £35. Superstar 360,
many extras in mint condition, £ 135. Cobra, many
extra channels, £ 145. Ranger, 26-30MHz, £380. Tel:
J Tarleton, ( 0283) 221870
• Communications receiver: model AOR 2001
scanning receiver, excellent condition, complete
coverage from 25MHz to 550MHz, 20 channel
memory and searching facility, £260. Tel: (0443)
422406
▪ Yaesu FT1, all options fitted, checked Nov 87,
report available, complete with handbook and
technical manual, £950. Buyer to collect or pay
carriage. Tel: ( 0235) 30058 evenings and weekends
II Commodore 64 £100 ono. Rx4 tape and interface
for C64, £25. Datasette and PSU for C64, £25. Also
books, tapes etc. Tel: David Forward, ( 0666) 823490
• Yaesu FRG7700 comms Rx with built in memory,
unit and VHF converter. All items in good working
condition. £300 ono. Tel: ( 0993) 775464 evenings
▪ Jaybeam 108MHz to 136MHz beam antenna, 4
element, £25.00. Antenna rotator, 70Kg load.
Complete with control box and overload protection, £27.00. Tel: Chris. ( 0226) 288760
• Transverter 2m to 70cm, almost new, with
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repeater shift plus satellite bands, has been used
successfully on Oscar 10, £ 100. Also 70cm
Horizontal 19 ele Tonna, £ 15. 19 ele ( crossed X/Y)
Tonna, £ 15. Buyer to collect antennas, tel:
Cambridge ( 0223) 845093
• Scanner Realistic PRO2004, VHF/UHF, 25-520,
760-1300MHz, 300 channel memory, latest model,
only two weeks old. Bargain £245, cash. Tel: ( 05438)
77995. Ask for Terry
• Trio TM201A 2m FM transceiver, 25W mobile, as
new, boxed, mint, £ 199. Also 5A PSU £5. Collection
of aerials, 10XY plus 5/e 5/
1
3colinear plus 9 element
portable. All for 2m, £25. Steel tower, £20. Various
amateur radio books, various prices all cheap.
Tandy 1000 IBM compatible 640K, hi -res RGB two
floppies, £499. Ray Berry. Tel: Milton Keynes ( 0908)
690039 evenings
• Trio/Kenwood TR751E 2m multi- mode transceiver with V51 voice synthesizer fitted gc, £490.
Will exchange for FT69OR mk1 & FT29OR mk1 +
Mutek or FT29OR mk11, plus cash difference or
FT69OR mkl Iplus cash difference or combination
of either mkls or mkl Is. Terry G40XD ( Hitchin)
(0462) 35248 after 6pm
• Yaesu FT707 eight band 100W HF transceiver,
unmodified, very good condition. Buyer collects,
£345. Contact Dave G6ZBB, ( 0422) 844122 evenings
(W Yorks)
• Heathkit IP-17 HV PSU: 400V, 100V, filaments,
£150. Sailor HF receivers, £60. Marconi NT104
transmitter, N5304 receiver ( HF), two pairs £25
each, £80 the lot. Mel SL55 HF Tx/Rx, £ 100 for 3.
Dymar transmitter controllers, £5 each. Jaybeam
VHF aerials £ 1. Marine band VHF Tx/Rx portables,
bantam ( pair) Dymar, Seaphone, Cambridge.
Phone for details. All items open to offers or swap.
Tel: (0276) 33463
• Complete SWL station. Trio R-1000 receiver,
boxed, in excellent condition, with mains filter
plug. Global AT1000 ATU boxed as new. Royal blue
folded dipole antenna. Offers to K Beresford. Tel:
Trimsaran ( Dyfed) 810344
• AR88DRX, immaculate, Hall icrafters S27 Rx,
27.8 to 143MHz, Vanguard Tx with top band, SEM
transmatch, Thandar frequency counter, advance
signal generator, all with manuals and in good
condx. Exchange for 2m mobile or WHY? G4VNG.
Tel: ( 0733) 231639
• Yaesu FL2100Z linear, little used, fine condition,
£550 ono. Jaybeam TB3 3e1 10115120m Yagi vgc £ 175
ono. Collect only from near Ware. Tel: Max, ( 0920)
3564 after 6pm weekdays
II Trio TS430S, few months old. Still under
guarantee, perfect condx, £700. New Shure desk
mic to match, £35. Yaesu FL2100Z 1.2kW linear,

change over from vertical to horizontal. Not been
used, still in box. With aerial. Will handle 2kW
power. Made from Aerospace aluminium. £90 plus
p+p. Tel: ( 0407) 860575
• FT102 CW/SSB/AM/FM. Fitted with wide AM
filter narrow SSB, and narrow CW filters £600 ono.
FC102 antenna tuner £ 150 ono. Also HF balun 1:1
3.5MHz to 30MHz £ 7.50. 7MHz traps £5.00, 144MHz
%over 5/
8 colinear aerial £ 15. Tel: Telford ( 0952)
255225
• Trio TM-201A FM mobile transceiver, 25W
output, £ 125 no offers. Tel: ( 0706) 624601
• Belcom
LS102L
Tx,
28
to
30MHz,
CW/FM/USB/LSB/AM. Complete with mic and
mobile mount, manual, boxed, never used, mobile,
mint cond, £ 180. Also Wood and Douglas 2m linear
25W, £20. Mark McIntyre. Tel: Belfast 795783
• Katsumi FK150 electronic keyer, vgc, £50. Zetagi
BV130 linear amp, £45. Yaesu FT202 6 ch 2m h/h
NiCads charger, £ 75. Yaesu FT78OR 70cm multimode, £ 325. Microwave Modules 2m to 70cm tvtr,
£80. New DNT CB on cept freq, £ 75. FT709R 70cm
h/h case man spk/mike, NiCad charge, £ 175. All
items ovno or will consider part ex. Martyn Bolt.
Tel: ( 0924) 495916
• CBM 128, as new, £ 175. CBM 1541 drive, £ 125.
C2N cass rec, £25. C64 soft and hardware, sae for
list. MFJ 1274 packet tnc, new, £ 175. Corn- in 64
multi- mode interface with manual, £ 100. Pye A200
low band amp, will suit 50 or 70MHz, £40. Yaesu
mikes from £ 10 each. All items are ono. Will take
good part ex. Martyn Bolt. Tel: ( 0924) 495916
• AR2002 scanning receiver. 25 to 550MHz, 800 to
1300MHz, in good condition. PSU in original
packing. £360 ono, buyer to collect. Tel: 061-797
1384 ( North Manchester area). Genuine enquiries
only please
• Yaesu FT102 HF trans, all bands WARC, fitted
CW filter, FM board, mic, as new boxed, £550 ono.
Will part exchange for TS120V, TS130V, Argosy,
etc. FT708 70cm FM h/held trans, vgc, £ 130. Yaesu
CP2500 2m FM mobile trans, keyboard mic, vgc,
£130. Tel: ( 0305) 813202
II Ihave got four used, but believed working, exMOD 4CX250B valves. Metal bases of valves
slightly rusty in places, but all pins ok. £5each or
£17 for all four. Gareth Doyle. Tel: ( 0730) 64181 after
6pm
• Ex army reception set R109T, 1.8 to 8.5MHz.
Reasonable condition, works all right, £20 ono.
RCA AR88D comma receiver, 0.54-32MHz. Continuous RF/AF gain, BFO. 5ranges selectivity, ant
adjuster, noise limiter. With manual, plus boxed

perfect condx, £550. Amcomm 9000 HF ATU £60,
new. SMC HFNHF SWR meter, £ 10. 517A CB PSU,

set of valves for same with pilot bulbs. Weighs
about 130Ibs. Immaculate condition. Written offers
only.
Ex- admiralty
B40/0,
0.64-30.5
comms
receiver. RfT, CW, FSK, 3bandwidths. Needs 500kc

£10. 30A professional home-brew PSU, fully
protected, £50. G5RV 1
/
2k10m vert, Jaybeam 10 ele
2m beam, all with RG213 heavy coax, £60, all new.
Tel: GOHff ( 0209) 714352 after 8pm
• VHF convertor FRV7700 type F118 to 130 and 150
to 170MHz, £30. Yaesu FAS-14R antenna selector.
New March ' 88. Never used, £60. Ray Wilson
GIOBRO. Tel: ( 0232) 799539

crystal but works without. With manual. Weight
114Ibs £60 ono. Bill, 18 Wesley Street, Low Fell,
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear NE9 5YN
II Sony ICF5W15 AC301 power adaptor, AN10
active antenna etc, brand new, £225 or ( part)
exchange. Good quality Yaesu/Kanwood/lcom
receiver. Tel: 01-623 3160 ( day), ( 0732) 453085
(evenings)

• Trio TR7800 25W 2m FM transceiver. Virtually
mint CW mounting bracket, NiCad memory backup, manual etc, £ 165. Buyer collects. Tel: Michael
G1UPP, ( 0460) 5483 after 4pm
• Madison home base, good condition. 120
channel, built in clock, SWR, PWR meters with
original mic and extension speaker. Works from
mains or 12V, £85. Tel: Nottingham 874235
• Yaesu FRG7000 general coverage receiver.
Excellent condition, boxed. £ 175 ono or p/ex for
R/C VHS video recorder. Also Turner + 3B desk
mic, £ 15. Also two PCB assembly jigs, £35 each. Tel:
(0532) 663814 or 443558
• CBM64, 154, C2N, plus books, 70 blank disks and
approx £600 software, £325. Leader LSG16 signal
generator, £35. Tatung Einstein ( TM01), £ 100.
Prefer buyers collect or pay carriage. Tel Ron 061437 0916
• Drae 3A PSU, as new £20 ono. Lafayette multimode 1200 FM converted to 10m USB LSB AM/FM.
Works well, £ 100 ono. lcorn IC- H10 fist scanning
mike £5. Kenwood YK88S filter for 120S 130S 430S
series £20, postage extra. If req YK88SN. Tel: ( 0782)
395017

• Exchange Microwave Modules MM2000 RTTY to
TV convertor 45.5, 50, 75, auto, Asc I
I, auto control,
nomal/reverse shift, vgc, for Quasar ME780 56
channel marine radio or similar. Tel: Ian, ( 0692)
82075 daytime only. Similar radio would be Nasa
marine Stingray 5600 or WHY?

• Brand new 27MHz Tagra RT122 CB aerial,
horizontal and vertical with aerial matcher for
46

II R216. 19-57MHz, AM, FM, SSB/CW. Spare set of
valves. service sheets. Mains PSU. Built in
calibrator. Variable selectivity. Good condition,
£75. Buyer col lects. P Swansbury. Tel: ( 0202) 572877
• Dentron MT3000A ATU rated 3000W pep,
separate power and SWR meters, excellent
condition, £ 100. Mark McIntyre, 36 Beechgrove
Park, Belfast BT6 ONR, N Ireland
• CTE international stabilised dc power supply 810 amps 1.36V. Cost £50, sell for £20 inc postage.
Tel: ( 0227) 711261
• Yaesu FT290 mk1, as new with soft case and new
set NiCads £250. Tel: St Helens 20370
• Fox Tango Club newsletter, full of user reports,
tips etc for Yaesu owners. Covers FT1 101/ZD 200
901/2107227 and more years 19821983, £8. Tel: Paul
(0920) 871639 anytime
• Yaesu FT209RH, immaculate condition. Must be
seen with all extras. Hardly used and still boxed.
Offers around £220. Tel: ( 0296) 87837 evenings

• Vintage items — rare 1930s no17 military wireless
transceiver in mint condition with original packing
and manual, £ 145. Marconi TF801A RF/AF sig gen,
£60. Marconi TF4288/1, ( WD4188) and Furzehill
V200A valve voltmeters, £25 each. Early radar
receivers R1124 c/d and R1466, £30 each. Old
unused NU4 ( ESU208) and NT39 ( Act36) Tx valves
in original packing, £20 each. Big PT25 RF/AF
screen grid bottles, £ 10 each. Unused MU12/14
rectifiers, £ 4 each. All vgc. Tel: Bookham ( 0372)
52569
III Trio R2000 communications receiver, hardly
used, still in box. £395 ono. Tel: Majeed, ( 0642)
826281
WANTED
la Exchange: Cossor marine transc, ex w/d. Works
but needs att. Eddystone EC10 or similar.
Condition not important. Tel: ( 0784) 63627 home,
01-390 7361 work
II Diamond D130N Discone or Icon, AH7000, Trio
SP430 speaker and Icom SP3. Must be in excellent
condition. Tel ( 0206) 394336 after 7pm
• FT757, FP757, FC757 or similar. Also need G5RV
commercial grads antenna. Tel: Dennis, ( 0305)
814196 evenings and weekends
• 934, any make considered if in perfect condition. Nato or Belcom scanner Realistic also
required. Tel: ( 0283) 221870
• Novus model 650 electronic calculator, with
LED display, on sale in UK in November 1974.1t has
six digits and uses PP3 batteries, must be marked
Novus 650. Wanted to replace stolen original of
sentimental value. Would also like to purchase a
low-cost LED- display ( not LCD-display) electronic
calculator. Write, with price wanted to: David
Knight, 2The Croft, Putnoe, Bedford
II Military radios and bits, any condition, WW2 to
1960. Such as BC348, R216, R109, R209, R308 and
R1155. Tel A Howard ( 0908) 73114
• Pair of IF transformers and
nanual for
Eddystone 840C. Also need AF gain knob. Tel: Tony
Howard, ( 0908) 73114
• Yaesu FT757 mk2 wanted, must be mint, cash
waiting. Also Yaesu FT726 wanted. Tel: ( 0294)
217611
3 KW2000B, good condx, essential: Ialso want a
VFO4B, will collect. Tel: ( 0332) 515212
al Wanted for Spectrum: Light Pen, rom cartridges
for interface 2and instructions for VU file. Write to:
J Brown, 45 Marlborough Avenue, Falmouth,
Cornwall TR11 4HS
Ill WW2 German ex- service equipment, parts,
literature, for museum purpose — any condition
acceptable. Also wanted: WS11, WS65, WS66,
T1190, AD67, 52ERT, 40, 5G, RG37, H2S modules,
suitcase radio. Will collect, cash or swap. WHY'?
Rag Otterstad OZ8RO, Vejdammen 5, DK-2840
Holte, Denmark. Tel: 010-452 801875
la Trio SP430 ext speaker, also ! corn SP3 ext
speaker, Icom AH7000 Discone or Diamond D130N.
All must be in excellent condition. Tel: ( 0206)
394336
• Eddystone 940 receiver, must be in mint
condition. Will collect for cash, Southern England,
or pay carriage elsewhere. Tel: L Rogers, ( 07356)
2476
• Sommerkamp FT-250/FP-250 8 band, 240W pep
HF tcvr, mic manual, vgc. Exchange for Sony CRF330K, or 320 Rx, or Yaesu, FRG9600 MK3 scanner, or
WHY. Must be mint condition and in similar price
range. Will also consider latest digitally tuned
portable in part exchange. Tel: 061-743 1570
• RA17L receiver with tuned RF amp, also side
band adaptor RA121 or similar Racal ATU MA197B
required, B4OD ex- navy receiver B4OVAR, in good
condition or any model not working for spares. Tel:
068-45 63097
• Eddystone 888A in reasonable condx, G8ROB
OTHR. Tel: ( 0763) 43439
• Disc drive and/or printer to suit Commodore 64,
will exchange for an oscilloscope, cash adjustment or buy for the right price. Tel: David Forward,
(0666) 823490
II Early radio communications handbook, 1938 to
1960. Other old radio books considered and any
literature on valve regenerative receivers. Tel: Mr
Andrew Davies, ( 0766) 780043
• Hewlett Packard RF power meter 431B. Service
information required, manual or photocopy, buy or
loan. Mr S A Brown. Tel: ( 0280) 703512

please mention AMATEUR RADIO when replying to any advertisement
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•
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS
• Xtals for Yaesu FT2F. 2m, FM rig. 6MHz Tx and
58MHz Rx. Ialso have Xtals for sale or swap. Please
write to Pete 91SFS, 23 Chestnut Walk, Bishopsworth. Bristol, Avon BS13 7RJ
• Geloso G209 Rx with manual, must be in full
working condition, will collect from a reasonable
distance, other valved classic considered for
about £50. Write to: Frank Burns, 72 Winchester Rd.
Brislington, Bristol BS4 3NH
• AOR2002 scanner, or similar good high frequency scanner up to 1000MHz, ie:
CR7000,
FRG9600, Regency MX8000 or MX7000. Cash, or
swap Yaesu FT101B HF transceiver, 10, 11, 15. 20, 40,
80. 160 meters, 240V and 13.8V. Please contact Ron
Flemming. Tel: ( 0993) 705344
al Drake TR-4C or 4 CW tcvr with AC-4 PSU, also
MN- 4 antenna, match GM3BKC ( it's in the book).
Tel: Falkirk 23533
• Can anyone help with info on mods for Belcom
LS102L 10m rig? Especially want mod for 100kHz
repeater shift on FM. Plus anything else you may
know about. All costs refunded. lei: Ian. 01-668
4990
• CW filter and digital display for FT, 101Z birdthru line with elements, up to £300 paid. Tel: B
Gloynn, ( 0274) 605230
• Yaesu FT290 2m portable multi- mode, must be
unmodified and in good condition, will pay £220
max. as budget is limited. 1have aSanyo RP8880 9band receiver covering LW MW and FM broadcast
plus SW, 1.8-30MHz ( 6 bands), features include
BFO ATU, fine tune, signal meter, crystal marker,
narrow and wide filter, 12V or mains etc. £ 50 ono.
Tel ( 0730) 64181 after 6.30pm
II BBC B amateur programmes wanted on 5/
4
1
disks, packet, RTTY, CW. Amtor, transceive
essential. Buy, or several items for trading, other
programme details of amateur interest. MD desk
mike for Yaesu FT 757. buy or trade, must be in
good condition. Tel ( 0603) 867005
• Wanted: prop pitch motor or other geared dc
motor around lrpm, for turning large VHF antenna
array. Also 2m pre- amp 1.0dB NF homebrew ok and
DFM, anything considered. Tel:
791196. Can collect

Conrad ( 0226)

III Sony 7600D or similar, portable condition not
important but must be in gwo. If possible in Norfolk
or Suffolk so that Ican view. Ask for Tony. Tel:
(0603) 614928
• Exchange Microwave Modules MM200ORTTY to
TV converter 45.5, 50. 75. auto, AsciI, auto control,
normal/reverse shift, vgc, for Quasar ME780 56
channel marine radio or similar ie: Nasa Marine
Stingray 5600 marine radio or WHY. Write to: Mr IA
Duffin, ' The Dormouse'. 5 Sunset Walk. Bush
Estate, Eccleston on Sea, Norfolk NR12 OSX
II Authentic tuning meter for an AR88 communication receiver. Tel: ( 0546) 2475
• Sony ICF 2001D preferably with active antenna.
Direct swop for Rolex. Oyster, Chronometer,
Perpetual. Explorer. Write to Mr K Miller, 15 The
Rise, Green Lane, Whitby, Yorks Y022 4ES
el Exchange Canon Al camera fitted with Canon
35/70 zoom lens ERC. Also Vivitar zoom flash type
2500. All as new. for Yaesu FT29OR multi- mode with
NiCads and charger, must be in similar condition.
Tel Mr J Horton, Rotherham 893772
IN Hand held CB radio. 40 channel required
immediately. Must be cheap and have manual.
Must also be in reasonably good condition. Please
telephone after 4.30pm. Also base station CB
(cheap) and digital multi- meter ( also cheap. as my
budget is almost non-existent!). Also any cheap HF
transceiver and any old ( working) receivers eg
AR88. AR88D etc, must be cheap! Daniel Lyden.
Tel: ( 0724) 732920
• One or two radio spares 0-30V, 0-0.1A voltage,
regulator modules. code 306-998. Must be fully
serviceable, preferably unused. Tel: Dick Guntrip,
Mullion ( 0326) 240798 evenings/weekends
• Icorn IC202. 1C202/5 required in mint condition.
Tel ( 0278) 781513 Somerset
• Heathkit Mohican or GR78, working or not.
Manual required for same. Money waiting can
collect. John G4LEX, Harrogate. Tel: ( 0423) 67390
• Wanted urgently - can't take the silence any
more! Does anyone local-ish have acheap HF Rx
for sale, working or not? Ihave recently moved to
the west country, all my HF gear is 200 miles way.
Until Ican get my lonely AR88 down here. Ineed

something to keep me sane! Anything considered,
not looking for collectors item. cheaper the better!
Tel: ( 0392) 74202 after 5pm. Ask for Andy
• Grundig professional 3400. or 1400 model
receiver for good cash price. Would also consider
Sony shortwave
receivers CRF320, CRF330,
I
CF6800, or Panasonic RF8000/RF9000, ' corn,
ICR70/ICR71E. Tel: Oakley ( 02302) 2438
• Heathkit RA- 1, including manual. Must be
sensibly priced for invalid SWL. Also need manual
for Heathkit RG-1, to buy or borrow for copying.
Tel Anthony Wiseman. ( 0204) 693878
• Redifon R1007 receiver, must be in good
condition, price and details to: John Brook, The
Clock Tower, Pidgeon House Farm, Church
Norton, Selsey, W Sussex. Tel: ( 0243) 606682
la R109, ex- WD, Rx, 6V unmodified. Your price paid
plus carriage. Also ex- WD aerial vari-ometer ATU
(19 set type) your price
carriage paid. Tel: Peter
(0287) 34397 daytime
• Racal FiA17 receiver in good clean working
order with service manual, £ 150 offered. Will
collect if in East Anglia. Tel: Mr Brown, Horringer
441 ( Suffolk)
• Kenwood system base BO- 9A in mint condition,
for 9130, 9500. Tel: ( 0446) 710938 after 6pm
• ' Galaxy' MESA 9000ST radio receiver with BFO
and stereo. Pre-sets must be in new condition.
Telephone any time, ( 0472) 358896
II Medium/heavy duty rotator, exchange for
Canon 518SV 8mm zoom cine camera, plus dual
standard Eumig sound projector. both superb
condition. Tel: G7AGD, ( 094881) 302
• Commtron NATO CB radio, must be in good
condition and working. Serious offers only please.
Tel: Peter D Darke, ( 0702) 353247, evenings/
weekends
• Circuit diagrams for FDK multi 750X, Icorn IC202
and also Mizuho SB2X. Photocopy of any of the
above would be appreciated. All expenses paid.
Tel: Barry 91VZW, ( 0254) 581949 after 5pm
al KW Vespa mk11 power supply. Ineed a good
working unit, above average price paid for a vgc
unit. The power supply is all important, so please
can anyone help? Tel: ( 0436) 5489
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Selectronic
The UK's leading suppliers of
934MHz personal radio equipment
203 High Street
Canvey Island, Essex,
Tel: 0268 691481

(Open Mon- Sat 9-5.30)
Amateur radio equipment also in stock

QUALITY VHF ACTION RECEIVERS...
Specialist hand-compact UHF
monitor receivers for lo/mid/hi band
detection • 10/11m.
Hear Ham's, Aircraft. Public- Service.
Marine. Local 2-Way and much morel
All 53-176MHz signals, * 28-30 Mc Hf
(11m version also). Squelch. VFO
facilities etc. International Series,
Special Price: £29.50 inc p&p
Prompt dispatch from:

WORKSHOP SERVICE MANUALS,
Any Colour/Mono TV, Amateur Radio,
Military Surplus, Music System, Vintage
Valve Wireless etc, etc
£5.00 plus LASE
Any Video Recorder
£10.00 plus LSAE

uefe) Mffll'EUW fflRAIPPAIEffl
Ibuy,

sell and exchange

For the deal you've been looking for, phone Dave, G4TNY,
anyTme on Homchurch (040 24) 57722 or (0836) 201530
9am-7pm Mon-Sat or send SAE

04TNY Amateur Radio

FREE Catalogue Unique Repair and Data
Guides for LSAE.

132 Albany Road, Homohurch, Essex RM12 4AO

MAURITRON ( RE)

TAYLOR RADIO

8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor
Oxon OX9 40Y

8Ernmarson Street, Crook, Co
Durham DL15 8NF. 23*: 0388 763323

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
JOHN GM3OPW

AGRIMOTORS

20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes,

SMC/TPAP ELECTRONICS

MERTON CS AND RADIO CENTRE

OPEN 6 DAYS 9-6 LUNCH 1-2pm
EARLY CLOSING THURSDAY 100pm
(SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT)
SPECIALIST IN 934 MHz
SUPPLIERS OF ALL 27MHz AND 934 MHz EQUIPMENT
AMATEUR ACCESSORIES CATERED FOR
08053 200

IF

Unit 27 Pinned Motto/Fops

ItIERTON GARAGE AND POST OFFICE, MERTON.
Nr OAKHAMPTON, DEVON EX20 3DZ

Pkdidd Lano,
Iltneldoy, Clwyd
Tot 0244 11411463

ICOM

amateur epp.pment and accesso.es Open lues Wed
10am-Spre Sahoday 1Clern-aprn Or ne, day. by

42 Nethernall Road
Doncaster
IDILIÇOK
Tel: 0302 25690
Large stocks of electronic

This method of advertising is available in
multiples of asingle column centimetres —
(minimum 2cms). Copy can be changed
every month.

components

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE COMPANY
ell Font« Road, London E17. Telephone 01.531 1568
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
MVO
1Fb
Not
4ot
2o1
8 to 34
363
209
110
088
35 to 39
382
231
127
093
40 to 43
600
320
225
161
44 to 47
867
580
349
275
48
15 96
958
638
369
SILVIO PLATED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30
909
520
293
197

TINNED COPPER WIRE
14 to 30
Fluxcore

397

241

139

TuesSat 9-5

SPIAU,

ADIO

ALAN HOOKER
ELECTONICS

Open

roue«.
MO:an
otmen

Quality secondhand equipment in stocii. Full
range of TRIO goodies. Jaybeam - Microwave
Modules - LAR

For all your
Fr,

Fife KY7 SDP
Tel: 0592 756962

RATES
per single column centimetre:
1insertion £ 7.00, 3 — £ 6.60, 6 — £6.30, 12 — £5.60.

ADS

Ipmumuummummiummulummommummummummum.
II AMATEUR RADIO SMALL AD ORDER FORM
ll TO:
I

Amateur Radio • Sovereign House
Brentwood • Essex CM14 4SE • England (0277) 219876

094

Please add 15% VAT Orders under £3 add 50p
SAE for list of copper and resistance wire
Dealer enquiries welcome

! PLEASE RESERVE
II

centimetres by

I FOR A PERIOD OF 1issue

• COPY

enclosed [j]

to follow

E

E

ELECTRO
DISPOSALS
2000 sq ft of surplus equipment
and components

• CHARGE

TO MY ACCOUNT

6 issues

-7

12 issues

F
--;

Cheques should be made payable to
Amateur Radio Overseas payments
by International Money Order and
Credit Card

I

navurun•
aine Ptecet
mcn
cnva-vale.i.f: (
Add

SOUTH WALES

columns

3 issues [I]

[1]

CREDIT CARD EXPIRY DATE

COMPANY
ADDRESS
SIGNATURE

TELEPHONE

UNIT 31, LONLAS WORKSHOPS
SKEWEN, NEATH
Tel: 0792 818451
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FAST AND
FRIENDLY
SERVICE

WHOLESALE
CB

ON OFFER. USA
COASTGUARD EQUIPMENT
All in seven foot metal cabinet ( tracor equipment)
The following:
2. 3040 rubidium frequency standards
1. 890A VLF/LF receiver with graph readout
1. 888A linear phase recorder with graph readout
1. BB/306/U battery storage unit
1. Fluke distribution amplifier model 203A 12
frequency outlets
Manuals and spare graph rolls for above

PAMA HOUSE,
443 Wilmslow Road.

Manchester, M20 9AF
061-445 8918
061-434 5701

Details phone 0902-343746

PSSS....

IAN FISHER COMMUNICATIONS
OF STANHOPE

ALL THE SUPER
BARGAINS
ARE ON PAGE
14 OF THIS
MAGAZINE!!

Telephone
the advertising
department on:
0277 219876
for details

.e (
0388) 528464
Main Distributors of 27MHz CB radios and the
NEW CEPT models including UNIDEN and ONT.
Including U.K. and CEPT walkie talkies.
Large stocks of coaxial cable, plugs, sockets and
adaptors.
Stockists of the new UNIDEN 28/30 Multimode
Transmitter reciever
All available via mail order. Retail/Wholesale

ETESON ELECTRONICS

e

CB Works, The Market Shop, Market
Place, Stanhope, County Durham

OPEN: MON -SAT 10.30am-6.00pm
SUN 2.30 - 4.30
RING FOR DETAILS ( 0388) 528464

1581 Lower Green,
Poutton-le-Fylde, Blackpool
Tel: (0253) 885107

Open 930am - 12.30. 130 - 530 Closed Wes A Sun
Electronic Component Specialists
A wide range of electronic components. IC s. capacitors.

TAR
COMMUNICATIONS

transistors resistors plugs and sockets etc

For all Aerials & Lashing equipment.

MRZ

We are famous for the G5 RB antenna and the 5. 7
& 12 element ZL.
For Retail or Mailorder contact'

COMMUNICATIONS LTD
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME

TAR COMMUNICATIONS
King William St, Stourbridge, W Midlands DY8 4EY

DESK DC SUPPLY AND BASE
FOR ICOM PORTABLES
ICOM-BUSINESS/AMATEUFU
MARINE/AIR

0384 390944

CLIVEDEN

1 0M

Technical

TEL: (0782) 619658
7 DAY SERVICE

JAPANESE Ic's (PART OF OUR RANGE)
AN7178 £295 BA5406 £2 20 HA1377 £220 H91392 £ 250 HA1394 £2 95
HA1397 £2 75.HA1398 £ 2 75 HA13001 £295. LA4460 £ 180 LA4461 £ 180
LA4507 £ 425 LC7137 £450. M51517 £280, MB3705 £ 1.80. MB3712 £ 150
MB3722 £350. 4493730 £2.50, MB3731 £3.50, STK481 £ 750 STK463 £840
TA7205AP £ 100, TA7222AP £ 130, TA7240 £2 9S TA7241 £2.95. TA7270
£2 75. TA7271 £2.75. TA7274 £2 95. TA7280 £ 350, TA7281 £2 95. 197282
£295. TA7283 £295, TA7288 £295. TA7611 £320. UPC575 £ 100. UPC1156
£2 95. UPC1181 £ 110, UPC1182 £ 110. UPC1185 £2.50. UPC1188 £2 75
UPC1230 £250. UPC1263 £250. UP1277 £2 75. UPC1278 f2 75. UPC1365
£3.60. UPC1394 £ 195.
ADD 60p POST AND PACKING AND THEN ADD 15% VAT TO TOTAL
T POWELL 16 PADOINOTON GREEN LONDON W2 ILO
OPEN MON.FRI 10AM.SPIA, SAT 9A18.12 NOON.
TELEPHONE, 01 723 9248
ACCESSNISA. TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED OVER £ 5.00

Recruitment

SRI PAGER XTALS S20,S22, S23, f2.00 each
20 p&p,NEW
REEDS 123, 136. 928Hz £3.50 each
50p p&p. XTALS 4.433
4.9152 5.06888. 15.000MHz £1.03 each - 20p p&p.
8 POLE XTAL FILTER NDK 10F 15DG 10.7MHz/15KHz BW.
£9.50 - 50p p&p
SCANNER VOX AUTO RECORDS ON CASSETTE £5.00/C7.00
BUILT - 50p p&p

Tel: 021 354 5409
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GOLLEDGE ELECTRONICS
Merriott, Somerst TA18 5NS.
Tel: ( 0480) 73718.

FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER
To work in London area. Mini- computer
experience essential.
upto £ 12,000 - car
REPAIR TECHNICIAN
Service and maintenance of radio
equipment.
upto £ 11,000
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER

Specialist Recruitment
URGENT CONTRACTS:
Combs
Merle

Switch mode power supplies
and Ate engineers

Please reply to:
Jean Coulter, HS Consultants
Freepost 469, Harpenden, Herts AL5 2BR
Tel: 0582 460385

Berks

Installation and maintenance of micro-

computer based products.

HS CONSULTANTS LTD
Test equipment design analog and digital
Test engineer onc defence

flAtie,„

upto £ 13,500

SERVICE ENGINEER
Berks
Telemetry and telecomms equipment.
up to £ 14,000
car
SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Service and repair of 2- way radios.

ELECTROKITS, 15 Kings Road
Sutton Coldfield, W Mida 873 5AB

Phone or SAE for lists.

NEW GM AERIALS NOW AVAILABLE

UK AND EXPORT

VISA

QUARTZ CRYSTALS and FILTERS
Large numbers of standard frequencies in
stock for amateur, CB, professional and
industrial applications.
Stock crystals £5.00 each ( inc VAT and UK
post). Any frequency or type made to order
from £6.50.

Surrey
£12,000

SENIOR REPAIR ENGINEER
Berks
Optical equipment repair. supervision of
juniors.
£10,000 •
Hundreds of other Electronic vacancies
Roger Howard, C Eng MIEE, MIERE
CLIVEDEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT
92 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1AR
Tel: 0344 489489 ( 24 hour)

Please
mention
Amateur Radio
when replying
to any
advertisements
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ADVERTISING RATES & INFORMATION
DISPLAY AD RATES

series rates for consecutive insertions

101110 me it width nun

ad Mime
1,s 919 .
1
/4 page

81 4 90
128 x 90 or 61 x 186
128 o 186 or 263 o 90
263 x 188
263 x 384

2
/
1

Paini
1page
double p.o.

.

1 Moue

3 Meuse

6 Moues

12 berm

£5600
£115.00
£22500
£430.00

£62.00
£11000
£210.00
£405.00
£79000

£59.00
£105.00
£200 00
£385.03
£740 00

£53 00
£92 00
£18300
£345.10
£680.00

£830.00

colour retes
exclude cost
of Separations

COLOUR AD RATES
mm z width awn

ad ellece

128 a 186 or 283 x 90

le page
1page
double page

263 x 186
263 X 394

"'su.

3 lean«

£305 00
£59000
£1,13000

£290 00
£550 00
£1,070 00

Covers
Bleed
Facing Matter

SPECIAL POSITIONS

Series rates for consecutive insertions
12 Mee«
£275.00
£530.00
£1,010 00

£245 00
£470 00
£900 00

Outside back cover 20% extra, inside covers 10% extra
10% extra ¡ Bleed area - 307 x 2201
15% extra

DEADLINES

•Dates affected by public holidays

issue

colour It mono proof ad

mono no proof & email ad

mono rhumb

Aug 88

30Junel3
28 Jul88
1Sep88
29 Sep138

6Jul88
3Aug 88
7Sep 88
50088

8Jul88
5Aug88
;Sep88
, Oct88

Sep 88
Oct 88
Nov88

on sale thure
28Jul88
25Aug88
29Sep88
17 Oct 88

CONDITIONS & INFORMATION
URNS RAM
Series rates also apply when larger or additional
space to that initially booked is taken.
An ad of at least the minimum apace must appear
in consecutive issues to quality for series rates
Previous copy will automatically be repeated il no
further copy is received

If series rate contract is cancelled, the advertiser
will be liable to pay the unearned series discount
already taken
co,!
Except for County Guides copy may be changed
monthly.

A hold ad' is acceptable for maintaining your
series rate contract This will automatically be
Inserted d no further copy is received.

No additional charges for typesetting or illustrations ( except for colour separations)
For illustrations just send photograph or artwork

Display
Ad
and
Small
Ad
contracts are not interchangeable

Colour Ad rates do not include the cost of
separations Printed - web offset.

series

rate

MIMI«
Commission to approved advertising agencies is
Above rates exclude VAT.
10%
All single insertion ads are accepted on a prepayment basis only, unless an account is held
CONDMONS
Accounts will be opened for series rate advertisers
10% discount if advertising in both Amateur Radio
subject to satisfactory credit references
and Radio 8 Electronics World.
Accounts are str icily net and must be settled by the
A voucher copy will be sent to Display and Colour
publication date
advertisers only
Overseas payments by International Money Order
Ads accepted subject to our standard conditions,
or credit cart
available on request
POS flarina INFORMATION COMPACT
Amateur Radio. Sovereign Flouse Brentwood. Essex CM14 40E
102771 210076

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Birmingham Sony Centre
Bredhurst Electronics
Brian Price Electronic
Instruments
JBull
PM Components
Computer Appreciation

11
51
4, 5
40

Dards Electronics

13

Ecology Recovery Co
R N Electronics

44
39

GCHQ

39

Harrison Electonics
50

41
29

11

C M Howes
ICOM
ICS International
Javiation
Keytronics
G4ZPY Paddle Keys
M&B Radio ( Leeds)
Rapid Results College
Waters & Stanton
R Withers
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POPULAR BAKER S DOZEN PACK S
(still available)
All packs are Cl each, if you order 12 then you are
entitled to another tree
want

Please state which one you

Note the figure on the extreme left of the pack

ref number and the next figure is the quantity of items
in the pack, finally a shon description
BD1

5 13A unction boxes for adding extra points to your

BD2

5 13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main

ring main circuit
where

devices

such

as

a clock

must

not

be

switched oft
1307

4 In flex

switches with

neon

on off

lights,

saves

809

2 6V IA mains transformers upright mounting with

F.
D.
D.BAR GAIN
352m floppy Chsc Chine

made by the Chia« Cemparey el Japan

leeraidelly made sad volubly the most cereenect eemce el in kind as
omen mir 6010 bad mnasacen catty Illemeg oars 162inge deep and
bes a beige, of colt 72erm Other feamres ateN rack terse precis.*
bead positigumm single push loading red elect doter done brash
less meter Sherpa compatible interlace standard cormecures
mlersbeaseable with most maim On aad S4 drapes Brand new wati
Peps el ...Museum...11 011ered tbes gnome. at OR 5d post and vet
meleded

fixed clamps

adaptable lot 3', FOD has morn for power supply comp°
vents Puce only 14 includes circuit of PSU Our Rel 4P7

POWER SUPPLY FOR FDD sv and

12V voltage regulated out
puts complete kit ol parts will fit ono case 4P7 price f8 or Path case

2 fficad constant current chargers adapt to charge

13032

2 Humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the
membrane stretches and operates a mrcroswItch
48 2meter length ot connecting wire all colour coded

13042

5 I3A rocker switch three tags so on oft or change

8045

I 24hr time switch, ex Electricity Board automati-

over with centre off
cally at:finst

for lengthening and shortening day

original cost f40 each
10 Neon valves, with series resistor these make good

8056

1 Mini umselector. one use is tor an electric peaw

8059

2 Flat solenoids

night lights
poule, we give circuit diagram tor this

One pulse

into motor, moves switch through one pole
you could make your multi- tester

read AC amps with this

Mondor Dellyery promised tor the end of May and the price Cl2 plus
12 post

the case will be made from coated sheet steel overall ste

await lOrn rlOrn xlin high which will give ample space for the Power

We hare obtarned from the manulacturers of the 9 Monitor the TEL
converter which makes mt composde input suitable to work with any
the components and ran supply this converter mn kit tom price f6 Our
gel 6P4

AN ALLADIN '
SCAVE
We have opened another shop in Hove the address is number 12
Boundary Road which is between Hove and Podslade fairly close to
the seafront

When you want to see before you buy and when you

mail order

should bong in an order complete vvrth reference numbers so that the
stores can attend to it easily

Final speed

16 rpm, 2watt rated
1 6V / 50mA power supply. nicely cased with mains
input and 6V output leads
2 Stripper boards each contains a 400V 2A bridge
rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well
as dorens of condensers etc
130122 lOrn Twin screened flex with white pvc cover
Normal cost

about 80p each

You can of course collect from Portland Road but you

no switch
magnetic 400 ohm also act

as speakers
B0148

4 Reed relay kits, you get 16 reed swItches and 4 coil
sets with notes on making c o relays and other

80149

6 Safety cover for I3A sockets

gadgets
prevent those ' now

solve little fingers getting nasty shocks
6 Neon Indicators in panel mounting holders with
6 5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets make a low
cost disco panel
BDI 96

1 in lien snmerstat
always al the ready

80799

1 Mains solenoid, very powerful has lin pull or could

BD200

8 Keyboard switches

push if modified
made for computers but have

many other applications
B0210

4 Transistors type 2N3055, probably the most useful

BD2I1

1 Electric clock. mains operated put this in a box and

BD221

5 I2V alarms, make a noise about as loud as a

power transistor
you need never be late

car

horn Slightly soiled but OK
80242

2 6in t Hin speakers, 4 ohm made Rom Radromobtle

130246

2 Tacho generators, generate one volt per 100 revs

80252

1 Panostat, controls output of boiling ring from sim-

so very good quality

the output to be 3W rms
More technical data will be
included with the amp Brand new.
perfect condition offered at the very

80259

50 Leads with push on ' tin tags
ups

a must for hunk•

mains connections etc

80263

2 Oblong push switches for bell or chimes, these can

80268

1 Mini Iwan amp tor record player Will also change

mains aptos amps so could be foot switch if fined
into pattress
speed of record player motor
80225

1 Guitar rmc

clip on type suits most amps

80283

3 Mild steel boxes approx 3m

x 3m

t fin deep

standard electrical
130293

50 Mixed silicon diodes
1 Tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest

Dozen range and you become melded to afree oh
web each doren packs
A dandled hst al these packs and our latest

axial ended. 4700,F at 25V Jap made. nor

Extra good quality

intended for video and tape
Ref

130604
PIEZO ELECTRIC FAN An unusual fan, more like the one used by
Madame Butterfly than the conventional type it does not rotate the
arr movement is caused by two vibrating arms It is American made
mains operated. very economical arid causes no intederence. so is
ideal for computer and instrument coohng Price is only El each Ref
8D:Ir
SPRING
LOADED TEST PRODS

Heavy duty made by the famous

Bulgrn company very good quality Price 4for fl Ref 80599
CURLY LEAD Four core standard teplacement for telephone hand
set. extends to nearly 2metres Price fl each Ref 80599
TELEPHONE BELLS These will work oit our standard mains through a

power supply Price 2bells for CI Ref 60600
ASTIC P.S.U.

rechng for the lengthening or shortening day

amps al i5V, 15amps al i12V, and 3amps al i5V Should be OK for
nappy disc drives Regular price 130 Our price only CIO Bet 10T34

An

expensive time switch but you can have it for only
f2.11S without case metal case £29S. adaptor kit

24hrs This makes an ideal controller tom he immeg
sron heater Price of the adaptor kit is £238

Switch mode type

Brand new and unused
APPLIANCE THERMOSTATS

to convert this into a normal 24hr irme switch but
with the added advantage of up to 12 Inoffs per

Input set for . 230V

Output 35

Spindle adrust type suitable for canner

tor healers on similar Price 2for fl Rol B0582
44-841.4i4i4, Bead
Beereeleed 12 immilla

AXAI RVUM3110 MIDIRACK

3-CORE FLEX BARGAIN No I Core sue 5rfirn so ideal for long noten
sion leads carrying op to S amps or short leads up to 10 amps 15mm
ion 12 ref 2PI89
3-CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. 2 Come sue 125non so suitable log long

Is a really excellent piece of furniture ideal to hold your computer or

extensron leads carrying up to 13 amps. or short leads up to 25A

audio equipment Has three shelves in the upper section and a hinged
glass fronted lower section Bergh! approximately 3n. width 13 1
2 in.
/

lor f2 Ref 2P190
CASE WITH I3A PRONGS

depth 14in. on castors

sortable tor plenty of protects such as battery trickle charger. speed
controller. lime switch. night light. noise suppressor. dumpers etc

dark walnut veneer finish

f15 plus El tor

Price

MAURO UNILEX AMPUFIERS
We are probably the only firm in the country with these now in stock
Although only four watts per channel these give superb reproduction
We now offer the 4 Mollard modules me Mains power unit IEP93021
Pre amp module IEP90011 and two amplrlier modules lEP90001 all tor
UN plus f? postage

For prices of modules bought separately see

IWO POUNDERS

la go Into

10m

I3A socket. nice sue and

2Ion fl Ref BD565

ALPHA- NUMERIC KEYBOARD This keyboard has 73 keys giving trou
ble free life and no contact bounce the keys are arranged in two
groups. the main area is a OWERTY array and on the right is a 15 key
number pad board sire is appro. II x4 brand new but offered an
only a ', anon of its cost. namely 13, plus fl post Rd l 3P27
TELEPHONE EXTENSIONS It is now legal tom you to undertake the
wiring ol telephone extensrons Fog this we can supply 4 core tele
phone cable 100m coil 18 50 Extension BT sockets C2 95 Packet of 50

2M ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER
Learn In your sleep Have radio playing and kettle

plastic headed staples f2 Dual adaptor log taking two appliances ! torn
one socket C3 95 leads with BT plug for changing old phones. 3for C2

boiling as you wake

WIRE BARGAIN

intruders

switch on lights to warn 011

have awarm house to come home lo

INTERRUPTED BEAM KIT This kir enables you to make a switch ham
will trigger when a steady beam of ultra red on ordinary let is broken
Main components relay photo transistor resisiogs and caps. eic
Circuit diagram hut no case Price C2 Ref 2P15

circuits Will refresh you, home office workroom etc Makes you
feel bener and work harder a complete mains operated kit,
case included E11.5114- E3 P&P

Dept AR, 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 SOT
Orders under

f20 add fl 50 service charge Monthly account orders accepted from
schools and public companies Access and B card orders accepted
anew 102711 731601 e. 2035111

500 metres 0 7mm solid copper tinned and pon

Coveted Only f3 plus fl post Rel 3P31 that s well under 1p per
metre and this wire is ideal tot push on connectrons

10 times more IONS than the [ TI and similar

MAR ORDER TERMS: Cash. PO or cheque with order
News

Letter will be enclosed with your goods and you
seral_artomatically receive our next news letter

Order ret 2PIEIS
135 ADAPTERS Takes 2 I3A plugs. packet ot 3for f2 Order ref 2P187

led with 25H, 50V So enth these bells we give a circuit tor a suitable
one on and

J & NBULL ELECTRICAL

There na total of over 40 packs in Our Baker's

13A PLUGS Good British make complete with lose. parcel of 5 log 12

one on per 24 his repeats daily automatically cor

free one

OVER 400 GIFTS
YOU CAN CHOOS EFROM

spindle Old but unuse3d and in very good

transformer. but lo sound exactly like a telephone they then must be

VENNER TIME SWITCH

Generates await

5A BATTERY CHARGER KIT
including case, Only ES plus fl postage

larn

condition tl each Our ref 130630

heads Regular price f150 per spray can Our price 2cans for fl

ACCH1N COMPUTE/ DATA RECOIWERICASSITTEI llts is ametro data
meager with swrichebie meter comer immeoled len ase with the
Acme Decree el BBC compeers bot else freemen ante almost us
«Mr compete and can be used ter mane& record mid pray back of
st 1.11 week
S
U trey comets ere. PAUSE STOP .ad EJECT CUUTAST
FORINAP0
REVUE/REWIND and RECORD
test tenement bed in
ward 110 seemed, Mn Cell Arse tape comae, midi reset bane« tepid
smmel range Siebg re 91111.0 tape impede.e eek ehei Ca« be boner,
warmed be is updated north • gams rider* , Breed mgm dill in
merelecerat ssweepers El Order Ref VIII add f2 pastase

POWERFUL IONISER

parts

mers and good length

malty 50p each. you get 4for El Our ref 613

THI S M ONTH'S SN I
P

Most other packs still available and you can choose any as your

All

WAN GANG TUNING CAPACITOR Each section is 00135oF with inn,

CLEANING FLUID

svith 25 amp on off switch A beautiful unit at f2.50

3 Car plugs with lead. fit into lighter socket

80305

rel 2PI96 or 100 metres coil till Order ref 8P19

CAPACITOR BARGAIN

You can do all these and more By afamous maker

130296

4- CORE FLEX CABLE Cores separately insulated and grey PVC coveted
overall Each copper core sire 70 2mm Ideal log long telephone runs
or sonde applications even at mains voltage 20 niches £2 Our

day Nicely cased, intebnded for wall mounting Price f8 Rd l8P6

low price of fl 15 each, or 113 Mr 12

Secuncor delivery Order Ref 15P11

mer up boil

BIG SMOOTHING CAPACITOR. Sprague powerlytic 39.000uF at 50V f3.
Our ref 3P4I

BENCH ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS 250 wan 230V in and out with
plenty of tappings to owe exact rolls 15 plus 12 Order get 5P5
BURGLAR ALARM BELL 6 gong OK for outside use it protected from
rain I2V banery operated Price El Ref 8P2
24 HOUR TIME SWITCH 16A changeover contacts. up to 6 on offs per

Mains operated with 20 amp switch
keeps your soldering iron etc

poorer supply

three transistors and we estimate

p c esire ao2' lapel
Fined volume control and a hole for a tone control
should you require a The amplilieg has

lens
80193

between 3and 30V internal resistance is about IK ohni AC loads up to
10A can be switched Price is El each Ref 2PI83

MINI MONO AMP on

through top so ideal for interrupted beam switch
10 Motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs

This has no moving parts has high

opal resrstance and acts as a noise barrier and provides 4kW isolation
between logic terminals the turn on voltage is not critical anything

2/11/-0-2011 Mains transformers 21
2
/
amp MO wanl loading. tapped
primary 200-245 upright mountings f4 Order roi 4P24

2 Plastic boxes approx In cube with square hole

130180

2PI99

you should make for as the Portland Road shop mn future will be lust

be operated by any low pressure variation such as

6 Microphone Inserts

Our ref

etc
sprayed grey. sue Bin o gr tin x arn high. ends are louvred for
ventilation other sides are flat and undrdled Order Ret 2PI91 Price C2

water level in water tanks
2 Mains operated motors with gearbox

B0139

they work mst as well

you loin in series to get desired

and in parallel log more amps » NNW A gives 100mA Price

METAL PROJECT BOX Ideal fire for battery charger

Supply and external controls if you rit them

PROBLEM SOLVED !

want to browse around the special bargains available this is where

I Suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can

BD134

nonage

fyou use our solid slate relay

CASE FOR 9 MONITOR
We have arranged with a metal worker lo make cases tor the 9

computer We have had the printed circuit board made and have all

13049

10 Very fine drills for pcb boards etc

,and so eliminate the need for actual sunshine

SWITCH AC LOADS WITH YOUR COMPUTER This is easy and reliable

almost any nicad battery

B0132

FREE POWER , Can be yours if you use our solar cells sturdily made
,modules with new system bubble gnagrufrers to concentrate the light

Ifl. Our ref BD631 Module C wves 4130mA. Price 12
Medals D gives 70OrnA, Price f3 Our rel 3P42

etc

131330

130128

Only 125 bot very heavy so

should be cased Offered a a lot less wan some firms are asking
for the tube alone only f16 plus 15 Past

relay, etc

I BOAC stereo unit is wonderful value

80720

tapped mains input

please add f5 if not collecting Order Rd l 25P4

iin bright light Voltage moot is 45

2 25 wan loi dspeaker two unit crossovers

BDICL3A

I

for other outputs

W MONITOR

EHT circuitry Requires only a I6V dc supply to set it going Its
made up mn a lacquered metal framework but has open sides so

burglar alarms secret switches,

8029

B091

ready lo use unit Price 16 Out ref 6P3

12 30 wan reed switches, its surprising what you can

13022

8067

charged Ill eight hours ot two in only 4 hours Ilt is a complete boned

and white tube ref 021 336W Which lobe is implosion and X ray
radiation protected VDU is brand new and has a time base and

make with these

B034

SOLAR POWERED Ni CAD CHARGER 4 Ni Cad banegies AA IHP7)

takes

our speaker Ref BD13/
B013

awes '
1 HP Price CI5 plus f2 post

5011 2101 TRANSFORMER C Core consnuchoo so quite easy lo adapt

C11 Our ref 11P2

Ideal to work with computer or video camera uses Philips black

I 61,11n speaker cabinet ideal for extensions

POWERI111. 12V MOTOR was intended for Sinclair Electric Car rating
3 INCH FDD Hitachi ref UFO Xt5SXA Ideal replacement or second
drive in most computers especially Amstrad 6128. etc Price 130 plus
It3 post

CASE

leaving things switched on

Boll

NEW ITEMS
Some of the many items described to our current list
which you will receive with your parcel

3-30V VARIABLE VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY UNIT with t amp OC
output Intended log use on the bench for experinientegs students
inventors service engineers etc This is probably the Most « pedant
piece of equipment you can own latter a multi range test meter) It
gives a variable output from 3 30 volts and has an automatic short
circuit and overload protection. which operates an IIamp approxima
rely IOther leatures are very low ripple output, a typical ripple is 3mV
pk pk

ImV rms Mounted in a metal fronted plastgc case this has a

voltmeter on the front panel in additron to the output control knob and
the output terminals Price tor complete kit with lull instruCliOnS is ( is
Ref 15P7
TRANSMITTER SURVEILLANCE 1BUGI

tiny easily hidden, but which

will enable conversation to be picked up with FM redo° Can be housed
n amatchbox all eleclronn parts and citcuit Price E2 Ref 21'52

* 2m/70cm

ALINCO DUAL BANDER

* 25 Watts output
* Full duplex operation
* 21 Memories
* 2 Call channels
* Priority channel
* Dual VFO's

£449 inc vat

* 12.5 & 25kHz steps
* Memory Scan
* Programme Scan

* Memory Skin

ALD-24E

This transceiver could transform your
operating habits! It contains completely
separate 2m and 70cms transceivers,
permitting full duplex operation. To the
un -initiated, this means you can transmit
on 2m whilst receiving on 70cms, or vice
versa. The built-in duplexer means asingle
antenna socket with a full 25 watts output
on
both
bands.
Measuring
only
5.5"x2"x6.5" it is the ideal mobile rig. Its
comprehensive
memory and
scanning
facilities provide rapid access to both

simplex and repeater channels on 2m &
70cms. Using the dual VFO's you can
instantly switch between 2m & 70cm and
the single knob tuning provides simple and
quick frequency selection. The large LCD
readout incorporates an S- meter and is
back lighted. If you are looking for a
completely self contained 2m & 70cm
station, then look no further. At this price it
has to be a bargain. For further details of
this amazing transceiver, send today for
the full colour brochure.

OUR FAMOUS FREQUENCY MANUALS!

L

UK LISTENERS CONFIDENTIAL
FREQUENCY LIST 5th EDITION

THE COMPLETE UHF-VHF
FREQUENCY GUIDE 26-2000 mHz

This publication has now sold well over 3500 copies since it was advertised only
a few months ago. Now the recent updated version is selling even better. No
self respecting listener should be without a copy. If you enjoy exploring the
short wave bands then this publication will add to your enjoyment. It covers the
hf spectrum from 2 to 30 mHz and gives details of transmissions outside the
amateur bands. Specially designed for the UK and European listener it sets out
in a very easy way a comprehensive list of hundreds of interesting
transmissions that will keep you occupied for days on endl Only a fraction of
the cost of other similar publications it contains details of Marine. Air. Military.
Embassy. Press and News agencies. Many listings have time schedules
included together with comprehensive PITY details. It tells you the
frequencies used by civil and military aircraft whilst flying the Atlantic. when
and where to pick up the press bulletins, long distance marine traffic etc and
much more. Send today for your copy of this worthwhile publication

New 1988 Edition. Many listeners have asked for aguide to the wide VHF/UHF
spectrum and to meet this request we have recently published this frequency
manual. It covers the range 26 to 2000 mHz and has been specially prepared for
the UK listener Anybody who has used a scanning receiver will know that the
wide frequency range involved means that it is difficult to know exactly where
to listen This guide takes all the guessing out of monitoring It lists all the
services throughout the spectrum together with both simplex and duplex
frequency splits. If you've spent your hard earned money on a scanning
receiver or are considering buying one you'll find that this publication contains
a wealth of information that has previously remained un -published ,

£5.95 p&p 75p

NEW 1988 EDITION £6.95 p&p 90p
4th EDITION VHF-UHF
AIRBAND FREQUENCY LIST

HF OCEANIC AIRBAND
COMMUNICATIONS 1988 EDITION.

This frequency manual is without doubt the most comprehensive list of
VHF/UHF aircraft listings available in the UK. Of vital importance to the airband
enthusiast or indeed any keen VHF/UHF listener it sets out in a very easy to
follow manner full details of a whole host of stations. Every known UK airfield
frequencies. etc. Included are Civil. RAF, USAF, MOD, Naval fields on both VHF
and UHF bands. There are also air to air frequencies. the Red Arrows
frequency. and much more. Send today for your copy and find out just how
much you have been m,ss Ina ,

Prepared in response to many requests for more information about the air
traffic on the hf bands this little guide sets out to explain to the beginner how

£5.95 p&p 90p

the hf band works in relation to air traffic. It contains full details of the world
aircraft frequency bands in the range 2 to 23 mHz together with control
frequencies and those commonly used for Oceanic control. Also included are
many VOLMET frequencies. the Search and Rescue frequencies used by RAF
helicopters and Nimrods. the Hf AT network. London Company frequencis.
European control centres etc. An ideal companion for the hf airband listener.
Send today for your copy.

£3.50 p&p 70p

g
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___STANTON

ELECTRONICS

18.20 MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX - 12 NORTH STREET, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX.
MAIL ORDER TO: 18.20 MAIN ROAD, HOCKLEY, ESSEX TEL: (0702) 206835
VISA
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